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fain), Garden, and Household, 
■ cmh rii.i* in ri T\ \m ro\. 
ct.-i.»iir irlenda who may have communications, ob- 
,:i!i<ms, facts, suggestion**, or anything of interest, 
lining to this department, are requested to commu- 
ie the same to Dr. Putnam Simonton, Searsport, who 
e pare the a.imo for publication, if of sufficient im- 
,■! mCe. 
GET GOOD TOOLS 
iNe>«- times of active competition, when not 
i- \. r\ available force pressed into service, 
i- become a great question, also, bow to pre- 
all waste in those forces.—it N a great error, if 
'in, to l„ waiting human energies by the use 
: tools; and the term tools includes every- 
ed in operating bu'dues>, all the way from 
in' and sewmg-needle> up to books, banks. 
old .'team-engine^. W hen the thing is simple 
'iehle ur a mwthe. it is cal led a too]: when 
■ aied in it- 'trueture like a reaper or a mow- 
ii i' culled a turn bine; bill all these natural 
ihi l*• «-r 'tuall, which as-d-t human energies 
my Io<• \l tlii' till,- w -peah only of the 
i. ultui'al 
hm.wiug •netlung about til• nature ot n<r\es 
i>111-• jes—; in -nitnal inaeliinery of feeling and 
M, v\ re Hil.'t) p.ene.l to see the needless e\- 
■ lit u r< f these Ji\ ing forces by the use of heavy 
lools, an<1 bv their misdirected application, 
person, however strong and robust, set-, off 
: early morn to walk all day. an extra pound 
o 'hoe •> may 'cem a small affair, and will not be 
I much for tie first hour or two; but who 
not see what a terrible clog it is through tie- 
on o Killiei fewer miles miM b< done, or a 
enter vpenditure m; d. of mu-culai. and of all 
vital lord's necessary to carry that extra weight. 
Vguitj, these forces arc made to act in just such a ; 
■ ii"U naturally, differing slightly, aeeoidiog u. j 
-;i, a in each person. Xow if in making that! 
tmey the shoes are all right in weight, but ‘•o 
M'-iriteted or applied a< to give a wrong direction 
tie.se forces,tic sumo thing will happen as in Hie 
r p;c!—fewoi miles must be done-, m a greater 
liditiire <•! the \ itenergies made equal to the 
v. l«*--t by tie wiong direction of the forces. If 
! th< '.♦•perai' hi tie s;ni],time, how great i' 
damage. 
1 i.• -. j>; in-. 1! ij.ply most Ol 111'- 11! Use. 
Lie- v% ;?h ii-ilmuir« •- weighing a single pound 
Ur.o. !• -••■tr- >.« ucce-sary, takes -o much 
f to- a-k done: .>r if you make ilup by extra 
■i ■«. inking so much out of your life as to lose 
Ii fle-h or blood or bone would be 1 And ii 
ving" in a wav to give a wrong direction to 
1 ou must in- it ably 1 we 
m .ii k in lift 
-- i'-ue. and art cv« t y y i-ar-MiiibiiSi tolighu n 
and inak< ii more prodintiv e. by the inven- 
:-111-r Mid ben. r applied tools. But with 
i. ’.ioriiy i»f people wliom we see, this avails but 
no- the rule w ith them i- to leave these tools 
1 i<# all the rusting influences, so that every ; 
h N swung ii carries an extra ounce, and j 
-df an xtra pound of earth wlneh sticks to j 
in amount in a day sufficient to very much 
away human strength and the profits of labor. 
r. i> a va.-t loss also in trying, a- wise Dr. 
;lm -aid “to lion auger hole- with a gimlet.” 
when we -oi i> so oth n we do, farmers 
.l king -lowly and painfully with a poor hoe in 
!-fashioned way. win n tlie cultivator will do 
'in hour than the hoe in a day. we feel just 
iug—frieud, you art boring auger holes with 
-mall gimlet. And when, as so often, wo 
poor tired looking boy, <»r giril, or woman, 
.g arii kety. creaking grindstone hung on fork- 
•ks or other rough wooden eoutriv ances, when 
■ -lit to beV»n \v«il-oiled antl-foi* lion iron maehin- 
-we feei just like saying—Iriend, <»«>d made 
human muscles for other and better purposes 
.o- trying to make auger hole- with the -mall- 
ad poorest of gimlets! 
il v-i iKiiiNi. i< -oi.- Ii the surly grumbler 
* the the world i- growing worse ami 
1m. ■; i ail ih*- time, will Take the pitchfork of 50 
■ i' through all it- changes to the 
on, ar lie* present time, he will be 
‘must li—-even ;j he he one of the grum- 
■ men—and will grumble never more. 
'oi H<-h-1-1*1 rcuroitK. Many persons desire 
•pinion respecting this. \Y* bad read much 
ii. but personally ku- v nothing about it tili 
1 rday le arning that we were *-iu pursuit of 
ledge under difficulti* on this subject, (..’apt. 
t<er, of Si arsport, who goes in for all im- 
imnt-, kindly invited us and several other 
ns to the show of unloading a ton of hay with 
i in-trmnent. And though unprepared for ex- 
iting, being out of season and out of rig. the; 
• w as a great success—hoisting some 200 lbs. at j 
a about u- quickly a- one could a common 1 
will, high up to the roof of a tall barn. Our 
■ wsion is this, which may he of-«*rvicc to those 
■ r readers who desire information on the sub- 
bor -mall farm- with plenty of help, and good 
■ to tow hay without too much high pitching, 
>" l not pay—he tool with all its fixing- eost- 
■■b nl die price of two tons of hay. But where 
i_- quantities of hay arc lobe put away, especially 
■ up, it would twin pay for itself every year. 
vwi ei-cr state*, that when in prop; r order, in 
u minutes ii .-.ill land a ton in the attic of any 
\nd lame r pre-ent at the show, said he 
•* ’dl last seu-on withgreat satisfaction: that 
aid -mall b"\'—11 v<• latter io drive the hors; — 
m hay high up on the mow faster than three verv 
men «mld stow ii away Thi- high testimo- 
well as v.hut wr saw ..urselvc.-, leave*. no 
of the value, und- r thecircumstance- named, 
horsc-pjiehfork. 
'n small a subject perhaps too much has now 
iid : hut the greatest*thing of all, and which 
i "il! not be -kipped, is—give the boy- the 
-I-. Having boon once hoy, and having loo 
tie-m ai home, we ft-cl sympathy for them, 
v < lift Din pen to say they are a much abused 
1 .r nine times in ten. if a -aw or an axe i- 
oal dull: if a h«ic i- era. ked so ;t- to catch the 
and make lab..r more weary: if a -evthe i- 
■ and “won't hang di.'-nt,” -uch as no man 
u all the-'- are sun io fall to the lot oi the 
boy with hi- green, flabby frame, and his 
•e-oh uiigiown; when ibr this reason he ought 
the lightest ami the best. And in the noble 
m m oj youth “to keep up'* though clogged with 
•••-' -hameiu] practice-, he become- often crip- 
1 -i1 i!J• : -.r lii■» o\<*rta-kr(l .llapse* an»l 
him i. >i p re mature grave. If he be a youth 
I’irii. in* oilier tiling happen-. Kurly sonnTim* 
ling von all ai (he -lair-—*\lim—Jim:** but 
Inn" answer- lank. l.i hi- elnimher, in all the 
ii'ii ahoiil all ilie premi-es. can you find anv 
lh i-gone, -iii nil} and -adl.v he has home 
'niiiig, sensitive heart ail these, and. pcrhap- 
other wrongs, till lie had become di.-gnsted 
a hi- work and hi- home, and has struck out for 
n into lie great world, all friendless and un- 
1 Jed. Il voil survive til.'sorrow, perhaps you 
'v and then hear of him a-("apt. James— 
good -hip l.uekv ;—l.-ij. or ll.in. somebody: 
■ n. frc'iiieiill} you vvill hear of him pursuing 
u " hriug your grey hairs with sorrow to the 
till from this early and great mistaki; of bur- 
and di-. ouraginghiiii with the poorest tool-; 
mi providing him with sutlieieiii holidays and 
*e t’e-a-ur. and all those nameless liltlo hut 
rL-> ,• in essnry as food and raiment in 
pi..per formation ofyouthflil life and character. 
A a. w .oof 'ii I arm irnplei,ii'nt- and machinery 
principles of their construction and use, ,te., hv 
i I lioilins, N. vv ^ orh—eo-l po-t paid ssl.50, has 
(,cen puhli-hed: and w< judge from its table of 
i.'. nt- a- advertised, and notice of it in the Agri- 
'•lunjst, .In)} \o., it i- :: valuable hook on that 
'Object. 
His t- in IlOL’SKKTXPKns. The following art a 
•' valuable household hint-', which are worth pro- 
rving. 
"ave your slid- for garden plants, or lor garden 
1 d-. vvlien sandy. 
" ish your tea-trays with cold suds, polish with 
ottle flour and rub with a dry doth, dozen potatoes make more starch than fresh 
'i"': they also make nice cakes. 
hot shovel held over varnished furniture, w ill 
'"c out the white spots. 
hit of glue dissolved in skimmed milk and wit- 
r " ill re-tore old ernpe. 
'‘Ways meudihe clothe- before washing them. 
CAUSES OF RAINLESS REGIONS. 
Foist I.at;amu:. Wvoming Territory, ) 
Jim: 24, isrtO. S 
I" (It* .1 >/ric**/( orol folitor <>f Rt-pnhJi*'an Jour’ i 
nal: 
Sus: In these far-off wild', tie- weekly \ 
fare of my old acquaintance—the J>elfa>t Journal— 
though it be two weeks old, is thrice welcome. And 
as some return, and not perhaps devoid of interest 
to your readers, T semi a brad’description of thi' re- 
gion, and its novel mode of agriculture. 
For hundreds of miles around tiii- military post, 
it i- a waste dreary doert: being one of the several 
place* on the globe where rain seldom falls, or 
j m-i-mre of any kind gathers. And to mostof your 
: reader- it may he interesting to know tin cause of 
! thi> fact. 
S* veral came* probably conspire to withhold rain 
from this and from all rainless places, of wliieh in 1 
this ease the chief are these two: 1. The general 
law that the rain-fall diminishes as the distance in- 
creases from large bodies of water—because these 
are the source of all the vapors or moisture in the 
air: and those- vapors, as they pas- along over the 
land giving up thin moisture in the form of rain, 
nearly vanish before they reach* >o far inland as this 
region which is some 1000 mile- from the Pacific, 
and 2000 from the Atlantic ocean,—just a* a railroad 
train starting full of people at the sca-board cities, j 
and dropping at the various places, becomes nearly 
'■in) > on reaching far inland. Tei the fact that on 
the western slope of the Rocky Mountains there are 
quite copious rains and noneon the eastern slope,! 
which latter embraces this region, requires j 
another reason, which, so far as can be determined, 
is this : It i* now a \vt 11 established fact that in both 
the temperate zones, there i-, high in the atmos- ! 
1 »here, a continuous current of air or wind from the j 
west fand north-west. And then winds coming 
from the Pacific, ocean loaded with moisture, are ar- J 
rested by the Rocky Mountains which run for bun-. 
b eds of miles north and south at right angles with ! 
the wind. Those- mountain* rising into the region 
of perpetual snow condense the moisture in the 
wind* into rains which descend upon and fertilize • 
I he western -dope, w hile not a drop fall- upon The 1 
eastern side. 
.sometimes we havi lien a seven snow storm in 
January anil February, and occasionally a thunder 
storm during the summer mouths; but these are 
exceptional eases, caused probably either hvlocal j 
commotions in the atmosphere, or by some of the 
detached mountain peaks and spurs which rise high ; 
in tliis immediate vicinity. 
Hence there is, and can be, no vegetable growth | 
in such places, except by natural irrigation from the I 
streams, or by artificial means from them. And a 
description of the way we water and make produc- 
tive our post garden may he interesting to vour ag- 
ricultural readers. 
A tributary of the Laramie, a small but swilt 
stream, runs through the garden; and this though 
below the land level, a little science and art have 
compelled, not only to furnish the water for irriga-: 
ting, hut to hoist itself up when needed. A water- j 
wheel some seven feet in diameter, fastened to a I 
strong frame-work, and placed vertically, is set in, I 
and revolves by the current of the stream. The i 
wheel is arranged with paddles, like those of a steam- 
boat, having leather buckets attached to the exlrom-1 
ities of the paddles, 'flic buckets fill themselves at | 
the bottom of the wheel, and, as they come to the I 
top, empty themselves into conductor- which lead ! 
the water in a small but continuous stream to all j 
parts of the garden. Thus this simple contrivance, j 
made with but little labor and expense, supplies a 
constant stream of water, night and day, giving to 
vegetation the much needed moisture, and perform- 
ing withf lit any tii ing a labor which the whole force 





M. Henri .Sainte-Claire Deville has recently pre- ; 
sen ted to the French Academy of Science the third! 
portion of his valuable researches on the physical j 
a nd heating properties of mineral oils. M. Deville, I in this memoir, dwells largely on the dangers inci- 
dent to the use and storage of petroleum, and on 
the modes of preventing the disasters which are of 
such frequent occurrence. 
Most persons suppose all such cases to he due to 
one cause only ; namely, to the highly inflammable i 
nature of the volatile ingredients contained in these 
oils, which, by admixture with air, form explosive i 
compounds. This is a cause of real danger, but the : 
above-named chemist calls attention to a hitherto J unnoticed reason for manv fires and accidents. j 
This he attributes to the very great expansion in ; 
bulk which mineral oils undergo by increase of tem- 
perature. If petroleum has been barreled during the cold season, it will expand largely with the first 
appearance of hot weather, and will then burst the 
containing vessels, on the same principle that ice 
ruptures our water conduits and hydrants. The 
inflammable material then oozes out, often without 
being noticed, and is a lurking cause of danger. It is well known that the burning of petroleum re- i 
fineries and storehouses generally takes place in hot 
weather after a eool period has just elapsed. 
Now is the time of the year to look out for petro- leum fin and to see to their prevention. The eon- 
elusion to he derived from M. Deville's memoir is, th.it it is essential to leave sufficient spare for ex- 
pansion by beat in all vessels eontainingpetroleum, ‘|ml never to fill them to completion. 
When the paper of M. Deville shall have been 
published, we shall he able in tell our readers the. 
exact extent of space needed for the mean expan- sion ol all mineral oils. 
Tills statement, taken in connection with the very 
recent and destructive oil-fires at Hunter’s Point, L. I., and at AVeehawken, N. ,1., occuring under 
Ihc precise conditions of temperature described by Mr. Deville, will attract much attention. [Scien- tific American. 
“STRIKE thi: Knot."—“Strike the knot!” said 
a gentleman one dav to hi- son, who, tired and wea- 
ry, was leaning on his axe over a log, which he had 
in ain been trying to cleave. Then, looking a! the 
log. tile gentleman saw how the boy had hacked and 
chipped all round the knot without hitting it. Tak- ing the axe, he struck a few sharp blow-on the 
knot, and split the log without difficult!. Smiling he returned the axe to his son, saying; 
“Always strike tho knot!” 
That was good advice. It is good for you, my children, as it was for the boy to whom it \\ as first 
given. It is a capital maxim’ to follow when vou 
are in trouble. Have you a hard sum to do at 
schoolHave you got to fare a difficulty? Are you 
leaving home, tolivc for the first time among stran- 
gers? Strike the knot! Look your trouble in the 
eye, M. the bold lion-hunt, r looks in the face of lie* 
| lion. Never shrink from a painful dutv. but step right up to ii and do it. Yes. strike the knot! 
Strike the knot, boy- and girl-, anil vou will ulv, ,*.y- 
conqner your difficulties. 
How in t'-r: Lime as YIam hk. “tv. l\," 
Edilysville, liy. We have more faith iu large doses 
of lime than in small. One hundred bushels per 
acre will often so change the character of the soil 
that the beneficial effects will he observed for twentv 
"f thirty years. A convenient way to apply the 
lime is lo plow the land and then as the lime i- 
drawn from the kiln put ii on the field in heap- go 
feet apart each way, and a lmshel of lime in each 
heap. Then cover ttie heaps with a few inches of 
soil, and as soon as the lime is slaked, spread the 
whole evenly over the land with a shovel, and har- 
j row or plow' it in. and sow the crop. This gives 
about one hundred bushels per acre, anil as none of 
the lime has to he thrown more than 10 feet ii i- 
easily spread. We should prefer to use the lime on 
a summer-fallow for wheat, as this affords more time 
to attend to it. But It may he applied to any crop. 
1 If your land is drained, naturally or artificially, and 
is well summer-fallowed and then limed as abov e, 
you may expect good wheat and good clov er, and 
no matter how much it i- “worn,” when you have 
once gol good clover you can easily make vour land 
bring large crops. 
Eiqito YIam iik. ('. M. F.,” Boone County, 
Iowa. The excrement, of sheep nr other animals' 
may he used in the liquid form. Put up a barrel as 
fora leach and draw off the strong liquid from the 
bottom; dilute this to the color of ordinary tea. an 
apply it to plants only when they are in a growing 
state. If used when the plants are cheeked by 
i drought it will prove injurious. On the small scale 
•here i- no better way than to apply it from tho spout 
ni a watering pot. It will he better lo draw away the 
eart h from around the roots of the plants, apply tho 
liquid manure, and when this has soaked away, re- 
place tin* earth. Itneeduot be applied oil oner than twice a week. 
Carefully paint farm utensils. Keep a pot of 
paint for the purpose, when not using it keep cov- ered with oil and in the cellar and it wiU remain In 
good condition for years. 
THE FIRST VIOLETS. 
BY Sin E. B. LYTTON. 
W ho that lias loved knows not the tender tale, 
\\ liich flowers reveal when lips are coy to fell? 
Whose youth had paused not, dreaming in the vale, 
Where the rich violets dwell: 
J.o! where they shrink along the lonely brake, 
Under the lifeless, melancholy trees. 
Not yet the euekoo sings, nor glide the -snake. 
Nor wild thime lures the bee. 
Yet at their sight and scent entranced and thrilled. 
All June seems golden in the April skies. 
How sweci the days we yearn for. until fid tilled! 
< > distant Paradise? 
Dear land to which Desire ever flies. 
'rime doth no Present to the grasp allow : 
Say, in the fixed Kternal, shall we. M-i/e 
At the la*t fleeting Now? 
Dream not of days to come, of that unknown 
Whither Hope wanders (maze without a elite;! 
Clive their true witchery to the flowers—thine own 
Youth in their youth renew. 
Avarice! remember winn the cowslip's gold 
laired and yet lost its glitter in the grasp; 
Do thy hoards glad thee more than those of old? 
Those withered in thy clasp. 
From three the band falls pal-ded—it was kks 
'I hat thou wert rich—thy (’offers were a lie! 
Alas, poor tool 1 joy is the wealth of men 
And hear their poverty. 
Como, foiled Ambition! what hast thou desired? 
Kill pier nml powo»-»—O \V‘»»*Ur.»*or to t! 
Th- -con. e were thine, when life’s gay spring inspired 
Tliy soul with glories lost! 
I.ct the flowers charm thee to the jocund prime, 
When o’er the stars rapt fancy traced the chart; 
Thou had’st an angel’s powers, in that blessed time, 
Thy real human heart! 
Hark! hark! again the tread of hashful feel! 
Hark ! the houghs rustling round the trysting place! 
I.ct air again with one dear breath lie sweet. 
Earth fair with one dear face! 
Brief-lived first flower, first love! the hours steal on 
To prank the world in Summer’s pomp of hue: 
Hut w hat shall flaunt beneath a fiercer sun 
Worth wlmt we lose in you? 
(ill by a bower, a leaf in some loved book, 
We inark the lines which charm us most. Retrace 
Thy life, recall it*loveliest passage; look, 
Dead violets k eep the place, 
A JURYMAN’S STORY. 
ISY JUIM1K t.ARK. 
Wo had been out twenty-four hours, and1 
stood eleven to one. The ease was a very 
plain one—at least we eleven thought so. 
A murder of peculiar atrocity had been com- 
mitted, and though no eye had witnessed the 
deed, circumstances pointed to the prisoner’s 
guilt with unfailing certainty. 
The recusant juror had stood out from the 
first. Ho acknowledged the cogency of the 
proofs, confessed his inability to reconcile the 
tacts with defendant's innocence, and yet, on 
every vote, went steadily for acquittal. 
His conduct was inexplicable. It could not 
result from a lack of intelligence; for while 
he spoke but little, his words were well 
chosen, and evinced a thorough understanding 
of lids case. 
Though still in the prime of manhood, his 
locks were prematurely white, and his face, 
wove a singularly sail and though fill expres- 
sisn. 
Hi' might lie one of those who entertained 
scruples as to right of society to inflict the 
death penalty. But no, it was not that; for, 
in reply to swell a suggestion, he frankly ad- 
mitted that brutal men, like, the vieious brutes 
they resemble, must be controlled through 
fear, and that dread of death, the. supreme 
terror, is, in many eases, the only adequate 
restraint. 
At the prospect of another night of fruitless 
imprisonment we began to grow impatient, 
and expostulated warmly against what seem- 
ed an unreasonable captiousness; and some 
not over kind remarks were indulged in as to 
the impropriety of trifling with an oath like 
that under whi'-h we were acting. 
“And yet,” the man answered, as though 
communing with himself rather than repell- 
ing the imputation, “It is conscience that 
flinders my concurrence in a verdict approv- 
ed by my judgment." 
‘How can that lie?" queried several at once. 
“Conscience may not alwav dare to follow 
judgment." 
“But here she can know no other guide." 
“I once would have said the same." 
“And what lias changed your opinion ?’* 
“Experience?” 
The speaker’s manner was visibly agitated, 
and we waited in silence the explanation 
which lie seemed ready to give. 
Mastering his emotion, as if in answer to 
our looks of inquiry, ho continued; 
“Twenty years ago I was a young man just 
beginning life. Few had brighter prospects, 
and none brighter hopes. 
“An attachment, dating from childhood, 
had ripened with its object. There had been 
no verbal declaration and acceptance of love 
—no formal plighting of troth; but when I 
took my departure to seek a home in the dis- 
tant West, it was a thing understood, that 
when 1 had found it and put it in order, site 
was to share it. 
“Life in the forest, though solitarv, is not 
necessarily lonesome. The kind of society 
afforded by Nature depends much on one’s 
self. As for me, 1 lived more in the future 
than in the present, and Hope is an evereheer- 
iiu »mi | j.mmi 
“At length the time came for making the 
filial payment on the home which 1 had 
bought. It would henceforward be my own; 
and, in a few more months, my simple dwell- 
ing, which I had spared no pains to render 
inviting, would be graced by its mistress. 
“Ai the land office, which was some sixty 
miles off, I met my old friend, George C. 
fie, too had come to seek his fortune in the 
Went; and we were both delighted at the 
meeting. He. had brought with him, he said, 
a sum of money which he desired to invest in 
land, on v. hieh it was his purpose to settle. 
“I expressed a strong wish to have him for 
a neighbor, and gave him a cordial invitation 
to accompany me home, giving it as my be- 
lief, that he could nowhere make a better 
selection than in that vicinity. 
“He readily consented, and we set out to- 
gether. We had not ridden many miles, when 
George suddenly recollected a commission he 
had undertaken for a friend, which would re- 
quire his attendance at a public land-sale on 
the following dav. 
“Exacting a promise that he would not de- 
lay his visit longer than necessary, and hav- 
ing given minute directions as*to the route, I 
continued my way homeward, while lie turn- 
ed back. 
“I was about retiring to bed on the night 
ol my return, when a summons from without 
called me to the door. A stranger asked .shel- 
ter for himself and horse for the night. 
“I invited him in. I hough a stranger his 
face seemed not unfamiliar. He was proba- 
bly one of the men I had seen at the land 
office, a place, at the time, very much fre- 
quented. 
“Offering him a seat. I went to see his 
horse. The poor animal, as well as I could 
see by the dim starlight, seemed to have been 
hardly used. His panting sides bore witness 
of merciless riding, ami a tremulous .shrink- 
ing, at tlie slightest touch, betokened recent 
fright. 
“On returning to the house, I found the 
stranger was not there. His absence excited 
no surprise; be would doubtless soon return. 
It was a little singular, however that he should 
have left his watch lying on the table. 
“At tin1 end of an hour, my guest not re- 
turning, I went again to the stable, thinking 
lie might have found his way thither to give 
his personal attention to the wants of his 
horse. 
“Before going out, from mere force of hab- 
it—for we were as yet uninfested by either 
thieves or policemen—I took the precaution 
of putting the stranger's watch in a drawer 
in which 1 kept my own valuables. 
“I found the horse as 1 had left him, and 
gave him the food which lie was now suffici- 
ently cooled to eat, hut hi* master was no- j 
where to be seen. 
“As 1 approached the house a crowd of men j 
on horseback dashed up, and I was command- j 
ed, in no gentle tones to “stand!” In another! 
moment 1 was in the clutches of those who j 
claimed me as their “prisoner.-' 
“I was too much stupefied at lirsi to ask 
what it all meant. I did so at last, and the ex- 
planation came, it was terrible! 
“My friend, with whom I bail so lately -et 
out in company, bad been found murdered! 
and robbed near ibe .spot at which I, but I 
alone, knew we. bad separated. I was the 
last person known to be with him, and I was1 
now arrested on suspicion of his murder. 
“A search of the premises was immediate- 
ly instituted. The watch was found in the: 
drawer in which I bad placed it, and was! 
identified as the property of the murdered i 
man. His horse too, was found in my stable, i 
for the animal I had just put there was none 
other. I recognized him myself when I saw; 
him in the light. 
“Wlmt I said, I know u ;. My confusion I 
was taken as additional ew cnee. And when, ! 
at length, I did command .language to srive j 
ail intelligible statement, it was received j 
with sneers of incredulity. 
“The mob spirit is inherent in man—at 
least in crowds of men. It may not always i 
manifest itself in physical violence. It some-1 
times contents itself with lynching a charae-! 
ter. But whatever its form, if is always re- j 
lentless, pitiless, cruel. 
“As the proofs of my guilt, one after an-1 
other, come to light, low mutterings grad- j 
ually grew into a clamor for vengeance ; and j 
but for the firmness of one man—the officer! 
who had me in charge—I would doubtless! 
have paid the penalty of my supposed offence j 
on the spot. 
“It was not sympathy for me that actuated 
my protector. His heart was as hard as his ! 
office; but he represented the majesty of the 
law, and took a sort of a grim pride in the 
position. 
“As much under the glance of his eye as 
before the muzzle of his pistol, the cowardly 
clamorers drew back. Perhaps they were 
not sufficiently numerous to feel the full effect 
of that mysterious reflex influence which 
makes a crowd oi men so much worse, and 
at times so much better, then any one of them 
singly. 
"At die end ot some months my trial came. | 
It could have but one result. Circumstances I 
too plainly declared my guilt. 1 alone knew 
they lied.' 
"The absence of the jury was brief. To 
their verdict I paid but little hood. It was a 
single hideous word; but Iliad long antici- 
pated it, and it made no impression. 
"As little impression was made by the 
words of the judge which followed it; and 
his solemn invocation that God might have 
that mercy upon me which man was too just! 
to vouchsafe sounded like the hollowest of; 
hollow mockeries. 
"It may he hard for the condemned crimi-j nal to meet death; it is still harder for him j 
who is innocent. The one, when the first I 
shock is over acquiesces in his doom, and i 
gives himself to repentance; the heart of the j 
other filled with rebellion against man's in-j 
justice, can scarce bring itself to ask pardon 
of God. 
“I had gradually overcome this feeling, in; 
spite of the good clergyman’s irritating ef-; 
forts, which were mainly directed towards ex- 
tracting a confession, without which he as- j sured me, he had no hope to offer. * 
“On the morning of the day fixed for my! 
execution, I felt measurably resigned. I had 
so long stood face to face with death, had so ) 
accustomed myself to look upon it as a mere-; 
ly momentary pang, that I no longer felt so-! 
licitous save that my memory should one day 
be vindicated. 
“She for whom I had gone to prepare u 
homo had already found one in Heaven. The! 
tidings of my calamity had broken her heart. : 
She alone of all the world believed me inno-1 
cent; and she had died with a prayer upon | 
her lip-, that the truth might yet be brought to ! 
iight. 
"All this I had heard, and it had soothed 
as with sweet incense my troubled spirit.) 
Death, however unwelcome the shape, was j 
now a portal beyond which I could see one 
angel waiting to receive me. 
“I heard the sound of approaching foot- 
steps and nerved myself to meet the expected 
summons. The door of my cell opened, and I 
the sheriff and his attendants entered. lie | had in his hand a paper. It was doubtless! 
my death-warrant. He began to read it. Myi 
thoughts were busied elsewi.se. The word's j ‘FULL AND F'KEE PARDON'1 were the first to ; 
strike my pre-occupied senses. They affect- 
ed the bystanders more than my self. Yet so 
it was: 1 was pardoned for an offence I had 
never committed. 
ini- vuipru, none oiner, nis needless 
to say, then lie who had sought and abused 
my hospitality, had been mortally wounded : 
in a recent affray in a distant city, but had; 
lived long enough to make a disclosure, which | had been laid before the Governor barely in 
time to save me from a shameful death,'and i 
condemn me to a cheerless and burdensome ■ 
life. 
“This- is my experience. My judgment, as 
yours in the case before us leads to hut one 
conclusion, that of the prisoner’s guilt; hut i 
not less confident and apparently unerring! 
was the judgment that falsely produced my 
own.” 
We no longer importuned our fellow-juror, 
hut patiently awaited our discharge on the 
ground of inability to agree, which came at 
last. 
The prisoner was tried and convicted at a j 
subsequent term, and at the last moment con-1 
fessed his crime on the scaffold. 
An Old Elephant Avenging An Insult 
to a Young One. The Milwaukee Wiscon- 
sin of June 23 relates the following addition- 
al illustration of the wonderful sagacity of the i 
elephant: 
The elephant Romeo, who paid our city a 
visit on Saturday, and who has won quite a 
reputation for cutting up, started a sensation 
yesterday, which for some time bid fair to be 
quite lively. It seems that when the train 
was coming into the city on Friday morning, 
some thoughtless boy "threw a. stone at the 
baby elephant, hurting it. 
Romeo was full of wrath, and started for 
the crowd of boys with,the evident determi- 
nation of stirring them up. The keeper saw 
what was up and fortunately succeeded in 
quieting the monster. Yesterday morning the hoy who threw the stone was on the cir- 
cus grounds, and Romeo by some means dis- 
covered him. The huge fellow was full of 
wrath, and stared about wildly. He upset 
stands, threw his trunk about him and bel- 
lowed very much like a young tornado. 
It was evident that he meant mischief, and 
as soon as he was in earnest would manage 
to get loose, and then the dickens would be 
to pay. A rider was sent down town to hunt 
up Romeo’s keeper, and that worthy arrived 
just as the monster was in a fair way to get loose. The keeper managed by blows and 
threats ts quiet affairs. Meanwhile, the boy 
who had made the trouble was getting to- 
ward town as fast as his young Tegs could 
carry him. 
—The farmers of Southern Indiana have 
planted largely of tobacco the present season 
and the crop promises to be abundant-. 
A NIGHT’S RUN WITH WOLVES. 
KY .1. \V. WATSON. 
Thirty year.-, ago, Council Bluffs, now a 
city of many thousand inhabitants, was com- 
prised of half a dozen log-houses, a black- 
smith's forge, and a shebang, or whiskey 
house, dignified with the title of tavern, 
where a half dime would purchase as much 
of the raw fluid as any strong man would 
dare swallow, or a dime would give him the 
addition of corn bread and a shake-down of 
straw, for it was always presumable that the i 
guests at this hotel brought their own bed- 
clothes, in tin shape of a good Mackinaw 
blanket. r 
It was my luck, at about the time 1 men- 
tion, to he landed on this 1 leaven-forsaken 
spot, from the good steamer Julia C'hoteau, 
in the service of the American l’ur Company 
—all old St. Louis citizens will remember her 
well, as they will remember the. beautiful 
lady she was named after. I was bound for 
Prairie du Chien, with knick-knacks for the 
comfort of both trapper and Indian. 
The breed of hunters and trappers that one 
then found at the West, has, I think, passed 
away—the man of iron frame, who knew 
nothing of the meaning of fear, and lived al- 
most as near nature as the animals he hunted ; 
who made- his hod wherever the night hap- 
pened to catch him; who had but one love, 
his good rifle, and never let that awav from 
the length of his arm. 
There were a few of that kind with us that 
would accompany the train that was to carry 
us and our goods to the station, and that 
night, as we rat about the stout fire tiiat 
blazed and roared up the stone chimney of the tavern, the conversation naturally turned 
to hunting scrapes, of which most of the 
party had 'earned experience. At last one of 
them said to me : 
say, c ap tsnori ior captain;, ,itin ilorne, 
here, has got a new game." 
“What is it, Ilorne?” I asked. 
“Oil, git out, Cap’ll," answered Horne, 
squirming about on his bench! “(ain't nothin’. 
Bill’s only trying to stuff ye." 
“Why don’t yp tell Cap, anyhow?" says 
Bill, rather crossly; “thething's nat'ral, Jim, 
an’, perhaps, he’d' like to take a hand.’’ 
I asked Ilorne again for an explanation, 
and got it in this wise : 
“Why, Cap’ll, you see I’ve got a little sell 
on wolves. The pesky varmints are so thick 
ahouten liar, that they acshaliy come right up 
to this very door, sometimes, o’nights. Their 
tamal pelts ain't wutli much, but when you 
kin git ’em in a heap, without much risk, 
why they're wulh suthin. So some of us 
hoys, while wc was a waitin' for the train to 
git ready, fist got up a moonlight excursion 
on ’em. We git on a span of puty smart kind 
of ponies, and take that strong sled that’s un- 
der the shed yander, and make a cut across 
that hit of woods over tliar," pointing with 
his finger westward, “with a pig in tow." 
“Ajffg in tow!" I said. "What is that?" 
“Why, wc just take a young pork out of 
Brownson’s stable, and inteli it behind the 
sled. One on us drives, t'other makes the 
pig squeal, and the rest shoot. Last time we 
lost the pork. A rousin’ old cuss grabbed it 
right under our noses, an’ that don’t pav, 
no how." 
There was something original in this, and 
1 thought right away that I would like to ta- 
il, though really not understanding it 1 said 
so to Ilorne. 
“Do you think you can stand it, Cap’ll ?" 
My pride was up directly. 
“Stand it!” I said; “I giicss I’m as able to 
stand it as you are!" 
“Mebbo so," drawled Horne. "Wall, I 
don't see any reason we may’nt go out to- 
night. The moon’ll be up in an hour. Guess 
Brownson’ll let us have a pork. Cal’late he 
will if he knows the Cap’ll wants it." 
“Yes,” I said; “tell him I'll pay for it." In an hour the moon had arisen, and the 
sled was at the door with two fine, stout mus- 
tangs hitched to it. The snow was in elegant order, hard and crisp, almost like ice, and 
the route that we were to take was a clearing about thirty teet wide, right through the for- 
est for two or three miles, made by the log- 
gers in getting out timber to run down the 
river. The pig was produced, and, until he 
was muzzled, showed himself an elegant 
squealer, so much so, that I was afraid he 
would bring the “pesky varmints," a** Ilorne 
called them, on us before the time. 
Fifteen minutes put us well inside the wood, 
but the moon shone so bright, and the reflec- 
tion was so strong on the snow, that we had 
no more difficulty in seeing every object than 
at noonday. The pig was unmuzzled and be- 
gan to squeal. Our party consisted of Horne 
and myself, Bill Waller, the first communi- 
cant ot tlie idea to me. Brownson's hoy, to make the pig squeal, and a tail, east iron, 
half-breed, whom we only knew bv the name 
ol Boh. \\ a Her was to drive, Ilorne, myself, 
and Boh would do the shooting. 
*} vs Hf*ic every wneiv, and l oaug'ht 
sight ol the first wolf. He was well in among the trees, not approaching us, hut with his 
long, striding gallop, keeping pace with u.-. In a few minutes he was joined by another, 
and almost, before we could mark them, they 
began to close upon us in dozens, rising, as it were, out of the very ground. Above the 
squeal of the pig, Ilorne shouted for me to 
reserve my fire. I confess that I turned an 
easy glance at Waller, .as the beasts closed in 
upon us, for the horses were getting restive and uneasy, and every now and then the sled 
would strike a stump that would make, it 
quiver all over. I knew that in his hands 
"ere our lives, and that an upset—and the 
chances were that the morning would show 
nothing but some of our larger hones, the 
smaller ones, with the rest of our mortal 
frames, would be in the stomachs of the pack 
trailing after us. 
At last, and it seemed hours where it was 
only minutes, Ilorne gave the word to fire. 
The foremost were within a dozen feel of us, 
and three went down. The shot was like 
firing into a flock of birds; with the clearing 
away of the smoke, half the pack was gout” 
and the others hesitating on their path. They 
did not hesitate long, but in three minute's 
had swelled to treble their original number. 
Their long barking howl was heard on every 
side, and above it occasionally, I could hear 
the voice of Waller speaking soothingly to 
his horses, who were nearly mad with terror. 
Now began the slaughter, and every shot 
seemed to tell, but yet the pack grew larger 
and larger, their long noses almost touching 
the sled at times, and their red eyes, dull and 
steady, glared into our very faees. At one 
time they seemed to spread like a crescent 
behind us, at another they trailed in a long 
line, and as quickly changed, until they were 
on every side, sometimes even up with the 
horses. At this moment, as they began to 
stretch ahead of the sled, I heard Horne, as 
though speaking to himself, say: 
“By gracious! I never seed so many of tin 
critters before." 
I thought at that moment what would be- 
come of us if one of our horses were to fall, 
or any accident happen that would stop our 
progress. Wc would not have time to take 
to a tree, and we were little more than half 
way through the wood. T leaned over to 
Waller, and asked him :— 
“Do you want any help?” 
“For God’s sake! stop that pig’s squealing! 
Throw it over, and stop firing!” 
We obeyed him, and saw piggy rent into a 
dozen pieces, before we had gone a dozen 
yards. This gives us a minute or two start, 
while they were settling the distribution of 
the pork, relieving the horses from the im- 
mediate fright and danger, and letting Waller 
gather them up a little; but the crowd was 
on us again. They had tasted blood, Horne, 
whispered, and were more dangerous than 
before. 
“Don’t shoot. Cap’ll,’’ lie said, "until the 
critters get right up with the ponies, or try 
to get into the sled." 
1 didash e said, Imt we all had our hands 
full, including Brownson's boy, in keeping 
them from leaping into the very, sled or clos- 
ing up on the horses, Horne and 1 detailing 
ourselves for the latter .job. 
At last we saw the opening about half a 
mile away, and 1 think the wolves saw it al- 
so, and felt that we would escape, for they 
came upon us with increased numbers, snap- 
ping at the wood of the sled, and at the 
haunches of the terrified horses. We were 
fairly skimming over the snow, and within a 
hundred yards of the opening, when one 
huge fellow sprangright into the sled, knock- 
ing me baelyvurrl, and, I believe, but for 
Horne’s quick grasp, I should have been out, 
and among the pack. That clutch and scram- 
ble, (In; blows, of which I panic in for a 
share, the skillful use of Bob's bowio. and 
tin dying struggles of the animal, as 1 held 
him down, while Bob hacked away for his 
heart, I shall never forget. Unit'struggle 
brought us out on the opening, where a few 
only followed, and paid for their temerity 
with their lives. 
Our horses ran nearly a mile before we 
could calm them, and during that time not a 
word was spoken. Waller was the first to 
break the silence, and he said : 
ell, blast my pietnr', Jim Horne, if you 
get me out on any more of your inventions'" 
"Don’t kal’late to come myself, much 
more,-’ said Horne, coolly, stowing a w ad of 
tobacco into his cheek. ‘‘Cap'll, you’ll hev 
that pork to pay for, Imt 1 guess qwas cheap 
thrown away." 
I thought so too, but wasn't going to sav that T bad been frightened, although inward- 
ly l didn’t condemn Horn's proposition not to 
come “much more.” We made a wide sweep 
through the open country, giving the wood a full margin, and got home as fast as the 
horses were willing, which was at an uncom- 
mon good pace, for even at the distance of a 
couple ot miles wc could hear the how ling of the brutes we had left behind us. 
The next morning wc went over the route 
to see what execution we had done, and 
Home and the party took fifty skins, after re- 
jecting many that were torn or otherw ise of 
no value; twice as many as lie had ever got 
before, and yet he concluded the "excursion" 
didn't pay. 
As to myself, 1 determined imt to let any 
more wolves chase me, and if I had any 
money to inve-t ;n pork not to do in that 
way. 
A THRiLLING INCIDENT. 
Tin- lbllowing incident is extracted tr»m a 
very interesting paper in Bentley's Miscel- 
lany, entitled “Hours in Ilindooslan.'" The 
cobra eopellois said to be one of tie* most veno- 
mous sjiecies of serpents in the East, bin bite 
being attended by almost instant death : 
We bad been playing all the evening at 
whist. Our stakes bad been gold mohur points, 
and twenty on the rubber. Maxby, who was 
always lucky, had won live consecutive bump- 
ers, which lent a self-satisfied smile to his 
countenance, and made ps losers anything but 
pleasant; when he suddenly changed counte- 
nance and hesitated to play. This the more 
surprised us since he was one who seldom 
pondered, being so perfectly master of the 
game that he deemed long consideration su- 
perfluous. 
“Play away, Maxby: what are you about'.”' 
impatiently demanded Churchill, ont of the 
most impetuous youths that ever wore the 
uniform of body guards. 
“Hush,'’ said Maxby, in a tone which thrill- 
ed through, at the same time turning deadly 
pale. ^ 
“Ale you unwell .said another, about to 
■start up, for ho believed our friend had been 
suddenly ill. 
“l or the love ot God, sit quiet," replied 
the other, in a tone denoting extreme fear or 
pain, and he laid down his cards. 
“If you value my life move not. 
What can he mean? lias he taken leave of 
his senses?" demanded Churchill ippealing 
to himself. 
“Don t start—-don't mo\e: 1 tell you in a 
■sort of whisper 1 can never forget,'' uttered 
Maxby. 
“If you make a sudden motion I am a dead 
man,” he exclaimed. 
We exchanged looks. Hi continued: 
“Remain quiet: all may be well I have 
a colira copcllo around my leg-.” 
Our first impulse was to'draw back our 
chairs, but an appealing look front the lie- 
tim induced its to remain, although wo were 
aware should the reptile transfer out one fold, 
and attaeli himself to any other of the party, 
that individual might already be eoiinted'a 
dead man, so fatal is tile bite of t!i:it dreadful 
monster. 
Poor Maxby was dressed a- many old resi- 
dent- still dress in India, namely, breeches 
and silk stockings. Therefore In more plain- 
ly felt every movement of the snake His 
countenance assumed a livid hue; the words 
seemed to leave his mouth without hi-feat- 
ure- altering their position, so rigid was tin- 
look, so fearful wa- he lest tin.- slightest 
muscular movement -liould alarm the serpent and hasten his bite. 
We were in agony little less than hi- own 
during the scene. 
“He is coiling round,'’muttered Maxby, 
“1 feel him cold, cold to my limb, and now 
he thicken-. For the Jove of heaven cull f«;r 
j some milk. 1 dare not -peak loud: let 1 be 
| placed on the iloor." 
j uminmi nunmn "live UIU OKl'T, aim H ! servant slipped out of the room, 
i “Don't stir! Xorthcote, you moved your 
: head. By anything sacred I conjure you not 
to do so again. It cannot be long ere rnv 
fate is decided. Bve a wife and two children 
in Europe; tell them I died blessing them— 
that my last prayers were for them. The 
snake is winding around my calf; l leave all 
I possess ; 1 can almost iancy l feel his breath. 
Great God, to die in such a manner!'’ 
1 he milk was brought and carefully put 
down ; a few drops sprinkled on the iloor, 
and the affrighted servent drew hack. Again 
Maxby spoke. 
“Xo! it lias no effect! 1 dare not look down, 
but am sure he is about to draw back anil 
give the bite of death with more titan fatal 
precision. Receive me, O Lord, and pardon 
me! My last hour has come! Again he pauses! 
1 die firm, but this is past endurance! Ah, no! 
lie has undone another fold, and looses him- 
self! Can he be going to some, one else! We 
involuntarily started. 
“For the love of heaven stir not. lama 
dead man; but bear with me. He still loos- 
ens, lie is about to dart. Move not, but be- 
ware!—Churchill, he falls off that way. Oh! this agony is too hard to bear. Another press- 
ure and 1 am dead! Xo, he relaxes.” 
At the moment poor Maxby ventured to look down, the snake had unwound himself 
tlie last coil had fallen, the reptile was mak- 
ing for the milk, 
“1 am saved! I aui saved!” and Maxby 
bounded from his chair and fell senseless into 
the arms of one his servants. In another in- 
stant need it be. added, we all dispersed—the 
snake was killed, and our poor friend carried 
more dead than alive to his room. 
Richard Realf, "old John Brown's” right 
hand man at Harper's Ferry, and the young- 
est of his band, was recently appointed an 
Assistant Assessor of the Internal Revenue 
in the District of Edgefield, South Carolina. 
The husband who devoured his wife with 
kisses afterward found that slip disagreed 
with him. 
A CONTEMPORARY OF NELSON AND NA 
POLEON. 
A'row Appleton's Journal.] 
Oil the ninth day of March, ISO!', the. me 
hundred anil fourth birthday of a gallant sol- 
dier was celebrated by a break I'nst-partv in 
New York City, at which Admiral Farrago! 
and a number of regulars and e\-vulunteers 
of the army wcm present. Only two years 
before the old hero’s birth, tire lot on which 
St. Paul's Church now stand, on the block 
below the Astor House, was pinned and 
sowed with wheat. and New York liada pop- 
ulation ol only fourteen thousand souls, yet 
our venerable triend is -till a -‘umpurutb ei\ hale and healthy man. abb- 
to shoulder til- cratcli, And slum how lil t,Is were lost aid ,-,„h 
is still able to make occasional I>u-11u —. vi.-ii- 
tii Wall street, is always in his seat at church 
on Sundays, and still fuels ph-nsm-,. ,n 
and social amusements. 
‘•Captain Frederick I_was born in 
Lambeth Parish, London, March ft. 170n. aiil 
for the last quarter of a century has been a 
resident of this city. His step is linn, and lib 
figure erect, with unimpaired mind and a 
cheery manner As a commissioned officer 
in the British army eighty year- ago, and a- 
a traveler and xplorer in Asia, Africa, and 
Australia, lie has probably had more varied 
and marvelous experiences of life than atn 
man now living. Although bom before Na- 
poleon, or the great adversary Wellington, 
our old lriend is still strong in body and mind 
as Labrnyere says of one of his character-:. 
1 years with him have not twelve months, mu 
add to his age.' Hr was educated at the mil- 
itary academy at Croydon, entered the Kiu 
lish army with an ensign's commission in t> 
lobe.-, 17811; fought with tlie Sixtieth Brili-h Kith1- in Holland under the Duke of York, in 
j 161)3; served in Denmark with the troops ( 
operating with the navy under Lord Nelson, 
at the Capture ol Copenhagen ; accompanied 
Lord Castlereagh as a military member of hi- 
stall to ilie tumons Vienna (Jongres-: w,t 
nessed the celebrated interview between N 
| poleon and Ah xander on the ri Ni.-men, 
in 1807 ; fought under Wellington in the ,ui- 
j glo-IIispanib army in the P.-ninsular eam- 
! paign, where he volunteered to lead a forlorn 
j hope in an attack upon a French redoubt, which was carried, with a bis- of ffty 
killed and vvoundi d out of a e until and 1,-- v 
I than one hundred men. Ii was in this tie-. 
[ perate assault, and in the moment of vi [or-, 
[that he was strums down b\ a blow on ■.it- 
! Iteail from a saber, and was for some tinn in- r sensible and supposed to lie dead. Forilii 
| daring deed lie was promoted by Wellingiou 
[and decorated with a medal, which In- wear 
1 mi certain otVM'-i»Mi> \viu*u »/.* U /u,r.. 
I apt am L-captured an Ann in m vo- 
; m*1 oil ih+* roast of Al‘rh:i, «luriuihr <<•<*.unt 
| war with Gr«;at llntain, In- hr in 14 at themm 
in command of an army transport: anil in 
! 18lb In* assistin'! for limn.* month*) in truardin i 
Napoleon at Si. Hilma, and held Irequriu 
i conversation with the Great Caniain. wIkm., 
he considers was most shameful) v tn ated l,\ 
! the brutal Sir Hudson Lowe. ID sold hi- 
commission in tin British army in 1-81-8. and. 
alter \ ariia! experiences in almost evert ouni- 
t< r of tin glob, took up his residence in 
New fork. His widowed daughter and 
grandson, who accompanied him to the I ni- 
ted States, have siuet died, leaving him eliild- 
; less and alone in th world, but not without 
troops ot triend- L,-li lor d*jadon the fiattie- 
field ot Busaco, there is no token of w hat In- 
sutler,',l but a de p scar, showing where he 
was strues by a It I’enelt suh/anr, and .1 valued 
medal; taken up lor a drowned man on the 
shores of AlgoaBay, te-ar-lhe (Jape of (biod 
Hope, after suffering shipwreck, the only 
1 permanent eon'cpienee lie ha- experienced 
has been tile loss of his fortune, which went 
down with his wife in the vessel. When the 
I’riucc ot' Wales visited tin- United States 1, 1, 
years ago, lie invited tin captain to return t-, 
England, promising to place him • ,11 the re- 
tired army list, on half pay, but the old hero 
was too deeply attached to his adopted home 
to leave it. During the riots of bs,;:i In. con- 
fronted a mob and saved a life at the immi- 
nent peril of his own. On the occasion of tin 
reception given by Admiral l'arragitt on lti- 
: noble flag-ship, the Franklin, before His, de- 
parture for Europe, in June, 18,;r. Captain I... 
then more than a century old, was present, 
and. after being on his feet f..r .several hour-, 
appeared to be less fatigued than some oth- 
ers who were two-score year.- hi- juniors. 
•His habits o' life are entirely different 
from those of his fellow-men. H, rises at ;>. 
breakfasts before daylight, dine- at no-,;,, 
takes his tea about live, and ln-lbi, fashion- 
able Gothamites -it down to dinner, the ip- 
tain i- comfortably t-nscmcritmhi» bed. ll-- 
does not retire with the birds, Inti befotv 
them, his hour being six o'clock. He remark- 
ed to the writer, with whom he rode honn- 
from the reception referred to above, at half- 
past seven, that he had not sat up sr, kite in 
twenty-years.'’ 
A NEW VERSION OF WOMAN'S RIGHTS 
,'fr'rom the Chicago Kvoning I*Oat. 
riit-re is a vt‘i\v n*ni: k.’thlt cas* >( m.i in- 
j menial felicity (! ) in litis city, which 1- tn 
generally known to the public*. In tin- W, 
Division lives a woman with two husbands, 
to each of vvlumi she lias been married in 1, 
i gal form. At tin; time tin- war broke out 'hi 
woman was living with In-r tir.st husband, In 
whom she had thn e children. Soon after the 
breaking out of the rebellion her hits!>aud <-t 
listed and vv< nt oil' in tint role ,f a "lu avs,,l- 
; dier boy." A year or two after hi- w in- heat .1 
! that he was killed in battle. Sin- heant 
nothing from him personally, the war close.I 
j and he failed to write or tor,-port ,,t hisf-uiu 
! er ‘-headquarters'' in ( iiieago. Hi-- wife now 
considered herself a widow ,evs- inI all doubt 
! and in course of time sin- married vain 
But a few months ago to her an,: /., mem ht. 
band No. 1, whom sin- had m- urn.-d -I- a.!, 
returned to in- long deserted domicil, lac. 
like Enoch Arden, only t tit;, 1 his wife the 
spouse ot another man. But, milik Enoch 
Arden, lie tailed to .lit of a broken heats 
A c ouncil of war was held by tin- tHr head- 
of the family and the difficulty amienbh ad 
*> ll.il >'»UJC men Mini U'-Illru -1 I; 
ilarly situated would have resulted in pistol I blood and litigation, was'settled readily and 
land satisfactorily by this amieable trio. It 
I was mutually agreed that both hu-lmml 
I should continue to he '-liege lord- of th* 
i woman, on eipial term-, ami -lie should In: 
I the w it*.* ot both husband'. >0 *11 after tin- 
I soldier husband's return home, the wife pr, stmted to him anil to the world another 1 hil I, 
! the offspring of husband Xu. j. iint this ,-i. 
j t'umstanet* did not seem to disturb the eipti- 
j librium ofXo. 1, nor the pea*'*- ofthehou'. 
; hold, and there dwells that “happy f.uniU 
—one wife, two husbands and four chihlivit- 
in a small cottage as ipiie.tly and content, ;•* 
1 all appearances as if nothing unu-ual hut 
ever happened. 
Few persons ever give a thought * th 
amount of food which they consume .luring * 
lifetime. From an article recently published 
we extract the following estimate **f what a 
noted English epicure ate during the 70 years 
that lie lived: 10 oxen, 200 sheep, lot) calve-. 
200 lambs, 50 pig-, 1,200 fowls, hot) turkey-. 
150 geese. 40<i ducks, 260 pigeons, 1,1*11) par 
tridges and quail, 600 woodcock, l.tno -nip, 
and other small game, besides 5(tit hares ami 
rtthhits, to deer, 120 guinea fowls, to p,.:,. 
cooks, and 260 wild fowls. In fish, pin nit 
hots, 140 salmon, 220 end. 200 trout, 401 
mackerel, 400 founders, 2oo eels, 150 had- 
dock. 400 herrings, and P 1,01)1) -melts: al-*>, 
20 turtles, 30,000 oysters, 3,500 lobsters and 
crabs, SCO,000 prawns, shrimps, sardines, and 
anchovies. In truits. 150 pounds grapes, 50 
pineapples, 2,000 peaches, 1,400 apricots, 24ft 
melons, and some 100,000 plums, green 
"ages, apples, and pears, and millions *>t 
cherries, strawberries, currants, walnut- 
chestnuts, tigs, almonds, &e. In vegetation 
ot other kinds, 25,475 pounds weight : about 
2,334 pounds of butter; 684 pounds of cheese : 
21,000 eggs; bread, 14,600 pounds; of salt 
1 
1,391 gallons of beer, 584 gallons of spirits, 
5,394 gallons of coffee, cocoa, and tea, 1,364 
gallons of milk, aud 2,736 gallons of water. 
4* 
OHIO DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION. 
( <>i iwr.t>. Omo, drt.v 7. The Democrat- 
ic State ( um ention met at -J o’lock this al'ter- 
nouii, and organized with lion. I’. Van Trump 
a- President. The following ticket was 110111- 
kinled : For (iovcrnor, (Jen. W. S. Roseerans, 
"ii the second iiallot: for Lieut, (iovcrnor, T. 
• ■. < lodfrcy : .11ulge ol'tlie .Supreme Court, W. 
I. (iilmore: Treasurer of'the State, Stephen 
liuhrcr: Attorncx-(leneral, .J. M. Cornell. 
Resolutions w ere adopted denouncing the 
■ xeiupliiin 1 >v the (io\ eminent of bonds from 
taxation a> unjust, and opposing any appro- 
pr: 11 ieii for that ]iurpose until they are made 
ol*icet to taxation : declare the claim lor the 
p;n nit at of bonds lioughl with currency in 
■! ! a- unjust, and if persisted it will in'evit- 
■ lon e ii]ion the people the question of re- 
pudiation: denounce a protective tnrifl'as un- 
jii'i ..ml oppressive and demand its repeal. 
ad the substitution of a tariff based upon 
cnue principles alone upon the closest pos- 
i*111- approximation to absolute free trade: 
oei lore that the 1 femocratie jiai’ty of the ('ni- 
si Stale- ha\. always been pre-eminently 
111<• 11111 y to the rights and interests of the la- 
Leri ug men. favor of a limitation of the hours 
of labor a ml of the most liberal homestead e\- 
■ iiiplioti law s, and of liberal grants of public 
lands ti, actual .settlers without cost, and op- 
pose tin donation- of them to swindling rail- 
load eorperations, and generally friendly to 
the -\ stem of measures advocated liy the La- 
borand Industrial Congress: and pledge the 
i leineeratie party, if revered to power, to ex- 
i'ei e its inlluenee in gi\ ing them a practical 
] pliealion denounce the attacks of (fovern- 
■■ lliiM-s and Lieut. (Iovcrnor Lee upon the 
ine ol'tlie late (ieneral Assembly’ as false 
.ii.d malicious : vindicate the act ion of the leg- 
hit ore iii the premises, and commend them 
s- pm\ id ing tin a without increasing the tax 
h \ y or ab-tracting from the relief fund ol'tlie 
i:11ned and disabled soldiers and their fami- 
ne : returning thanks to the late Legislature 
l ■ r their economical ex pend it uivs and exposure 
a the wholesale frauds whereby the people 
., iv w milled out of hall a million of dollars 
M the negligence of Republican State officials 
•o. l the dishonesty of other Republicans ; that 
n i' the right of each State to regulate its 
ti.niclii e, and that the s,(-called Fifteenth 
Vmeinlmeiit i- subversive of the principles of 
lie 1 ei|era 1 ('onslitution ; denounce the poli- 
aml legislation of the Radical party as 
i. oding to tin destruction of the reserved 
edit- of slates, and convert the Republic in- 
a < onsiilidated despotism, and declare that 
..hither such despotism he exercised by an 
l.mpcror or President. or a Congress, the re- 
uli would be fat a 1 to liberty and a good gov- 
ernment: denounce the National Banking 
loin and demand it- immediate repeal: de- 
i.1'ii11ee the trial and sentence of the citizens 
f Texas by a military commission in the time 
i peace, and the approval ol'tlie sentence by 
President (Irani as a violation ol'tlie most sa- 
red guaranteed rights of American citizens; 
ihat tin- usurpations of the parly in power, 
their many art- of ty ranny depriving sov- 
ereign state- of representation, and govern- 
ing -.,],] Males by military rule, etc., show | 
them to he a parly "I despotism and unworthy j the -npporl ol a free people: extend the I 
hand of fellow ship to and recognition of all 
onsen ali\ e- mu heretofore Democrats, and 
pledge a united and cordial support of Ohio 
Democrats to the ticket nominated by the 
( "iivoiitinu. 
PACKING THE DEAD. 
I rum the Louisville Courier-Journal, ad. 
\i an early hour yesterday morning a one- 
l.or e express wagon, ill which were seated 
two men, and which Lore live barrels of most 
extraordinary freight, drove slowly to the 
flier'- edge about a mile above the water 
works. The wagon and the two men were 
observed Lx negro who was at work in the 
v ieiniiy. and they came from the direction of 
the eiiy. Such a queer-looking load, driving 
in -iieli an odd direction, excited Cuflec’s at- 
lehlion. and lie watched with no little cuVi- 
iiy the movements of the concern. On 
reaching the water the men unloaded the 
1 iriv 1 and rolled them into the- river, hut the 
■ onleiits w ere so heavy that the barrels sank 
vi rx close to the shore. Then the two men ; 
.illi-mpteil. 1 »y means of a pole, to push their 
'■ll'insi li'eiglit out into tile stream, lint before 
i Ley laid accomplished this part of their work 
they heeame aware that they were being 
watched, and suddenly throwing down the 
pole and jumping into the wagon, they drove 
If as rapidh as their horse could take them. 
These singular movements, though they 
pu/y.led the darkey who had been a quiet ob- 
■eriiT of all that had been going on, gave 
him no idea, and he did not undertake the 
w1 *rk of oiling the mystery. In the after- 
iiiniii the mail boat came ]lulling and thrash- 
ing along, throwing big wax es out toward 
iIn shore, and tln-si catching the barrels, 
w hieh iiad persistently refused to roll tliem- 
l\ is out into the stream, threw one of them 
half wax out of the water and left it in a 
aiuling position. The boat had not gone 
f ir on her xvay before the negro heretofore 
mcut ioiied began lo observe a very strong and 
ili-agreeable odor that seemed to proceed 
1 ■ 'in I In- barrel which had lit n east up. The 
in becoming toe much Ibr him. lie went to 
h. employer with the statement that some 
men Lad thrown into tin- liver live barrels of 
w hat he called "earron. Mis employer, pro- 
ceeding to the river hank, sat up the barrel 
which had been lifted by 1 lie waves and stove 
hi tlm head. As he did tills a hideous spec- 
ie h- piv-eiiled itself. I’lie face of a ghastly 
"i p-e ei 11111"> inted him. and its hands were 
i. i-ed a- if in horror. The knees were bent, 
a though il had been forced down into the 
barrel, a soiled shirt eoyered the upper por- 
tion of tlie body. 
I no much liorrilicd to pursm the iiivstiga- 
ion further, the gentleman senl lo llit* city for 
i 'Holier Dick .Moore, who left early in the 
\ cning for the scene of the discovery. On 
n ix ing lie proceeded to secure all the barrels, 
drawing them from the water to the bank, 
kitei- examining the first one. lie broke in the 
head- of the others : hut the darkness and the 
iekeiiing stench interfering with a full inves- 
tigation. he concluded l- postpone further 
operations until thi- morning. The four 
barrels appeared to contain human bodies or 
fragments of human bodies Two men. well 
ii'iiied. were pul on duty as guards for the 
night. Ibis morning Coroner Moore xvill 
proceed lo the place with a number of Collins, 
and alter holding an inquest w ill lmrv the 
bodies. 
-v" n ini' iv filial ii" u it'\ j/iii 11 ii< i, 
I.ut it i- surmised that the contents of the 
barrels are the leaving of some dissecting 
table. A full investigations will be had to- 
day. when some light will perhaps be thrown 
iipou the matter. 
A r..\i:l;.\iMi III i.i.. A letter from Italy 
-ay -: 
The barbarous h attires ai-eumpanving the 
practice of the dnei in this country bat e been 
ireipieiitlv brought into notice by the press 
imtli here and abroad. We have now a fresh 
ease in point. Four y ouths, natives of Ficnza, 
m eouseipionee of a iptarrel, wltieli is as old 
a- hot carnival, met some days ago in a field 
a short distance from the city, after having 
dined together, says the account, with every 
appearance of cordiality and good fellow- 
hip. Each was pitted against 1ms respective 
adversary, the condition of the tight being 
that, after discharging their pistols, the par- 
tie -lioiild continue the combat with their 
knives. In both eases the pistols were fired 
“If without effect, tind the second act of the 
drama began. One pair ot combatants fought 
with great fury, and in a few minutes both 
men were mi the ground, one with five 
wounds and tjie other with seven. A fortu- 
nate accident put an end to the second en- 
counter, for “tie of the knives, coming into 
contain with a button or some other hard sub- 
stance was broken in two, and the horrid 
spectacle of their friends weltering in blood 
scents to have suggested other thoughts than 
that of continuing the conflict. A medical 
man called to the spot, gave small hopes ol 
the recovery of the two wounded men." 
The si. Paul Press says that half the business ol 
tin courts in Illinois seems to be to satisfy the ven- 
geance of women because they can't get the men to 
marry them, amt the other half to enable women to 
get rid of men who June married them. 
«► 
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THE VIRGINIA ELECTION. 
Tiie victory of the conservatives in the lute 
contest in Virginia is sweeping and complete. 
Walker is elected by a handsome majority, 
and the new Constitmion is shorn of its most 
odious features. 
The State Constitution submitted at this 
election was framed by a Convention, under 
radical management, some two years ago. j 
Its provisions confer civil and political erjtial-: 
ity upon the Macks, beside- providing for the 
disfranchisement of a large number of white-! 
who were engaged in the rebellion, and ex- 
acting a rigid test oath as a i|ualitication for 
olUee. The recent session of Congre-s, how- 
ever. provided for a separate vote on this and 
similar provision- in the Constitutions of \ ir- 
ginia, Texas and Mississippi, in the discre- 
tion of the President. This separate vote 
was accordingly ordered. The radicals who 
supported Wells, made up of the mass of the 
blacks, with a few whites, voted for the Con- 
stitution as originally framed. Walker and 
the conservatives, composed of about all the 
white voters and a few blacks, while they 
voted to adopt the Constitution, voted also to 
mi ike mu uie clauses providing i< •[■ dtstran- 
■liiscnieiu ami test oaths. 
The result is an adoption of the ('onstitu-1 
lion, shorn of ils most obnoxious features, 
and tile admission to (lie polls of some fifteen 
thousand white voters who were not permit- 
ted to vote at this election. Thf“se, added to 
the previous excess of twenty thousand white 
over the black voters, gives a preponderance 
large enough to ensure the future control of 
Lhe State by the conservatives. 
This gratifying result, we think, gives a 
valuable hint to the Democracy and Conser- 
vative Republicans everywhere. Had the ] 
concert of action not taken place by which 
tic whole Democratic strength was cast for 
the bolting Republican candidate, Walker, 
who avowed his disgust at th^ purposes of 
his former associates, Wells would have 
been chosen, and the obnoxious clauses have 
been adopted. There are great results in 
future, if those who control the Democratic 
party are wise enough to smooth the way for 
dissatisfied Republicans to join hands with 
us. While we would counsel no sacrifice of 
principle, we would not advise that men be 
repelled because they have not always agreed 
with its. 
The (dements of discord and dissolution are 
at work in the radical party. The tariff re- 
strictions on copper, iron, cordage and the 
material of ships, are crippling New England 
commerce. The duty on coal, which Nova 
Scotia is full, is inducing a fuel famine on 
our coast. The want of proper reciprocity 
In w hich Provincial lumber can be landed 
here, makes it impossible fora man of moder- 
ate means to build himself a house. The 
odious high tariff, in all its forms, is making 
the rich richer and the poor poorer. The 
enormous interest on the public debt, the lion- 
taxation of bonds, and kindred wrongs, are 
grinding the people terribly. There are mut- 
terings and restlessness that betoken action. 
The storm will burst soon. 
Let us assure these men, our late oppo- 
nent'. of sympathy and readiness to co-oper- 
ate in measures of reform, w ithout exacting 
the test of issues that are obsolete or second- 
ary. In a word—let tts be wise. Where 
Virginia leads, we need not fear to follow 
I HKl.frAST ( ITV 1W>M» \> AN IN VF>TMKNT. 
!w <• are glad to learn that shrewd men are 
! seeing the advantages of putting their money 
j into our city securities. We lan e just learn- 
ed of a farmer, who investigates the value of 
different forms of investment, and who has 
sold ¥9,00(1 worth of government bonds and 
bought the bonds of the city of Belfast, lie 
sold at a large premium and bought the city 
bonds at ninety cents on a dollar, lie escapes 
the special lax thereby. Also, he holds that 
the country will demand bond-taxation and a 
reduction of the present high rate of interest 
on the debt, and that the national bonds will 
be replaced by others bearing not over live 
per cent. If specie payment shall be resum- 
| ed at an early day, as is claimed, that fact 
I will enhance the value of the city bonds to 
| holders. They will draw six percent, in specie, 
if it lie made the sole lawful currency, and 
draw it for thirty years without the possibil- 
ity of reduction. These facts will have their 
influence on far-seeing men. 
Til a cK nit ay's Novels. Atuutyon is called 
to the announcement of Fields, Osgood & 
Co’s new edition of Thackeray's popular nov- 
els, at the very low price of $1.25 each. For 
volumes so handsome, they are marvels of 
cheapness. And when the absorbing inter- 
est of these productions is considered, as well 
as the insight into the lights and shadows of 
English life, its photographs of the aristoc- 
racy, and its queer hangers on who live by 
j their wits—there is no comparison to be made 
j between such literature and the trashy stuff 
\ that is issued even by publishing houses 
j claiming to exercise fastidious taste. Vanity- 
Fair and Becky Sharpe will endure in public 
favor as long a« Nicholas Niekleby and Mrs. 
Squeers. 
BABYLON IS HEARD FROM. 
We find ourself assailed in Die Rockland 
[ Free Press by a writer who signs him- 
self Nimrod, and calls us very hard names 
indeed. Curious to know by what similarity, 
real or fancied, the writer should adopt that 
particular cognomen, we investigated the 
antecedents of Nimrod of old, by aid of the 
learned lb's. Kitto and Smith. lie is called 
a “mighty hunter” in the book of Genesis— 
evidently a mistake of the translator or 
printer, for “mitey.” or one fond of lively 
| cheese. The Rockland namesake, who is 
j gnawing away at the county cheese, has a 
| natural fancy for the term. Again, Nimrod 
was descended from Ham, and most Bible 
scholars agree that 11am and his tribe were 
negroes. He is credited with undertaking 
the tower of Babel, which the Lord regarded 
as an impious work, and summarily vetoed— 
a veto that the radicals of that day could not 
overrule by a two-thirds vote, lie introduced 
idolatry .'and founded Babylon— a place that 
for wickedness probably exceeded the city of 
Washington under radical rule—although 
this is doubted. His habitation is frequently 
mentioned in the Bible, as “the whore of 
Babylon," “the mother of harlots," ami by 
other equally complimentary terms. The 
appropriateness and felicity by which the cor- 
respondent of the Free Press is led to select 
his signature is admirable. His prototype 
was a nigger, a sootier, a heathen, and sole 
proprietor of the “mother of harlots”! What 
a happy combination!—what singular ap- 
propriateness! Only one fact remains to be 
paralleled. Nimrod of old founded a dynast v 
—but unless his disciple at Rockland makes 
a more liberal use of soap and water than 
hitherto, lie will die as nasty as it is possible 
for any one person to become. 
I he extraordinary gonitis u ln> names- lum- 
sell’ with suoli scrupulous regard for the fit- 
ness of things, is (ioo. W. White, who runs 
the Registry of Deeds in Knox County, and 
runs it awfully, too. A credible gentleman 
informs n- that lie has a certified copy of a 
document emanating from this Babylonish 
official in which lie lias made no less than 
sixty errors, violating all tin* known rules of 
grammar and orthography, as well a most 
of the ten commandments. 
A- a mailer of curiosity, we give the prin- 
cipal gems of this lovely ollleial's attack on 
its— 
'file city of Belfast is disgraced with a Billings- 
gate slieci, that during the days of icheilinu went 
Ion n among die dead men's hones. 
••Disgraced with" is had grammar. If we 
should say that the County of Knox is dis-, 
graced by such a numskull in otlicc, it would i 
he both grammatical and truthful. 
since Robert K. Lee surrendered under the hi>- j 
lorie apple tree, and .!<•!!' Davis left the sacred soil j 
if old Virginia a fugitive. Semmes, Toombs, j 
Breekeiiridge and Valaiutigham hale risen to the 
surface, and once more this mendacious sheet lias I 
been resuscitated. 
Now let not this descendant of Ham run 
tway with the idea that it hurts our feelings 
to tie reminded that the Journal was discon- 
tinued during the war. it i- a fact of which 
ive feel proud, as we do of our whole record 
in that connection. We would not object.to 
keeping it standing at the head of the paper 
in big type. In those days nothing nourished 
save destruction, death, and the knaves who 
controlled the radical party. Two millions 
of" men went to needless graves. Twenty- j 
live hundred millions of debt was lnmg aboutj 
the necks of the toiling mm—cs of the nation, 
and their blood coined to pay the untaxed ! 
bond-holders. The shipping of the nation, 
the principal source of .Maine's wealth, de- 
clined one half. This radical angel of death 
had one foot on the land and one on the sea. 
And while honest men and honest callings 
were dying, our paper died. We are glad it 
did. We continually thank Hod that we 
made no money out of tin; country's woes. 
No banknote, stained by a soldier's blood or 
orphan's tear, ever found its way to our purse. | 
The only curses ever launched at us were 
those of tin* scoundrels x\ho fattened on the 
plunder of the country. Since that lime some 
of the most blatant of these have conic to us 
and begged with tears in their eves that we 
would not publicly expose their knavery that 
had come to our knowledge. 
When the reign of terror and villainy was 
over, we revived the Journal. The people 
hailed it as an old and true friend. Sub- 
scribers poured in by thousands. We 
have been obliged to replace our old presses 
and engines with new and improved machin- 
ery to meet the increased demand. The pre- 
cut prosperity of the paper i~ tin* justification 
of our course and of the poet's words — 
I ill I ii. 1'i'iisiii‘ii in i-ni'i 11. win ii“' again, 
rile eternal years of (toil are liei's.” 
We remember that w in’ll we disci iiitinneil our 
publication, tin* Progressive Age of this city 
published a long account oftlie funeral, wilha 
list of the mourners. Last week we found, 
in examining the tax list of this city, that the 
three Black Republican assessors of Belfast, 
acting under the solemnity of their oaths, had 
entered the Journal office as more valuable 
than that of the paper which four years ago 
published an account of our funerali Such 
are the revenges which time atfords to the 
patient waiters, of whom we are one. Blessed 
with a sound constitution, and belonging to 
a long-lived race, we expect in the fullness 
of time, to see the whole vindictive crew of 
Nimrod's kidney under our feel. 
Again says this learned official— 
But it is a mystery how such :i vile publication 
can live In a decent community. 
The other side of the Free Press, from 
which the above is clipped, contains a two 
column article, copied from this paper. And 
we reply that this “vile publication” lives and 
thrives by having the brains to produce arti- 
cles that receive the editorial approval even 
of sheets that permit lying and spiteful as- 
saults upon it. because the conductors dare 
not do otherwise. It isn't always that the 
bane and the antidote, the lie and the refuta- 
tion, go so happily hand in hand. We ap- 
peal from the drunken inside to the sober out- 
side of our uncourteous eolemporary. 
This writer makes further allusion to. the 
Journal in these words— 
The pot-house politicians ol the copperhead per- 
suasion count its editor a genius of the lirst water. 
We know not how this radical recording 
angel may be accounted among his politi- 
cal associates, if any he has—but if they 
need a post at the corner for the private use 
of dogs, he would make an appropriate one; 
and the water, whether first or hist, would 
always be congenial, and as Daniel Webster 
said “tit to be made'1 then and there. 
Perhaps we have taken up too much room 
with this matter. But we were moved to do 
so partly by the fact that we happen to have 
the space. Parties in Rockland who have 
furnished us with whips for this official will 
see that we have not applied them. They 
are held in reserve because we are averse to 
engaging in (hat kind of warfare. lint if we 
are attacked again, and should happen to fall 
from grace, we shall be liable to npplv to 
that fellow’s cuticle a little the roughest rasp 
that ever he experienced, ft will lie decided- 
ly for bis advantage to remember Grant's 
motto, “Let us have peace." 
WRITING FOR PUBLICATION. 
Conductors of newspapers are frequentlv 
embarrassed by contributions from friends 
whom they are anxious to oblige, but whose 
articles do not possess the merits to entitle 
them to publication, or are otherwise ob- 
jectionable. These arc consigned to the 
waste-basket with a wish that they were bel- 
ter, and a sigh at the hard fate of an editor, 
which compels him to lie seemingly unkind 
We say seemingly so. lint when the re- 
sponsibilities and perils of an editor's position 
arc rightly considered, it will be seen that lie 
can adopt but one straight-forward course. 
He is striving to make an interesting, amu«n- 
ing and instructive paper, to increase its cir- 
culation, and make il generally prosperous. 
His object, of course, i- to make money, as it 
is of every other man in business. He lias 
erected in his own mind a standard by which 
to try the merits of productions. Long ex- 
perience has enabled him to judge, with un- 
erring certainty, whether an article will do 
civile to hi- paper and add 10 il- Ituore-i, 
or the reverse. While, the author naturally 
feels an affection for bis own productions, 
akin to that of a mother for her offspring, the 
keen eve of the editor searches out its de- 
lects. weighs its merits, estimates it- interest, 
and decides quickly whether or no it is 
wortliv the dignity of type and ink. If his 
judgment approves, it is printed—if not. the 
decree should be irreversible. To expect an 
editor to print your article or poem. h>vuKse 
lie i- your friend, would be like expecting 
your friend the merchant to buy of you in- 
ferior goods at the price of lir-i-ela-s ones. I 
It would be no less to the detriment of the j 
former than the latter. An editor can no 
better alford to impose inferior articles on liis 
customers than a trader. In either ease the 
practice tends to ruin. 
And the conductor of a journal should be 
an autocrat, absolute and without appeal. 
He cannot even spare lime to give bis reason.- j 
for the decisions lie make-. He is the party | 
maiiilv interested, and Hi- judgment should be 
final. 
11 is erroneous lo suppose Hint certain per- 
sons are horn writers, and have only t■ > lake 
pen in hand to succeed without training or 
exertion. Certain mental qualities are of 
course indispensable, lml the best authors 
and newspaper writers become so by long 
continued and laborious study and practice. 
The polished beauty and the graceful ease, 
so much admired, art by no means inborn, j 
They are the fruit of long and patient study 
and preparation. The spirit with which a 
practiced writer will dash oft’a sketch, a de- 
scription or a leader, is only the art of hav- 
ing done the like many times before. The 
dashing acrobat or rider of the circus, who 
flashes like a meteor around the arena, be- 
gan his career as a hesitating and awkward 
novice The old -aw holds good that noth- 
ing valuable is to he had without labor. 
It i- a waste of time and endeavor to at- 
tempt to make a writer out of material that 
is unlit—and still it i- hard to pronounce an 
opinion in a given ease except as the result 
of experimental knowledge. Perhaps one 
person in a thousand has the mental qualifi- 
cations for the calling—the. material out of 
which a writer may lie fashioned. A lew 
trials will tell the story The New York 
Herald, that has the finest corps of editors 
and reporters in the country, recruits its stall' 
in this wav. A young man applies to the 
managing editor tor employment. He is 
questioned regarding himself. Ids experience, 
qualifications, knowledge, tv e. li the an- 
swers are satisfactory, he is -mil to make re- 
port of some occurrence not of special im- 
portance—a meeting, diiplauneh, or accident 
—and is judged by the result of a few eases. 
If his work is approved, lie gets employment 
and promotion—if he fails, there is an end 
of the matter. The work is often severe and 
exhausting, and only to lie undertaken by 
men of strong physical as well as menial 
powers—hut the training to one entering up- 
on the career of a journalist i- invaluable. 
Many beginners in literature make the 
mistake of undertaking to write poetry. 
The\ are charmed with the productions of 
writers of celebrity* and seek to e^nulate 
their fame. Their ctforls are generally either 
common-place rhymes, or reproductions of 
the ideas derived from others—unconscious 
plagiarisms. They choose the most difficult 
d' all the paths nl literatim*, and then 
U nlHUT 111:11 111 • \ u«h .1 jini. 1 < -11 
111:1V reckon on 11 ■ — than the lingers of your 
two liainls, all the poets that have made a 
name as such in this oimlrv. Take Bryant, 
Longfellow, \\ hitlier. Ilalleek, Holmes. Bren- 
tiee. Sigourney — and who are the rest ? 
Still those who are not poets, may become 
writers of excellent pros: Some years ago, 
a ladv of education and very superior mind 
submitted to us some poems 1 bat we did not 
| think warranted publication. We told her so 
i frankly, and suggested that sin- try her hand 
I at prose. She adopted the advice, and is now 
much admired as an interesting and graceful 
I contributor to a popular weekly. 
1 While there are many aspiring to lie att- 
jthors who seem to have no special call 
| in that direction, there are others who, like 
the servant in the parable, hide their talent 
where it is of no service. H c have in our 
mind several persons whose really vivacious 
and interesting letters we have seen, and who 
will insist that they cannot write well enough 
for publication. One of the best informed 
men we ever knew, in the departments ol 
history, travel, biography, philosophy and 
theology, is a mechanic of this city, who 
thinks as well as reads, and yet insists that 
no practical use can be made ol the infornia- 
lie lias stored up. Such eases ol modest 
merit sometimes occur, lmt they are rare. 
Young writers are naturally sensitive, and 
some, are rendered more so by merciless crit- 
icisms on contributions by utileeling editors 
Sneli unprovoked cruelty is reprehensible. H 
a novice chooses to run a tilt at an editor, let 
him take the consequences. But a gratuitous 
attack on a modest beginner, is like a veteran 
duellist provoking a quarrel w ilh an ignor- 
amus, for the sport of shaking him olf his 
sword. Wit and satire are terrible weapons, 
and give life-enduring stings. Ridicule rankle- 
like poisoned arrows. Keats, the poet, was 
killed by a review of his productions. When 
Byron, in revenge for criticisms on his early 
poems, made his.promiseuous assault on all 
writers in “English Bards and Scotch Re- 
viewers'," perhaps his hardest hit was on a 
promising plobian poet, Amos Cottle by 
name— 
"<*li. Amos Cottle; Pfuelms what a name, 
'l'o till the sounding trump of future fame." 
It was cruel—but Amos was no more beard 
of among the British poets. 
The complaint of want of appreciation 
that is sometimes made, 1ms hut little force. 
In these days the current value of literary 
productions has come to lie as well under- 
stood its that of the coin of the realm. It is 
the business of editors to know the value of 
contributions ottered, and they ovnerally do. 
He who .h ies not, will soon give place to one 
who does, or fail in his business. 
Having been favored of late with the offer 
ot many articles, some of which have been 
published, and many laid aside, we have 
penned the foregoing that our friends may 
understand our views of the relation we. hear 
to them in such eases. We shall be glad to 
receive such favors in future, but tlu-v niusi 
stand on their merits exclusively. 
A CALAMITY IN VIRGINIA. 
A misfortune has overtaken a native of this 
enmity, resident in Virginia—an alllietion so 
grievous that we know not how lo clothe the 
announcement in lilting words. Tears rise 
unbidden when we think of it, and the very 
ink on our pen assumes lachrymose globules. 
So young, so brave, si > gallant, so devoted and 
self sacrificing! Bill lie's gone. “None knew 
him but to love him." Alas! wlial a sad 
worm is ours, i in* subject ot uns aiimiing 
Holier is ('a)il. K. S. Ayer, late of tie* Fourth 
Maine Regiment. lie always went where 
duty and patriotism called. They both rail- 
ed him to go to Virginia, and become a mem- 
ber of Congress, lie didn't hesitate a mo- 
ment. Shouldering his carpet bag, and-pur- 
ring the--ides of his ambition, lewent. (fast- 
ing about to determine which district in that 
Stale should have the benelit of bis genius, 
Richard fixed his affect ions on the First. He 
thought it would suit him, he thought he could 
.-nit the district. It had a majority of nigger 
voters. 
Dick went in. How he fought or how lie 
fell, or how lie fell—the chronicles -ay not. 
The gloom of silence i- over it all, and mys- 
tery shrouds the last hours of patriotism and 
valor. It is well. Thermopyhe had no mes- 
senger of defeat. Only the click of the tele- 
graph machine, and the curt message tells the 
the tale—brief, but like Mereutio's wound 
■ *tis enough!'* Thu luirthened wire-groan 
out the words -“First I'i-lriet, 1! s Arm' 
defeated bv Norton, colored! 
Yes—lft s Dows til \ MiicKlf! What a 
fall was there, inyeountryn.cn! \\ hat blind- 
lie:-what base ingratitude! They actually 
refuse to fall down and worship the* historic 
carpet bag! Patriotism shrinks appalled,and 
history drops her pen. We e,oft pursue this 
subject— it is too atllieting. l’oy. bring us 
another handkerchief. 
Shakspero's Richard, when -wealing with 
mortal terror, exclaimed— 
tty the apo-tle Paul. shahow- to-nialil 
Have -truck more terror to ttie soul of Uiehari! 
That ran the sab-lanee o ten tliou-aml -okliei--," 
Our Richard ha- been -truck by a very 
dark shadow, indeed, and it ha- struck so 
hard as to have finished him. Poor Hick ! 
Turner, the newly appointed negro post- 
master at Macon. (<a., has got into trouble 
almost before the ink on his commission is 
dry. A negro woman, arrested for passing 
counterfeit money, has made a confession, in 
w liieli she say the money belonged to Turner, 
and that she was passing it on shares. This 
negro, it will be remembered, was appointed 
to punish the people f that locality, as (tram 
himself declared. So the thing i- working. 
It onlv needs time to make manifest the crimi- 
nal foilv of the dominant party. In live year.- 
there will not be found a man anywhere will- 
ing to eonl'e— that lie ever belonged to -ueh 
a parly. 
GOV. CHAMBERLAINS ACCEPTANCE. 
Tin* following letter from (lov. Chamber- 
lain, formally accepting the noihination of 
the Republican Convention, is published 
i»i:rxs\vi('K, July 7. Isdt). 
lion. i,. M. Morrill, lhv-ideni Republican State 
< '(invention. 
Dear Sir:—I accept the distinguished honor of 
re-nomination as candidate tor Governor, tendered 
me through you by the Republicans of Maine. It 
i> a eompiimetit which I appreciate no less that the 
resolutions of the Convention declared a public 
policy identical with the line of my life and labors 
hitherto. It only remains for me to assure you of 
my earnest faith that the triumph of these liberal 
and vigorous principles will make our people pros- 
perous and our State great. 
Your friend and sen ant. 
•Jos 111 \ L. < 11A\l liliitl. UN. 
This is hardly what was expected of the 
(iovernor. Something ol a review of the 
situation was looked for, some words ol 
cheer and hope, and especially a brief com- 
ment or two on the present aspect and perils 
of tin* cause, of liquor prohibition. The tem- 
! peranee men who are loth to cut adrift from 
j the republican party, have waited hoping 
that what the platform lacked, the candidate’s 
! acceptance might supply. 'These “glittering 
generalities'' are very unsatisfactory. They 
asked for bread, and have got :t stone. 
Now let us hear from Mr. Hicliboru. 
lion. Hannibal Hamlin, of Maine.i- at present in 
I New Bedford. I*»r the purpose of negotiating bonds 
of the city of Bangor in aid of the European and 
North American railroad. He has disposed of them 
to capitalize in that city to the amount of $lOO,tXH.i 
There's a hint for our city government. 
Belfast bonds, that ought to <<-11 at h ast as 
well as those of Bangor, are going otf but 
slowly, from lack of an enterprising agent in 
the lield to dispose of them. Our authorities 
! 
should bear in mind the large demand that 
will soon be made by the contractors for 
j building the railroad. 
A friend who recently visited Newcastle, speaks 
with enthusiasm of the splendid farm of Hon. E. \V ■ 
Earley, in that. town. The tine old mansion, stand- 
ing among it- wide spreading trees, and the broad 
acres stretching away in every direction, rich with 
II he promise of harvest, make glad the beholder, and I must he a perpetual feast to the eyes of the fortu- 
mile proprietor. Mr. F. takes great interest in all 
matters of agriculture, and delights in improve- 
ments end clean farming. IIis stock is the finest in 
that -cclion of the state. Our informant was es- 
I pceially pleased with a ham just hull! on the farm. 
It is (12 hv 42 feet, 20 feet posts, with a cellar undei 
| the whole, and with ventilators, rooms for grains, 
! meals, &c. Besides pursuing the independent call- 
in# of a cultivator of the soil, Mr. Farley, is a man 
of distinguished ability, who has served a term in 
Congress, and a sterling Democrat whom the peo- 
ple will delight again to honor when the countrv 
comes to its senses. 
BOND TAXING. 
Montville continues to be eontumatious and 
to kick against the unjust exemption of gov- 
ernment bonds, and Judge Knowlion con- 
tinues to glory in her spunk. lie publishes 
a letter in the I’rog. Age of last week argu- 
ing most 'convincingly against this great 
wrong. By way of illustration, the Judge 
cites the following ease. 
from where I now sit. I can took out of my window anil see the dwellings of two men. lii 
lSttl, when the war broke out, one of them. K. II 
had a wife and three small children, amt was v\ orth 
about S.'iliO. ]|e was then, and is now, a very re- 
spectable man. The other, (i. It. had a wife And 
three children grown up. a good farm, and several 
thousand dollars in money, tte was also very 
worthy and respectable man. and is so now. K. It. 
enlisted in the army and served a little over three 
years, and at the battle of the Wilderness lost his 
right arm. (.. 1). after a while invested his money in I st. Hotels. lie did not go into the army, 
siie e thy war H. II. lias bought a farm adjoining 
li. Its. (arm. paid for it what tie could, ami giv"ti 
hi' notes secured by a mortgage, for tie balance, 
and now how does tte- law deal with the property 
1 
of these two men? It taxes to tile utmost very 
dollar of K. It's, property, and exempts It's, 
from all taxes of every kind, s-u now you may see 
the one armed soldier laboring with his one arm as 
best he can, to repair tie* highway for •!. I), io 
travel on, when lie sees tit to go abroad for pleasure 
or business. This i- :• -ingle ease. There are hun- 
dred- of thousands of eases stronger than thi-. I 
know thi- is the law ; that p p accordance with the 
decision ol tlie Supreme* nurt. and with .lav ( nuke'.- 
advertisements. Hot is it just? Is il right? Will, 
the people cheerfully, submit to it? I believe not. ! 
It is impossible to exhibit :i public injustice 
in stronger light than this. The ease docs 
not admit of reply. That it should be possi- 
ble i- a bitter, burning shame and outrage. 
Hut il is justified b\ the radical party, it is 
the Democracy only that has the courage to 
em t a manly protest against it b\ resolu- j 
lions in its t on\ options. t hese vv ho w i-h to 
make emphatic protest against a continuance 
ot this wrong must volt* with the Democracy. 
There is no other course. 
y€SOP X-AMINEO. 
IidCKI.AM), Jllll II, ],H(W. 
•Mi:. Kdii'im; :—1Two vigorous applications 
of the toe to the fundament of the < Find Temp- 
lar organization have at last elicited a grunt 
from “Nimrod," who at the risk id' sacrific- 
ing his cabbages, has entered the arena of 
literature and appeared in print in the col- 
umns of the Free Press. He begins with the 
staple slang about the traitorous character of 
your paper, the contents of which scent to 
disturb the serene composure of his mind: 
follows up the attack with a personal assault 
upon yourself (f wonder when you ever had 
occasion to warm his jacket for him) : con- 
tinues tiie assault by finding fault with the 
management of the Democratic campaign in 
this county last fall, which resulted in a glori- 
ous success; pursues the storm by accusing 
the Democracy of being the rum party, in the 
face of ti..- drunken orgies of tin' Republican 
State ('.invention, when according to the lies! 
authority a (lood Templar delegate wa~ put 
to bed with two barrels of whiskey in him 
and finishes the charge by hurling the follow- 
ing brilliant specimen of wit at the devoted 
head of your unsuspecting correspondent. 
••This writer reminds ns of the cut that made her 
home in the middle of a pine tree in whn»e top an 
eagle had tinill her nest, and at the roots lived a sow 
with :i litter of pigs. The eat with true feline eun- 
liing visited eaeh of her neighbors in turn, profess- 
ing tin' warmest friendship for the party present, 
and the greatest detestation and fear of tlie absent 
one, assuring tlm eagle, that if she ventured from 
tier nest, the sow would uproot the tree and dash 
tier eaglets to the ground: and telling the sow. if 
-he lost sight of her pigs the eagle would carry 
them away. Thus uppoalingtnthenatural instincts 
and fears of eaeh, she hoped in that way to starve 
them all to death, so that she and tier young might 
fatten mi their carcasses.” 
This humorous anecdote, you will perceive, 
correctly locates the eat. by which ii seems 
to he intended to personify the D-mocratie 
party, in an intrenched position in the centre 
of the Republican lines, with the V.aijb wing, 
composed of Tillson and the respectable por- 
tion of tiie party on the one hand, and the 
(inod Templar, or Soir mid litb'i wing, of 
which ■■ Nimrod" is evidently the runt, on 
the other, and the trouble apprehended from 
this unexpected situation lias unsettled the 
nerves of our porcine friend. He has hint- 
self made haste to rejoin the main body of the 
force-, lint to accomplish that feat was oblig- 
ed to turn traitor to his temperance friends, 
pocket his principles. Idol out the record ol 
liis whole life, abjectly eat his humble pic, 
roll in the dirt and >\\ ear to vote for t hamber- 
iain. Naturally fearful that few even of his 
swinish friends are so grovelling as himself, 
lie excites their tears and their cupidity by 
presenting them the alternative either to 
abandon their natural instincts and principles 
and go with him “where thrift doth follow 
fa wiling,1' or to lie annihilated by the victorious 
Democracy. While we congratulate the De- 
mocracy upon the advantage they hat e gain 
ed, we cannot suppress a smile at the ludi- 
crousness of the idea that the enemy lately so 
brilliantly routed by the gallant Tillson and 
his followers, prove by their own confession 
to he nothing but a herd of swim 
Our advice to “Ninifod,” now that he ha- 
got hark into line at ilm expense ol hi- integ 
ritt and honor, is, to act continually and tig 
oroiislv upon the motto of his race, tor it is 
indeed necessary for him that ic should 
Root hog ol* die." a \ 
PENOBSCOT ITEMS. 
< >ur correspondent at Feiiohseot u r i t • that 
Mrs. Joel Hutchings of lViioh.-eot Pepped up 
into a chair for the purpose of winding the 
clock. her skirt caught on the corner of tin 
chair, threw her backwards to the tloor, and 
broke her arm above the elbow, and the 
{ -boulder Made. 
I (In the same day July 7, Mr-. Mary N\ cb- 
! ster was thrown from a wagon and had her 
! hip broken and nllierw ise injuring her Mrs. 
Webster is not expected to recover. 
The Central National Hank defalcation ere 
ated a great deal of excitement in New York. 
On Thursday of last week, William 11 San- 
ford, the cashier, whose home is at Flushing, 
I,. I., applied to he excused from the bank 
for that day. for the purpose, as he stated, of 
visiting his daughter, who he said, was lying 
dangerously ill at Westport. Sanford left tin- 
batik early on Thursday, and a- lie had not 
returned up to Friday afternoon, nor -''ill any 
me-sage explaining the cause nt hi- absence, 
the otlieers of the hank became -eriou-ly 
alarmed, and decided to examine hi- account-. 
They had not gone far before the mysterious 
abseneo was explained, as they discovered 
that a very large amount of Uovcrmncnt bond- 
belonging to the bank had been appropriated 
from time to time duringthe past ... three 
months, in all about .slop,ink) worth fin- 
| cashier's box was opened, and in it w a- found 
a letter to Mr. William A. Wlieelock, Fre-i- 
! dent of the bank, containing the confession 
of I he defaulter, which read as follow : Ft ay 
forgive me. 1 have taken nothing with me. 
(Joil bless mv pom1 family 
1 they are desti- 
tute.11 The letter also stated that the stolen 
bonds had been sold for the purpose of gold 
and stock speculation. Sanford was about 
1:5 years of age, an agreeable companion, es 
teemed bv all his associates, and was consid- 
ered a strictly honest anil exemplary business 
man. He was in the liabit of attending reg- 
ularly at a Congregational church, and took 
an interest in the Sunday-school. A few day- 
before his Might he was appointed executor 
of an estate by a wealthy gentleman in mak- 
ing hi; will 
GENERALITIES. 
The Gardiner Journal decline* to support t 'li.uu 
berlain,and favor* Tlirhhorn. 
The Rockland Saving' Rank, now a little imu, 
than a year old. has rerriwd more than fiJOu.otWi in 
deposits, says the Free Pn*". 
In White Plains, N. V. a negro eut the throat 01 
Peter ITanta, Jr., with a razor, and made hi* C'eapr. 
Mr. Tianta will die. 
A hoy recently found a small bird's nest which 
was duly protected by a ono-eent rewmir stamp 
properly canceled and thoroughly alia, fe d to ih- 
m*l by the builder. 
Dr. Haves h>- gone in tin* propeller Panther on 
a voyage of pleasure and exploration toward:* the 
North Pole. 
Dr P. >. Harri', a young hhysieian ol Portland 
has been detec te d in the pos>es*ion of a mi* ro*e<q .- 
worth *r>oo. *to|* n from Rowdoin < olleg. while l 
was a student their. He has j. p. 
A young woman in Michigan ha* applied foi 
divoree after a wedded life of \a* I v two w eel. 
\ man in Lawrence. N. 11.. ha b.-en an i.-.I f.>j 
putting stone- in load* of bay. 
Outlie lib. a young man in stark' had hi' aim 
blow n op by the premature* discharge of a amion 
(>u board the revenue cutter Dobhin. ai < a*tin.- 
two iii' ii wc rrt *c*\ c rely injur' d in lie* aim w ay 
Tin i* great excitement in New >rlc an* ;d».»m 
the* appointment of«oloivd people a* inn rnal re\ 
emu otlicvi'. There i' bul oi»c* white man amon.“ 
the number. Many of tin* tirst-ela*.* merchant*. a- 
well a* the old and wealthy r.'idc-nl*. «i«• 'i llinv 
their property, fearing that. mid. r the* pivat nil, 
a sec*ond st. Domingo affair will take pla- ■ 
(L*iil Hamilton is vi*iiing'|»raker Rlaim*. ai A• 
gu.*ta. 
In Porter, Me., oil the* Ml:, a y otuiir mall Ham 
f> «y. wa* killed by lightnim*. w liile drinking Walt-: 
at a *uik ill the kitc he n. 
l*y plug l oin in M ilh.n. <u h*. haunt. .1 the- \\ iluloW' of 111* lie'' l>edroc»Ul*. looked oil,a- tooo] 
•a n. when he receive d a load ol -hoi in hi- head u,\ 
died. 
Woiiu n are searee in Sioux < iiy. I..wa, audit pa 
per Of that plan- advertise' pr«»|.al* for tiftH-n 
hundred New England girl* of induslriuii habit*. 
A \N i*e.»n*in couple latch qiiaiTelfd ah, ut 
whe ther there should he saleratU' in “flapja* k- and have, in eonsefph m e. applied for a divoVv **. 
I h. Supreme < ,»uri ot Maine ha>jiM decided that 
Savings Rank' are imi 'Ubjeet to any muni- ij din 
atom w hatewr. 
An eminent artist lately puinicd a 'iiow *t.»rm > 
naturally that lie e.mgl,. !... I .ok! I. v it in i. 
near it w itH hi* coat oil'. 
Among the 4th of July uni'i im >,; in I vsi'i-m 
was a balloon ascent by Prof. Halt, lb n-arhe-i ,i, 
altitude* ot two miles and tluv. quart.a-', w up 
about an hour, and landed w iilmui a> c-i.t«*ii( in I >m 
ham. 
The Kmnebrr Journal -ay- that a lad in or. 4 
the Augusta-rhools In itig ealli'd oil to vs I it. :: .m 
position Upon the life and -ervi.-e of Henry ( la\ 
took for hi- -uhjeri a colored he»..td,l:n k of that p! o 
who n-ioire- in the nann ofihe gp n -lalr-moi 
Two police Oiliia-ls a\ e.I l||e 1 it of .a votliiv W 
man in 1‘ortland. sin- \va- a'noiil to throw* h< o 
oil' the w barf, all on account of "a lal-e. fal-e man 
Mr. Moore. ol Moose liiver. thinks he ha- -e<n o. 
alligal-.r in that dream. and write- to ih«- I inn. 
about it. 
1’ivnii. e think- tin. Kudu ai- has.- no cali-e ; 
complain ot <J rant's appointing incompetent nu n 
"lli.-. -iitcc they t tin- evampl. |,.-i Vo, mber 
Mi1-. Seven-of Nor.vay. ha- ..til >.’>o<> worth ot- 
material into an AtVghan, the K.n i Inmioi it -a*- 
\ 1‘aris letter -ay a ta-t a.-m *- \ i-iini the hai 
enton mad house recently. >ln- a-k.-d .me of tin 
patient-. "What brought you In lie ie(.ln I 
•*An infernal woman like you!" >lu- eselainnd 
"Whv. real I \ that man i- not *o mad a- p.-..p!. 
tend In- i-:-‘ 
V man w a- -enf the of h«*r day to paint h. < .-m. 
tery fence. A short tinn attci {’!». \| iin. -i i. >, n, 
inary fence w a- found very es. el’e ntly paint. .1 
The similarity in tin- -..mid of tin- word’- --emu. 
ary" and ••< einclery” may ban- made the In 
"unplea-antnrs-." [l.ewi-iou d-mnial. 
Mr. Wills, ot Augusta, dug n.-w pout.,.- m 
garden on tin* tilth of July. tin* .Journal -ay 
The \ la-kails are au s i.-ii- to !,a\. -ibona n 
Cd. They want it for a summer re-. rf. 
Turkey has bought -ii..ooo rirte hi IP.-ion. 
liming th' thunder storm which pi. \ o* 
throughout W. -tern Main. Thur-day e\. a,. th< 
house ..I drill < liiek in < oruish. w a- strin > an 
.Mrs. < hiek and Mi-- Anna kustniaii were iiislaiill 
killed, Four children in tin- nor room .- ,ap. 
uninjured. 
The < amuliaii Minister of Finance i- in W.i-hin 
ton to see about a new reciprocity In ii\ l ie p, 
pie over tin* line want on.- badly 
Two little children, twin-, died in .M imn apod 
Miss., a few day since from tin- etb -t- ..t« um- ih. 
pho-plioni.s from a hunch ofinatehe-. 
in Lee. N. H.. \\ H. ( raw ford, a man tnigov 
ernabh* temper, attempt.-d to kill hi -m with 11 
ave. when tin* hoy -hot hi- father w ith a pi t«»l ml 
killed him. 
The ineonn »f Sir- « > It. In w i.low .a 11, 
pi-tol niakei >s-h)0.ooo |.« r annum 
Last Week. eie \ ell boy aped lion: '.le IP iol u. 
j Seliool at < ape Lli/ab. ih. on. u: wImii Wen -I 
| following:—John F. an \ < in nue.- » .on t. n 
<; iileon M illikeii, lh-lfa-1 
Here i- a .pieer case .0 .1 new j»-• 1 .n >. 1, 
a printer’- blunder : — 
We spoke of,fudge llarri- beine ell:-.lee.I o •. 
day in "consultation" w ith the triMe. of I toon 
» o|lege. Our type made 1 In- v\ .-rd re...I in e 
ities." \lhan> Argil-. 
T he •spraglle bl e.n il -f pi'. 
tied by til* pay nnilt •!>-» "el a O -U He 
oeea-ion am. into c-*nrt *.-. 0!, 1 -- th ••• ton- 1 
j hair colored, and in a goo.I -1 e. .1 r* pair v.-n.-i dl\ 
Amanda 1- a- w ell a ...iil.lVe p. .1. .1 undo t li 
ei l’el 1111 -1 a I lee -. 
l ie- New \ ork Tribune think- 111 > n. <*m n 
| turn- in that it \ show a gr* at con. nl 1 at i.m .1 I wealth, with a eonv-pomliu dilfu* i-m -■! di-lion 
ly. 
>e\vnrd ha- got tie hetimal i-m hi 1 aliloi iii 
I The Ohio Legislature i- a*kcd l*» put 111. mi 
I aide lllMlinilielll Mil lull Hull 1 11. 
grave. 
(>11 r » *\-Presidents W ho -till 11 \ aiv I In*, e. than 
* • od—Fillmore. Lure. and John-on. N\ « ha\» 
eertain liking for f*'i 111 n« > i« : w iiniol help l.ui 
admire eertain tiling- in Lien ; but a- a m m -.n 
1». -ort of man. w< Ii.im -p«eial w.akn •• l.u 
Andy Johnson I here ai nine -i.,hi m. ■. m 111i 
Mile hunkv tailm N 'i H raid. 
The Lewi-ton dournal 1 ■ _..• i- io l. ain in.it lb. 
health of doel Mvay, L-«p. i- -o pn auou- I hat h 
has felt oldiged to resign the po-itimi ot ITe-id« m 
of tlie Somerset Railroad. \i the merlin. ..f ih 
Director- at W e-t Waterville. on ihe -**11 *. I \\ 
Hill. F-ij. of i:\eter. w a- eho-» II to iiil till1 V ui. 
M. -sr- II. A Rrown A « ;l "e||o..| nivci. p, 
ton. an* the N. w Fngland agent- for Vpplebm 
Annual Cyclopedia. notieed ia-t week 
i all the puldieation- of that linn. 
F n» m t lie n ad 1 :■ with w h i< Ii (. 1.1 11 \ i. I. !• t. 
pivs-un one would take him lo he a in. re polite ,| 
I W ell. ; I'n Ilf ice. 
I he Rangor U hig of Monday aim* t » u a nh it- 
teh-graphie and lo.-al new pag. tilled w ill* 1 law 
passed l*> the late < oiiun Tin m w- had .'I 
been knocked into pie w h i I eeltiiiv 11 Mil tin- pn- 
rile remark- made ui the O.'• "I- ion * III' Imi'i in .1, 
; an* not recorded. 
In New 'l ork. on >uu«la> the thei im-mei. r m.u 1 
j ed tor* degn «•-. and til' re Were -e\ eral ea .*1-1111 
-troke. 
The harve-t i- reported a- lookin': ktdlv 111 I II- 
land. 
A Cincinnati man who iveeiiih > i-»1««1 Maim 
wrote home that it w a- no credit to the p< ..pie th u 
they were temperate, a- a ela--. -im-e ih. ii wai.i 
was so good and their w hiske\ -•> pom 
Uelfast—our nann-ake in Ireland imluL*. d in 
ail Orangemen’s riot .hi Momla\. 
Master Albiop IL Colcrd ot S. u-porl. Wm- Hi.* 
-ueeessfu l applicant for t In*< a del -hip at \\ »•-( I *.»i i» 1 
for the mil District of Maine. The < ommithe ..1 
Fxaminatiou report that there were tour appli* am 
only, in the whole di-tri. I. and that iho-« lour pa-- 
ed a goo*I examination, hut that the -m ee--ful om 
deserve- a word of commendation. not out) on a. 
count of his examination hut for present mg hiin-ell 
without any letter of recommendation, «>r Iningim 
an> one to urge hi- claim-. [Fll-woith American 
In Milford, Mass, a Fourth of duly rocket took 
a wrenm directionl^td killed a woman in tin crowd. 
LOCAL ITEMS, ic. 
\i.> in Bki.k \ s i. Our city Assessors have 
i.-.| the tax li't, sotlmt full information in re- 
tliat 'Uhj.-et of lively public interest may he 
I n- \ ablation of real estate is 8907,022, per- 
*:h*5.14 7—total, 81,*72,409. This is an iu- 
ii taxable property of *150.000 from last 
Hit- number of polls i> 1300. The amount 
v raised F 805,000—the rat** being 832.30 on 
-I valuation. 
ji\e below a list of most of the tax payers, 
lax amount' t<* *PM and upward*— 
Nehemiab *321 *1 
a. William o. 24*42 
i. ii. Iliram <». 215 04 
n, Bufus B. Heir- 240 05 
> e r. Mrs. l,a\ inia 125 97 
u i. r. Oakes 200 *4 
-.■I. ,m*u. Hugh <). .Ir. 123 39 
r ,v Burge-,*. and private lav 101 04 
ii. Andrew l>. 140 95 
ui. Joseph 173 00 
nli*ur\. Albion H. 119 70 
r. Franklin 104 43 
\\n, Benj. estate and Mi B. » 390 74 
in. Frank W. 139 41 
...k', Dr. John «. 102 20 
* JauiC' F.. 110 03 
i. rill. William 11 102 5u 
.1 let«*n. Daniel 195 01 
,, 
■ B nd lw 140 30 
11 r, * B. A < PH) 23 
ut. r, Albert M 99 10 
has* 1 iinoth h»* 40 
< ha- iliram 192 3* 
«'• \. D. A Mi' V t 271 51 
inurn U i11iam I 112 02 
uant. Benjamin \N 109 
liner. William 11 4*9 70 
... i*v. AVm. H. 112 04 
an. *<*nthworth A • >. 13.5 *2 
51 away > A Bole 129 20 
l >i< Kt 'on 3 I.. 1 .0 5!I 
Dy-i. Da\ id W 107 04 
I .lb-. >amuel ». 119 7o 
1 n- v. Uol.ei I 229 59 
I atuiia* I >ani-l A i >. 1 A < «». 19* 00 
Fa i<I. Ijarl*1' 1» A Field A MalheW 22*45 
l*t. B.*niamin 1 157 00 
I v* Wak-fieM 117*4 
.*•'. Henry 11 143 94 
.'i Warivn M. 15*2* 
d-riek. ! W. A v a J W A F B 341 7* 
■. Janies B. -Mai- and Mi Man A 150 95 
I liter. Silas M 112 11 
mmaii' Jame 144 09 
iinniaH'. Albert 121 In 
Vhrist, .lames 105 40 
ml. >amuel 13* 28 
* ii. \ S’uthane 11«> 0* 
lit- A < ooper 193 31 
H u nman. F H 330 97 
Hassell. John J. 103 7* 
II at adeli. John < -t u- 120 10 
I a rad—i Daniel .nd H A "U 249 40 
Hand- A meld .4*75 
H a IitI A v-1 90* 20 
Ha ! d. Harn-*n 129 23 
II i/i-lfine. • harles B. *37 54 
H ■ '-Irine. lTeseott uli.l H A Keen* 591 25 
ta/.-ltim Paul It. *39 04 
y. Bliilo and 11 A M oodward 277 *7 
> < < a! \in 105 Os 
Mi»n Fn“-h 1 141 *3 
A t ... A *• A. A A A A 
1 i' \ll»< it < L 231 til 
tin "mi 11 II. im»l li li a « •> .91 oi 
lilt-«»ii. Ralph < 2057 09 
till on Alfred \V 1294 98 
Jo-,ph If 102 25 
!• ) Beniamin 235 Om 
i. now Hun. t R 131 mo 
I. "W lt-m 1 A. 524 4M 
iv ijuivlion, F. \ 100 04 
.1. aster. H N. 309 SO 
m nler, lLi\ id 148 17 
■IKa-ter. F. M. Its 54 
in. 1 >aniel .1 r. 209 00 
m. v. and 1 u i A Soll and 
1 .rw i-. R (.. 4.50 10 
a uey. Mrs. Wealthy 107 32 
! ,.r-hall. Will. I 230 50 
: 11 -hall. Thoimt- e-tan? 380 04 
'Mansfield. Newell 279 23 
Mathews. Noah M 108 54 
M. IiIII»k. .1. 1 034 H9 
M *. il \ er>, Henrv 149 27 
< i Hall. W 11 157 0,1 
Mnler. James 234 M4 
villikt 11. Seth !.. 101 13 
Mitehell, .losiali .2 mi) 
Mu roe. I M\ N. r 410 50 
0. .<.re. < alvin 105 9S 
-Well libel!. 135 72 
-a kersoii. Saluihiel Folate 51244 
Maml. and (Mi- At ii ami 
B. 1 « tyftis.il 1 455 02 
I'.itim r. Lemuel R. ;2»4 92 
1 ti'kei. Henry 144 25 
» .ill 1 Mileln n A : an. .1 !■ ! 199 77 
el. ii, Rub.-i 1 M urd 1 199 75 
1 y. I): 111 i * 'I 1 131 ol 
F- i!- e n. Aar-.ii 115 IS 
A Utfll.-tn 248 51 
-loitli 541 90 
i Livid and 1 Livid a L*hn 272 52 
: 11 > •• H iram F 202 so 
re. , leuiyrc (,. 107 49 
vh«T, William 1S9 20 
h- Win. A ‘li uiitl Uv.'.ir W. 229 09 
'■ h. r. 1 ho-. W. and I \V A .1 W 251 74 
M in. if. ami M in. <L A >ou 222 29 
jo '.iih\ F. F. Kstate I3u 98 
< ha-. A. ami Lin-. A. A < o. 155 23 
1 -1 Win. M. A M. .1. 115 4s 
1. ell.. H. O. ami M A A IF O. 427 85 
Ik -.-II. \\jn. A S<»n 99 32 
111 1 henI, I- reeman W. ill 09 
liiuiitiiii Bros. A ltd 5o 
Rill ben A fnmt.e 090 55 
i' \. Reuben A ‘■‘on 333 00 
ip-oll. M ill. 11 ami K-late,L '-imp-oii .541 41 
per, Mherhiu n and *- a in 213 37 
1 ener. R, 215 19 
mall A liotl-loll 107 40 
n.ill. Albert 130 37 
Km-. John 157 90 
■Hi. M iIliam B. A it. 152 43 
u M in. B 144 s7 
1 inp-on, Jen-, 127 7s 
udike, li moth) 143 12 
A u-i*n*l.»I esse 115 83 
adw* 11. harle- and Treadwell A 
Mansfield 17>4 *,s 
1 /ie. M in. i. V Lite 355 95 
M nlhii !. B ami I B A 1 « 134 72 
Walton Alfred 13172 
M t'-ter. M1 '1 a 1 \ L \ 14 34 
M .t-hbiin,, 11 i, Li F 1 a, 30M 
M I1-. (1 cm, <, 105 9“ 
M 1! Mi-- Angii-la 1 17 77 
U ini' .Martin K 1 It) ‘;j 
M lute, Robert F-I.U .,59 f.4 
■' ilite. Lillies 1* 1 0.5 
M ai .Li-iali N. 227 59 
'• him, .1 allies 1.54 ,52 
a in-. John W. r,,52 20 
> loti' John W. A < o. 193 80 
m Nathaniel (i. and I ru-tee 312t)2 
M it*hi, Joseph F. 152 45 
.!: mi-011, -losepii r.p* 44 
"1-. Mathew- A Baker amt M m. M. 
M oo,l.- and 1 Baker 482 03 
""d- A < onaul 100 72 
■ n li 111/. « harle- If. ns 07 
Mr-. Mars M.. Non Re-id-ni 327 85 
nil'Mil. harle- 1151)5 
"IlM Ml l'» V x A- Kl V I- |{ II. It. Til,.* M;t-s 
iv in llii- il v mu W- -lie '-lay. of 1 lie lYieiid- 
r » el from Bangor lo Boekland was attended 
i'-’ delegation- from the localities interested, 
-i -' iit a large number of her influential eiti- 
i" ludiiiL* Horhuiu 1.. Boynton, U. Mr. Ladd, 
Haw-on, (*. II. Lanea-ler, Isaac W. Patten, 
Bi ilhs. < \. Iordan, I>. M. Howard, P. M. 
f- l' ia. Duiilbrili, .1-is. 1L Moore, H. II. Hieli- 
1 P»- I -• A. V|. Hoherls, \\ T. Pear-on, 
II Met rilli-. !• ioin fannlen. P. ,l.< arllon.B. 
ii lb-bee. \Im I M,-rriam. Hon. N. <1. llielihorn 
I'M-kioii. and other gentlemen from the tow ns 
‘lie liver. An interest unexpected to u- i- be- 
i.ikeu in the enterprise. We go to j»re-s at an 
1 loo early to give the particulars of the pro- 
■ Img-. 
otion i- called lo the adverti-einent of the 
Wa-hing Machine in another eolunin. We 
'tiled that this machine. which i- newly in- 
1 I ha- great adv antage- over any previous one, 
really a great blessing in doing awuy w ith 
’•! Mich of household drudgery, 
uni"-''innate rat that left the home of hi-youth 
* ilie -idewalk, and ventured oil a promenade 
{ usiom House Square, on Monday morn- 
g w.i- be-,-i l.y dog- and loafers, and yielded up 
■ ble ieiim to the passion for adventure. 
lie -- a on tor li-hing ami sailing parties down 
bay i- being improved by our citizens and so- 
> iiei -. They route hack w ith bronzed faces and 
i.-lei ful storie of the fishing and spurt to he had 
long the outer i-land-. 
ill-lay wa> the warmest day of the season, v 
1'ieeze prevailed in tie* morning, hut when it 
ni down in tie- afternoon, the heat was very op- 
■ « Iced claret punches were in demartd. 
* lip Phillips, Whose concert in this city was 
ni t'uivly announced some weeks ago. will sing 
M i\ lord Hall, on Friday the 25d. See ad vert ise- 
l«i* in. 
I hen* great demand in our city for stores and 
■ lling hou-es. There are no vacant ones to be 
•Mel all those in course of erection are engaged. 
1 •" Waldo County Mu-ical Convention will he 
■«t m thi- city, Oct. oth. under direction of Prof. 
• uieison. of Boston. 
d.i- kcia-i have come into the bay, and great sport ,l‘ I in c atching them. 
A Rem a uk able Family. Sitting in our office 
on Saturday last, we were made aware of the ap- 
proach of a crowd up the stairway, that reminded 
us of the song. ‘‘Tramp, tramp, tramp, the hoys are 
marching." Presently a man six feet high entered, 
then another, and another, till we began to think 
they would, like Macbeth's witches, “stretch to tie* 
crack of doom." Tin* procession stopped, however, 
when it had numbered eight. It was composed of 
Mr. John Alexander, of this city, and his seven 
sons. (ieorge, Harrison. John, David, Horatio. 
Kobie F.. and Lewis, who are attending a family 
gathering. The boys have come from the far west, 
from Ohio, Na^ida. and falilbrnia, to be once more 
together, perhaps for the Iasi time, 'flaw an- all 
stalwart men. full elu*st<d. muscular and apparent- 
ly capable of great endurance. Their average 
height b six feet one inch, and their average weight 
luy. Besides these, Mr. Alexander has three daugh- 
ter*, making a family often. It is a matter of doubt 
if another such family can be got together in this re- 
gion. The dtty for increasing and multiplying to 
that extent -reins to have gone l>v. 
Initauian < o\ri:nr\ei:. The conference ot 
j the Fnitarian church* s of Maine dosed in tlib city 
n 'Thursday «\ening, after which tin? delegates 
were invited to meet the local society and promin- 
ent citizen* at Harford Hali, where a collation had 
been prepared by the ladies. The evening was 
pleasantly passed in conversation, and was one of 
i mueh enjoyment. ’The Belfast Band discoursed ex- 
cellent music from the stage. The following b the 
organization for the coming year— 
President—F. M. Sabine. Ksq.. of Bangor. 
\ iec President—James White. Ksq., of Be 11 ad. 
< orresponding Secretary—Be\ s. « Beaeb. 
Treasurer—Mark P. Kniery. Ksq., of Portland. 
* onimittec on Missions—Rev. < Palfrey. D. Ih, 
fb'ii. s. 11. Dale of Bangor, R« v. Wm. H. Savarv. 
K\eciifive < oininittc<—Rev. < .< Kverett, T. < 
j Ib r-. y. K*q. of Portland. Rev. Joshua Swann. 
The Chinese Labor Convention at Memphis, on 
Tuesday, was largely attended, and was w orking 
i harmoniously. It will be in -e-don some day'-. 
Koopmanshoof.the coolieagent, from San Francisco, 
j parsed through Si. Louis, on hi* way to the Con- 
j -.cution. 
t .ho Raugor < it\ < omu il has passed an or*lcr for 
I 
v• *b ot the citizen- on the question of aiding the 
W interport Railroad to the extent ot $1500 per 
mib 11 is aulhorized t«* do -o by the Legislature. 
voinc torumaie person- arc enjoying ltciU pea> 
from tlieir garden-. 
Haying has begun in this section. Farmer.- '■av 
the crop will n«,| be -o largo a- lor the two yeui 
i 'T' t he police -eized a quantity of liquor landed from 
bn- '•ti'amo' Katrdidiii, mi .-Saturday. 
salmon are abundant in our nuirk.-t -retailing 
lor twenty-six cent- per pound. 
CUBAN NEWS. 
v -ip rm: im iian uu-t. 
\\ wiciNOTON. July s. l'ho ( 'enlaur is the 
name ot the iron (-hut dispatched to Santiago 
if Culm to inquire into all the circumstances 
attending tin- execution of Speekman, and if 
necessary to demand’prompt reparation b\ 
! 
the Spanish authorities. Several ol' the heav- 
iest iron-elads will soon lie dispatelied to the 
I uliau coast, the Dictator will lie prepared 
in six or eight days, to proceed thither, and 
the Seminole will lie ready to-morrow. Three 
ot tlie \essels eonqiosing the present squad- 
ron have been obliged to leave the Ctdian 
| waters owing to the prevalence ot yellow 
Mover ou board. Within the next two weeks 
| twenty vessels will lie available for public 
■on ice in that direction and elsewhere. 
I hi-re is no reason to believe tliat Admiral 
Hot) will In- relieved of the command of the 
squadron in Cuban water unless the request 
should come irom himself, as was ascertained 
! to-ilav at the Navy Department from an 
I authentic source. the authorities item that 
they find any fault with him on aet-ouni ol 
his official conduct. 
Wamiinuton, July it. Letters have been 
received in this city Irom prominent officers 
in the (Titian army of the republic, \ ia Nassau 
and Key West, with dates to the 1st inst. 
Intelligence of the arrest of members of the 
( ubau .inula, andothers who were stru°-i*‘lin°* 
to achieve their independence, had been re- 
i-eiveil and prod net'll the most profound im- 
pression ot surprise and regret. No other 
news could have caused such a feeling of de- 
spondency. One writer stales: --l7 came 
like the new- ol the death ot' vonr neare.-l 
and best friend, your only friend, and the 
teeling ot all seemed to he that we w'»-re 
alone and must expect no assistance, llow- 
! ever, all seeing that it is liberty or death—for 
: no mercy can he expected front the Spaniards -will light as only men driven to such des- 
peration can light." 
1 .ciona, who has succeeded Lesea in eont- 
maiid ot the troops garrisoning Nuevitas and 
Puerto Principe, and guarding the railroad 
between these cities, is reported to have met 
with serious loss by the desertion of some 
:;oo ol his troops to the standard ot Quesada. 1 hey report dissatisfaction among the Spanish 
troops to lie increasing every day, caused by the frequent changes lately of tlie command- 
er ot these posts and of the (ienerals and 
regimental commanders. 
1' reqtient collisions are reporled ht'lween 'In- outposts ot the two forces in the Eastern 
Department, with lmt small loss on eitliei 
I,'-, lltou^li tho < iihmis claim an atl\an(a<»c 
ot po-iliou and ot earnestin'ss on tin- part 7d din: troops. Tile Spanish commanders con- 
tmue in execute all prisoners immediatelv on 
then- capture. Even those who are wounded 
■ire executed on the lield. Hen. (jnesada ha- 
j hitherto respected the rights of prisoners, i 1,1,1 1,lis policy is givmg dissatisfaction in the 
camp and a numlier of hi- follower- demand 
| the right to retaliate. 
I 
: \ lining ivconi patonls aiv llio I'ullim ing— 
Vi ^l’eiuilisnoi, Mo., assignor lo liimsoll. 
i v iinloliings ami s. I.oaoli, navigalm's lioariii"-m dieator. n 
Will. I'. Shonnan. Iliu-ksporl, Mo., priiooss oi'ro- 
j pairing oruoililos. 
I rodoriok Kislior, Unoklaml. Mo., niartino -pilon 
Hihiii Advice, I.h our possessions bo what tlio\ 
niaj marlilo palaces, liroinl lauds, magnitioeu't pinto, or'caskets of "precious stones"—Ihov all sink 
i'll-i‘V ««s‘iost Heaven's great I,non, HI.AI.I II, anil tlie\ eannnt bo enjoyed without it. Ami yot how little is ,| valued. ami bow oaroleislv 
jPio-oHoil. 11,0 law Ot nature eannnt lie violated will, niipumt). Night revelry, luxurious liv|„o irregularity ol meals. and a disordered appetite! will giadualh destroy tlie power andaolivity ofthc doMiach. How many ladies and gentlemen eat ami tnnk disease at late suppers, and arise in the morn- 
mg wiih headache, lo^ of appetite, feeling languid and unrefreshed. There can !»e no medical reinedv 
tlial w ill turn lead into food, or poisoned drinks id to nutriment, hut medical science can assist nature 
Mipply exh.an.sett fluids, and to a great extent cor- 
; reel tie- effect of disease, hi all cases such as the 
above, we recommend Plantation* Hitters. You will find them just the thing—at the same time a most delicious tonic and appetizer. 
Magnolia Water. Superior to the best im- 
ported (termati Cologne, ami sold at half the price. 
A fact worth remembering—Five cents worth of 
“Sheridan’s Cavalry Condition Powders,” given to 
a horse twice a week, will save double that amount 
in grain, and the horse will be fatter, sleeker, and 
e\ery way worth more money than though he did not have them. 
Married ladies, under all circumstances, will find 
“Parsons’ Purgative Pills”safe; ami, in small doses, 
a mild cathartic. I hey cause no griping pains or 
cramp. 
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT. 
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL. 
Belfast, Wednesday, July h, imiW. 
Flour, $7 to IT Bound Hog, 14 to 15 
CIO to O.OOjClear Salt Pork, $35 to37.<,o Rye Meal, 2.00 to 0.00!Mutton per lb, o to (hi 
l~yv’ 1.75 to 0.00!Lamb per lb, 12 to 14 I nl*' 1.05 to 1.10! turkeys, per lb, oo to oo Barlyy, 1.25 to 1.35!ChickeDS, per lb, oo to GO 
lio?!18’ 2.50 to 3 50!Ducks, per lb, 00 to 00 !«“!*• to 00!Hay per ton, $12 to 15 
40;Llmcf $1.50 to O.O0 
1 PPh‘a> F. to 15;Washed Wool, 38 to 40 rooking, do. 00 to oo;Unwashed Wool 28 to 30 Butter, 25to 28;Pulled Wool, 45 to 0o Cheese, Is to sflOjHIde., Vto 00 22 to 24;Calf Skins, 20 to oo 
-HI0 24;Sheep Skins, 75 to 1.20 12 to 15; Wood, hard 0 uo to8 no 
Apples, Baldwin, 0.00 to 000;Wood, soft,' 4.00to5.00 J,ea* s to 10 I Salmon 2o to 30 Dry Cod 8 to 10 | Dry Pollark 5 to 6 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
Wharfage and Storage, 
On the principal Wharf in the harbor, at reasonable 
terms. Inquire of 
13tl W. Iff. MM 
diheiiik's Pulmonic* Mri*u|». 
Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills will cure Consump- 
tion, Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, if taken according 
to directions. They are all three to be taken at the same 
time. They cleanse the stomach, relax the liver and put 
it to work; then the appetite becomes good; the lood 
digests and makes good blood; the patient Logins to 
grow in flesh; the diseased matter ripens in the lungs, 
and the patient outgrows the disease and gets well. Tilts 
Is the only way to cure consumption. 
To these three medicines Dr. J. H. Schenck, of Phila- 
delphia, owes his unrivaled success in the treatment of 
pulmonary Consumption. The Pulmonic Syrup ripens 
the morbid matter in the lungs, nature throws it otf by 
an easy expectoration, for when the phlegm or matter is 
ripe a slight cough will throw it oil, and the patient has 
rest and the lungs begin to heal. 
Jo do this, tiie Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills 
must be freely used to cleanse the stomach and liver, so 
that the Pulmonic Syrup and the food will make good 
blood. 
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills act upon the liver, removing 
all obstructions, relax the ducts of the gall bladder, the 
bile starts freely, aud the liver is soon relieved; the stools 
will show what the Pills can do; nothing has ever been 
invented except the calomel (a deadly poison which is 
very dangerous to use unless with great care,) that will 
unlock the gall bladder and start the secretions ol the 
liver like Schenck’s Mandrake Pills. 
Liver Complaint is one of the mo t prominent causes 
of Consumption. 
Schenck’s Seaweed Tonic is a gentle stimulant aud 
alterative, and the alkali in the Seaweed, which this 
preparation is made of, assists the stomach to throw out 
the gastric juice to dissolve the food with the Pulmonic- 
Syrup, and it is made into good Mood without fermenta- 
tion or souring ol the stomach. 
The gVeat reason why physicians do not cure Con- 
sumption is, they try to do too much, they give medi- 
cine to stop the cough, to stop the chills, to atop night 
sweats, hectic lever, aud by so doing they derange the 
v\hole digestive powers, locking up the secretions, and 
eventually the patient sinks and dies. 
Dr. Schenck, in his treatment, does not try t^ stop a 
cough, night sweats, chills or fever. Remove the cause, 
and they will all stop of their own accord. No one can 
be cured of Consumption, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, 1 
Catarrh, Canker, Ulcerated Throat, unless the liver and 
stomach are made healthy. 
If a person has consumption, of course the lungs in 
some way are diseased, either tubercles, absesscs, bron- 
chial irritation, pleura adhesion, or the lungs are a mass 
of Inflammation and fast decaying. In such cases wlnt 
must be done < It is not only the lungs that are wasting, but it is the whole body. The stomach and liver ha e 
lost their power to make blood out of food. Now the 
only chance C to take Dr. .Schenck’s three medicines, ! 
which will bring up a tone to the stomach, the .patient 
will begin to want fond, it will digest easily ana make ( good blood; then the patient begins to gain in flesh, and 
as soon as tlie* body begins to grow, the lungs commence 
to 1wm1 up, and the patient gets fleshy aud well. This is 
the only way to cure Consumption. 
When there Is no lung disease and only Liver Com- 
plaint and Dyspepsia, Scheuck’s Seaweed Tonic and Man- 
drake Tills are sufficient, without the Pulmonic Syrup,— 
1’ake the .Mandrake Pills freely in all bilious complaints, 
as they are perfectly harmless. 
! Dr. Schenck, who has enjoyed uninterrupted health for 
many years past, and now weighs JJ5 pounds, was wast- 
ed away to a mere skeleton, in the very last stage of Pul- 
monary Consumption, his physicians having pronounced his case hopeless and abandoned him to his fate, lie 
was cured by the aforesaid medicines, and since his re- 
covery many thousands similarly atflicted have used Dr. 
Schenck’s preparations with the same remarkable suc- 
cess. f ull directions accompany each, making it not ab- 
solutely necessary to see Dr. Schenck, unless patients 
wish their lungs examined, and for this purpose he is 
professionally at his Principal Oflice, Philadelphia, every Saturday, where all letters for advice must be addressed, 
lie is also professionally at No. Bond Street, New 
\ ork, every other Tuesday, aud at No. 35 Hanover Street, i Boston, every other Wednesday. He gives advice free, 
| hut tor a thorough examination with his Respirometer 
the price is Odive hours at each city from *j A, M. to 
| 3 P.M. 
Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed I onic each 
$1.50 per bottle, or $7.5ij a half dozen. .Mandrake Pills 
•J5 cents a box. (J. (iOODWIN & CO., 3*s Hanover 
Street, Boston, Whole.th- agents. For sale bv all drug- 
gie. ly •.!»'» 
I > a: 1 E Bfl S'. I fl.EIB S y «f « iiiiHuever »<• have by 
the CitKA i’Simki ri vi. Ukmkdv, rtHEXCE’M 
i*»*ITS Vfi I * SB %EIW ATI V E l*OI| 
If your druggist hasn't the Powders, send a 
description cl your disease to I'i'.of, Payton 
8i*kn< t?, AI. 1)., ISoYaSir, Nr.w Vui;k ('irv, and those 
niy«tertou<i. naiiiler-norkliiji PohiIcn will 
h«* mailed to you, post paid. I l>u\ ^1. 4> $.» 
t 14.5sp 
out at: % oeub 
will tind In our columns (he advertisement of the “Pea- 
body Medical Institute,* which now publishes l)r. Hayes' 
new work entitled fill: SCIENCE OF LIFE, or 
SKLF-PRKSKKVATloN,’' which treats upon all the 
disorders that result from the errors of youth, in a 
masterly manner, and which should be in the hands ol 
every young man and every per son suffering from a de- 
cline ol the physical powers, fhs Institute has also pub- 
lished an invaluable treatise entitled “SE\LAE PH Ys- 
lOLOOY OF WOMAN, AND HER DISEASES.’’ Don't 
jail to read the advertiscinei !. ;,wl 
MARK I K r > 
In Albion, by D. liliu Fuller, Esq., Mr. Orlaudo An- 
drews, ami Miss Frances J. Rusher, both ol Albion. 
In Cushing, July 4th, by A. S. Kales, Esq., (’apt. Cy- 
rus W. Chadwick and Alias Hellen lieletheren, all ol 
Cushing. 
i In lslesboro, duly 4tli, by C. AI. Rhodes, Air. Llewellyn 
I W. Oilkey and Miss Lois E. Dodge, both of 1. 
In No liucksport. duly 7th, by Rev. V. M. Fowler, Mr. 
John Chase ol Rueksport, and M i~s Eli/.abeth C. Rowe, 
of Dedham, 
in Ellsworth, July dd, Air. Levi LI. Trevetf and Miss 
Abbie E, Tinker, both of Trenton. 
in Rluehill, July 4th, Air. William AL llosv.11, .d Port- 
laiul, to Miss Sarah AI. ('base, daughter of tin late Cap t. 
Judah Chase, of R. 
In No. Rueksport, July t'.th, by Rev. E. N. l’owler, Air. 
Thomas s.Clay and Miss Sarah E. Snnw, both ol liucks- 
port. 
DIE I). 
[ Obituary not ten, beyond the date, name and aye, mast 
be paid /'or. | 
In Alontville, June :, John Sproul, aged .1 years 7 months. 
Air. Sproul had been a resident ol Montvilie lor more 
than lorty years, being among the earlier settlers of the 
town, during which time he had occupied many positions 
of public trust in town and county aliairs. and as a busi- 
ness man was eminently useful in all matters pertaining 
to the public good. 
He was a friend of education, and through his long and 
busy life, the education ot the youth vyis an important 
object with him, being cur solicitous to secure for his 
own and all other children an education to tit them for 
the duties of lit \ 
! As 21 husband and father, lie was ever mindful of those 
connected by family ties, doing all in his power to make 
home pleasant and those around him liappv, and enter 
mining all who came within the family circle with a kiml- 
S in... sand hospitality not easily forgot toil. llis sickness was very short,—the earthly house having withstood the storms ot many years, at last, quietly dis- solved and as a weary child sinking to slumber he so 
sweetly loll asleep. And although we may meet him no 
mrue on earth, although Father's voice will be heard no 
more in the old homestead or among his children,—yet 
may we imitate his virtues and strive to meet him again > in that house on high where many mansions stand. 
\\ by V> cep ye then for him who having run, 
! The bound of m in's appoint ed years, at last. 
Life’s blessings all enjoyed, life's labors done, 
I Serenely to ids linal rest has passed : 
While the soft memory of his virtues, vet, 
Lingers like twilight lines when tue bright sun is set.\ 
A. Fit I ICN 1), 
In Knox, June Mrs. Mary, widow of the late (ieorge s. Mixer, aged si years, 7 months ami is days. She was the mother ot Id cliildiv u, all of whom lived to an adult 
! age, and 11 of them are still living. She had 7“ grand and | great grand chi hired. 
, lu Castine, July 7, Mrs. Hannah, wife of (’apt. H. E. 
i llodsdon, aged .'is y ars. 
SHIP NEWS. 
■----- 
WHIT OF BELFAST. 
ARRIVED. 
1 Jtt'y Htli. Sell Darius Eddy, llopkiu... New York, 
j lutli. Sell Joseph, llullook, Boston. 
Ilth. Schs Adeline, Ryan. lioslon; Abby Hale, Ryder, i do. 
lull. Sell Will. S. Kadle, Ryder, Kllswoith. 
SAILED. 
July loth. Soli 1) K A ley, Ryan. I'ortland. 
bill!. Sells I Drill* Eddy, Hopkins Bangor; Abby 
! Hale, Ryder, Ellsworth. 
Something New! 
;CAMF'S CLOTHES WASHER! 
!rT'lll; greatest invention of the age. An ordinary 
, 1 washing thoroughly done in hall an hour. Wo- 
inni, linn*, labor, wood, buttons and money saved No I slop, no use lor tubs, wash-boards, oi benches. A child 
j ten years ol age can do the washing. 
Town and County Rights 
to manufacture and sell this washer, tor sale. Very liberal inducements offered. A lortune to the right j man. The agent is stopping lor a tew days at the 
American House. 
Assignee’s Sale 
AGREEABLE to an order oft bo District Court of the United States for Maine District, 1 shall ofTer at 
private sale, at the Post Office at Green’s Lauding, on Deer Isle, on Saturday, the 24th day of duly inst, at one o’clock, P. M„ certain notes and accounts belonging to the estate ot Geo. W. Collins, of said Deer Isle, Bank 
rupt, to wit: 
Au account against Win. Cole for §20.43 
Asa Petty iuu 
Sell Concert & Owners for 5.57 *■ Solomon IInuipieton :t4.uo j •I. II. Carver 10,90 
Oliver Colby 18.95 
David Robbins 25.02 
David Tyler 27 30 
Stephen Colby bal. due i*>‘.72 
.lames Robbins 23.10 
Isaac Moor 2,70 Simoon Stone 28.37 
One not*1 against Elijah Robbins for 20.48 Silvious Simps cm ti.lo 
N A l II AN W ALKER Assignee, 




The Fall term of this Institution will begin 
AUGUST 18th, 
and continue 11 weeks. 
The high reputation which this school has won during the past two years must commend it to all who desire to 
become efficient teachers. 
Tuition and most of the Text Books free 
Board $ i..>0 per week. Good accommodations for self- 
boarding, in rooms neatly furnished, each convenient for 
two students, mly be obtained for 00 cents per week. Expenses may thus be reduced to about per week. 
Applicants, if females, must be at least 10 years of age; it males i;. Each pupil must bring a certificate of good 
moi.il character. For particulars address Principal. 
Board of luof rucliou. 
€<i. X. I LEXt HER. Principal. 
Miss 11. II. COFFIN Miss .I E. SWEET, Miss A. P* 
( ATE, Teachers. 
Mr. J. \vT. I) It ESSE K. Teacher of Music. 
Mr. MARK HARDEN, Teacher of Penmanship, 
Dr. N. T- TRUE. Lecturer on Geology. 0w5l 
THACKERAY’S NOVELS. 
HOUSEHOLD EDITION 
Compact, tlegant, Uniform. Cheap. 
I. Vanity Fair. 1 vol 
*5. Pniilcmitft. 1 vol. 
4. Xiao !¥«*%% conila*. 1 vol. 
4. Xlae %'Irg-iniaiis. 1 vol. 
•V Heury E*nioiiil, uii <1 Lo»cl ila«- VVMowfi-. 
U. Xiao A«lventure of Plailip. 1 vol. 
Price, $l.”j oach. 
We quite agree with the Chicago Post that .Messrs. 
Fields, Osgood & Co. seem to be singularly tortunate in 
their guesses at the popular want in regard to editions of 
standard literature,-as their very popular editions ot Dick- 
ens and their recent set of Charles Kcade’s novels bear 
witness. Seeing the vacuum in the supply of a cheap edi- tion of Thackeray, and abhoniug a vacuum when money 
may be made by tilling it, they have commenced the pub- lication ol a Household Edition of that, charming novol- ‘st< John G. Saxk. 
This firm, to whom tin* public are Indebted lor the 
neat, handy, ami cheap household editions of Scott’s, Dickens’s, and lteude’s novels, now issue a similar edition 
of Thackeray. For the library, and for the repeated 
readings which these novels compel, this is, beyond all cavil, the best edition to purchase. It is unexceptionable in print and binding, and comes within the means of al- 
most every lover of books. ”—New Bedford Mercury. 
“It is the most convenient edition of Thackeray’s nov- els that we have seen.”—Philadelphia Post. 
** * For sa<* by all booksellers. Sent, post paid, on re- 
ceipt of price, by the Publishers, 
FIELD*. OftftOOD A CO.. 
•,wl 1”4 Tremont Street, Boston. 
PJAB9DY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, 
No. 4 BULEUfCH STREET, 
(Jpposite Revere House,) BOSTON. 
THE Trustees ol this lustitutiou take pleasure in au- nouncing that they have secured the services of the 
eminent and well known Du. A. H. HAYES, late sur- U\S* Army- Vice President ot Columbia College of Physicians and Surgeons, &c. 
1 his Institution now publishes the popular medical bookentitled“The S« ien< 1 k of Life ok Self Preser 
N AriON, written by Dr. Hayes. It treats upon the Errors or ) outh, Premature Decline or Manhood, Sem- inal Weakness, and ail Diseases and Abuses of tin* Gen- 
erativeOrgans. Thirty thousand copies sold the last 
year. It is indeed a book tor every man—younmen in 
particular. Price only 81.00. 
This I imitate has just published the mo.-t perfect trea- tise of the kind ever offered to the public, entitled 
“Sexual Pitvsior.oi;y oi Wom vn and iIi■ i• Dis- 
liA'KS," profusely illustrated with the very hut ei]«n.v 
mgs. I'his hook is also from the pen ol Ur. Hayes. Among the various chapters may be mentioned, The Mystery of l.ifo,- Beautiful Offspring,- Beauty, its value to \\ Oman, Marriage, —General Hygcine ot Woman 1 liberty,—Change ot Life,—Excesses of the Married Prevention to Conception, ice. In beautiful French cloth 
88.00; Tut key Morocco, full gilt, 8 Either ot these 
books are sent by mail, securely sealed, postage paid on receipt oi price. 
Thoughtful clergymen recommend these hooks for their 
high moral tone, uud all eminent anil skilful physicians earnestly recommend them to the public as the only scientific and reliable treatise ot the kind published in America. 
“A\ol l> Al.l. QlJA< K Olt All VKRTI.S1 N»; DOCTORS AND 
Amesk Port ear Books.”—\Ani?v» Journal or' Medical .Science.] 
The “Pearody Joi r.vai. of IIeai.i h,” l)r. Hayes, Editor. Terms, one dollar a year in advance. Address 
as above. 
•eS-Ar.BKKr H. IIavks, M. U., Resident arid t on 
suiting Physician. 
Dr- "’ In,t-V be consulted in strictest confidence 
on all discuses requiring skill, secresy uud experience. Invioi.aulk Secresy and Certain Rki ikf. lyri. 
!</ the Hon. ('< that if (’oni//} i.uin/it/’.s 11/’ the 
< oh til if o/' (Vithltt. 
\irilEUEAS the*' Beliak and Moosehead Lake Rail 
? ? road Company” by their President and Directors 
thereunto «luly authorize.! and empowered, have hereto- fore h:cd with said Commissioners their location ol said 
Railroad Irom the centre tl the north and south road 
pasMiig through the village ol Brooks, in said Countv, to tlie centre ol the road leading from Unity to Tnorn- dike lit the town of Unity, in said County, which loca- 
tion lias beretolore been approved by said Commission- 
ers, and entered on their record. 
And whereas said road as so located passes over land 
owned, as l:tr as your Petitioners have been able to as- 
sertain, by ttie following named persons, severally to wit Mrs, A. .1. Green, A. Rose, heirs of A.J. Roberts 1. 
C. Horton, .1. Sturtcvant,.I. Lane, \V. N, Roberts A s' 
Forbes, 11. H, Harris and B, Leathers, in the town ui Brooks; it. F, Holbrook, .1. Slantial, T. Holbrook, heirs ot S. Abbott, W. Briggs, W. Gordon, S. Lowell,.1. Hailey] It. Bailey, O. Walker, .1. Cooksoti, D. I’iiilbrick and I’ 
slibles iu the town of Knox;.). McManus, P. Pendleton. 
E. Bradford, L. Cates, E. I’lillbrick, L. Cates,,1. Gordon,.I- llall, A. K. Bumps and it. Rich, iu the town of Thorn- 
dike; ,1 Stevens, It. Cornlorth, S. Crosby, R. Files p j*. 
Scribner, it. Hunt, E. H. Moulton, and It. E. 1 'base iu 
the town ot Unity. 
And whereas said Company is desirous to take so much 
ot the lands aforesaid, covered by said location and con- 
tiguous thereuuto, as may bo required for the construc- 
tion and necessary convenience ot said road as provided 
by law. 
Wherelore said Company respectfully pray that the Hon. tl.e Commissioners may proceed, alter due notice 
to tlie parties interested, to estimate the damages sus- tained by tlie parties aforesaid, whose real estate may be required and taken for the purposes aforesaid, according to the torin of the Statute in such case made and provided. Dated at Belfast Hie 2d day of duly, A. D. 18tilJ. Hellast & Moosehead Lake Railroad Company by 
A. I1A\FOKD, President ot said Company, 
•S 1A I E OF MAIMK. I 
Waldo, ss, i 
County Commissioners’ Court, April Term A. D. lNf.11, 
ON the foregoing petition, OiiltKUF.u, That the Coun- ty Commissioners meet at the store ot Michael 
Chase, In Brooks, on Monday the 23d day ui August next at in o’clock A. M,; and thence proceed to view tlie route 
set fortti in the petition; immediately alter which at 
some convenient place in the vicinity, a hearing of tile 
parties and their witnesses will be lin'd, and such further 
measures taken in the premises, as the Commissioners 
shall judge proper. And it is further Ordered, that no- 
tice ot the time, place and purposes ol the Commission- 
ers:’ meeting aforesaid, be given to all persons and Cor- 
porations interested, by serving an attested Copy of said 
Petition with this Order thereon, upon eacli one ol the before named owners ot land on said route, and by post- 
ing up tlie same in three public places in each of said 
towns, ol Brooks, Knox, Thorndike and Unity, and by 
publishing the same in tlie Republican Journal and Pro 
grossive Age,public newspapers published in said County: said publication and eacli of the other notices to be thir- 
ty days before the time appointed for said view, flint all 
may appear uud be beard il they think proper. 
Attest,S. 1,. MILLIKEN, Clerk. 
Copy j< prill inn and order of Court. 
Attes1., S. 1,, Mll.LIKKS, Clerk. 1 
All Evening of Sacred Sungs. 
PHILIP PHILIPS of NEW YORK, 
will give an evening of song at 
HAVFORD'S IIALI., 
Friday Eve., July 2,'i. 
It is hoped our citizens and the public generally, will 
avail themselves of this very rare opportunity to hear 
this popular singer and author, whose reputation as a 
public singer is world wide. 
Mr. Philips has sung in liostou, New York, Cincinnati, 
Chicago, St. Louis, New Orleans, Philadelphia, Balti- 
more, Washington, and other principal cities in this 
I country. And in London, Manchester, Paris, and other 
places ot note in England and France, where he has been 
listened to by crowded houses. 
Doors open at r, singing to commence at 8 o’clock. 
(From the Philadelphia Age & Gazette.) 
Last evening at a large meeting held in the Academy of Music, Mr. George H. Stuart introduced Mr. Philips, 
remarking that although his friends told him that he 
had no ear for music, that lit was not ashamed to say 
that he had eyes that could weep with President Lincoln, 
as Mr. Philips sang his touching songs in the H all of 
Representatives, at Washington. The singer then sang, 
ana was rapturously encored again and again. 
(From the Chicago Republican.) 
Philip Philips’ concert last evening, was one of the 
most delightful entertainments ot the kind, that we ever 
had the privilege of attending. No man can hear Mr. 
Philips sing, without being not only entertained, but made better, as there is not only music but gospel iu what he slugs, 
(From the Cleveland Iierald.) 
Mr. Philips’ Concert at Brainard’s llall, was attended 
by a large audience, who manifested their delight by fre- quent and hearty applause. No one who heard Mr. Phil- 
ips sing can ever forget him. His songs have been the 
joy of thousands. Mr. Philips’ singing speaks for itself 
but his generous deeds are not so generally known, as he 
gives the net proceeds ot his 9inging to charitable pur- 
poses. 
(From the Ohio Statu Journal.) 
The Philip Philips Concert. That Philip Philips 1ms a powerful hold on the hearts of the people, the large au- dience at Town street church last night, proves beyond question. The church has the largest audience room in 
the city, and it was filled. Under the influence of his 
soft melody of eloquence speaking in tone, as well a9 In 
music, they nestle down Into their seats and hold their 
breath, when, did another man sing, they would clap their hands und stamp their feet. The concert can cer- 
tainly be pronounced a success. 2wl 
POND & CO ’S 
MAGIC FURNACE. 
Warranted to Give Entire Satisfaction! 
No Red Hot Surfaces ! No Impure Air! 
Mr. Pond has had 4? years’ experience in the Stove and 
Furnace business, and is confident that this is the best 
Furnace tor heating Dwelling Houses, that has ever been 
put in the market. 
Jt presents a larger amount of directive Radiating Sur- 
face than any other, and the peculiar arrangement ot the 
Flues is such, that the products ot Combustion are so | 
completely Retained and Radiated, as to exhaust all the 
heat hrorn the coal; the Funnel Decoming comparatively 
cold before entering the Chimney. 
It has but Five Packing .Joints, and those so adjusted 
as to prevent the escape ul Cas, and renders once Pack- 
ing sufficient for years. 
ibis Furnace is made of Cast Iron, and very heavy, making it more durable than those constructed partly of 
Sheet Iron, and a careful examination of the form and 
fitting of the Castings, will show that all Liability to 
Crack is obviated by tlie ample provision, which has been 
made for Expansion and Contraction. 
The Fire Chamber ot the Second Size is over two feet 
in Diameter, and being Lined there can be no Red Hot 
Surfaces, rendering the air Impure and Poisonous. 
The Smoke Funnel can be adjusted on either side of 
Jhe Furnace, thus oftentimes saving a large amount of 
Pipe. 
Every Furnace Warranted Perfect, and to give entire | 
Satisfaction. 
Mr. French also oilers for Sale, 
POND’S 
DOUBLE RADIATING FURNACE 
IMPERIAL FURNACE. 
I’or heating <'hurcl>e«. Ntliaol Houses. 
Halls at d other large Buildings. 
We append a few Letters and Names of Lai ties now 
Iisine these FL l!N AIM'S III Belfast. 
ISr.LKAST, August, LSbu. 
I have used ! lie Magic Furnace one wiuter and have 
found it convenient and easily managed. It is simple in 
ils construction, and aj>ooil heater. O. PAI-h 11EY. 
A1.1.i n Fitknth, Lsi,i. Dear Sir —Tlie Magic Furnace 
I hud of you proves to be everything I need. It burns 
less coat fhan my old one. and gives much more heat- 
very little care to tend, li can be perfect ly regulated, so 
f.« to keep the (ire lor inuulhs. WM. O. LOOK. 
I. L. WHITE, ROBERT WHITE, 
WM. O. LOOK WM. FREDERICK, 
Mils. FLiRBER, A. li. JEWETT, 
M. E. DODGE, SPENCER MATHEW*, 
Dlt. MOODY, JAMES WHITE, 
WM. II. RL' KRILL, W. L. llARRIMAN, 
i Mas. DOWNEY, CALVIN HERVEY, 
WM. MARSHALL, WM. H. FOULER, 
WM. M. RUST, L. A. KNOWLTON. 
Dlt. PALFREY, WM. H. MiLKLLAN, 
JOSEPH BEAn, ueo. slf.ffer, 
W. II. SIMPSON, NT.UEMIAH auBoti, 
OAKES ANGIER, 11. II, CARTER. 
H. II. JOHNSON, 
HaYFOKD HALL, 
UNI PARIAN CHURCH, 
METHODIST CHURCH, 
CONti REG AT IONA L CHUliC ll. 
Job Woi-k, Pump Work and Plumbing 
Done in the Best Manner, 
at Short Notice. 
a. ». I'iiextu. 
tfl iso. 'i Custom House Square. 
Mortgagee’s Notice- 
rjMlll. subscriber hereby gives public uolLe that .John JL Stewart ot .Stockton, iu the County ol Waldo, on 
the twenty-seventh Ly ot April, in the vear ..t „ur Lord 
one thousand eiglit hundred and sixty-six, by his died ol mortgage of that date, conveyed to him the subscrib 
er, Allied Berry, oi said Stockton, the following describ ed parcel of land, situate in So.irsport, in said County, 
and described as follows, to wit, being a part ol lot No. 
1 west of the turnpike* so calkd, and be uinled on the south 
by land ol David Berry, being part of lot No. 3; on the 
1 east by said turnpike; on the north by the Havener lot 
; so called; south-west by land of John Libbey, being part ol lot No. 3. Said mortgage was given to secure the 
j payment of two hundred ami ninety dollars and interest, 
J and is recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds, book lit, 
page 305, and the conditions in said mortgage have been I broken, by reason whereof, the said mortgagee claims a 
foreclosure oI tin* same. ALFRED BERRY. 
| .July S, IvSii'J. 3wl* 
Notice of Foreclosure 
WHEREAS, Wll.UA.M A. WARliKX, ol -North port, in the county of Waldo, on the twenty ninth day of December, A. D. 1 -»*;:■», by his deed of mort- 
gage of that date, recorded in the Waldo Registry, \ ol. 
145, page ls;>, conveyed to me a certain parcel of land, situate in said N'orthport, being the same premises de- 
scribed in my warrantee deed to Charlotte A. Martin, dated February >rh, TsC.r, and recorded in the Waldo 
Registry, S ol. Ho, page lot, to which, and the deeds 
therein mentioned, reference is hereby had for a descrip- 
tion :—Also, another certain parcel of laud, situate in I said N'orthport, containing about three acres, being the 
^ame premises whir.a were to me conveyed by Harriet A. 
! Joy, in by her deed recorded iu said Registry, and 
j whereas, the condition in said mortgage is broken, by 
reason whereot 1 claim a foreclosure, 
j Dated at Belfast, iu said County, this sixth day of .July, A. D. ISii'.l. EI THER PERRY. 
j 3\v >-' By Joseph Williamson, his attorney. 
* BANKRUPTCY NOTICES. 
COURT OF BANKRUPTCY. 
rpHK next Court of Bankruptcy, for the County of X_ N\ altio, will be held ni the olliee of the Register of Probate, in Bella-t, on l’hursiiay, July 22, A.D. !S<)U at 
3 o’clock, P. M. PETER TU ACHEK. Register. 
Belfast. June 24. Isiio. *,w.,i 
; Disritii r Cot iu ol- hie Lmii-.i / 
1 States. District ot Maine. h *n Bvnkri fivy. 
In the matter of LUTHER TIBBETTS, Bankrupt. 
jr|AHlS IS TO GIN E NOTICE, That a Petition has 
I X been presented to the Court this sixteenth day 
: ot June, A. D. ltstiy, by Luther Tibbetts, of Addison, iu 
; said District, a Bankrupt, praying that lie may be de- 
j creed to have a full discharge from ali his debts, provable | under the Bankrupt Act, individually and as a partner iu 
the firm of 1 ibbetts & Worcester, composed of said Tib betts and Lorenzo D. Worcester, anu upon leading said 1 petition, 
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had up- 
on the same, on the first Monday of Oct., A.D. 18(W, before the Court in Portland, in said’ District, at lu o’clock, A. 
M., and that notice thereof be published in the Macuias 
; Republican and the Republican Journal, newspapers 
pimied ui said District, once a week for three weeks, and 
that all creditors who have proved their debts and other 
i persons in interest, may appear at said time amt place, 
I and show cause, if any they lim e, way the prayer ol said Petition should not be granted. \V M. P. PREBLE, 
) :{'v 1 Clerk ol District Court for said District. 
| District Court of the United / ,, I Status. District of Maine. j In I.amuhlow. 
In the matter of JOIIX FLOWERS, Bankrupt. 
II IS ORDERED that a second general meeting ol the Creditors of said Bankrupt be held before Pk ter 
Tiiachkk, Esij., Register in Bankruptcy, in said District, at his otliee in said Belfast, to wit, at the office of the 
Register of Probate, on the 22d day of July, A. I)., fSi.u, at 3 o’clock P. M., for the purposes named iu the t wenty Seventh Section of the Bankrupt Act of March 2, tSi.r. 
~W51 WM 11. FOG LER, Assignee. 
j District Court ok thk Unukiw v, .... 
I Status, District, of Maine. \ ,N l,ANIvULl “ '• 
In the matter of EDWIN 1*. l'REAT, Bankrupt. 
|rpHE THIRD GENERAL MEETING of the Cred 
; X itors of said Bankrupt will be held at Belfast, in 
| said District, on the 22nd day of .July, A. D., lsG'J, I at 3 o’clock, 1*. M. at the office of Peter' Timelier, Esq., 
one of the Registers in Bankruptcy, in said District, to 
! w*t: nt the office of the Register ot Probate, for the pur- ! l*osea named in tie. 2Sth Section ot the Bankrupt Act of 
i March 2, 1HG7. N. II. HUBBARD, Assignee, 
j Belfast, dune 21, 18oU. ■„»£•.* 1 
j District Court ok thk Unitko ) Iv vr ... Stacks. District of Maine. \ *• l,ANKIi" 14 '• 
In the matter of JOHN FLOWERS, Bankrupt. 
flTHlS IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has been 
X presented to the Court, this twenty-fourth day of 
dune A. 1). 18G'.», by .John Flowers of Belfast, ;u said Dis 
trict, a Bankrupt, praying that he may he decreed to have 
a full discharge from all his debts, provable under the 
Bankrupt act; and upon reading said Petition 
It is Okdkked by the Court that a hearing be had 
upon the same, on the first Monday of September, A. D., 
18t>‘.», before the Court in Portland, in said District, at 
lo o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be published 
in the Republican Journal, and the Rockland Free 
Press, newspapers printed in said District, once a 
week tor three weeks, anil that all creditors who have 
proved their debts and other persons in interest, may ap- 
pear at said time and place and show cause, it any they 
nave, why the prayer of said Petition should not be 
granted. WM. P. PREBLE, 
•Jw51 Clerk of District Court lor said District. 
District Court of thk Umtkh / lv, 
Status. District of Maine. j IN Hankhi l'n 
In the matter ot JAMES LANCASTER, Bankrupt. 
THE SECOND GENERAL MEETING of the Cred- itors ot said Bankrupt will be held at Belfast, In 
said District,on the twenty-second day of duly, A.D., 18G‘.», 
at three o’clock, P. M., at the office of Peter Thaeher, I Esq., one of the Registers in Bankruptcy, in said Dis 
trict, to wit : at the office of the Register of Probate, for 
the purposes named in the 27th Section of the Bankrupt 
Act ot March 2, 18G7. WM. G. CROSB\ Assignee. 
Belfast, June28, lsG'J. 2wal 
THIS IS rOGlVE NOTICE: That on the twenty-sec- ond day of June, A. D. 18G*.», a warrant in Bank- 
ruptcy was issued against the Estate of JOSEPH F. 
HALL ol Lincolnville, in the Couuty ol Waldo, and 
State of Maine, who has been adjudged a Bankrupt on 
his own petition; Individually and as a member ot the 
firm of McLURE & CO., the other member of which 
firm was JAMES McLURE; and as a member of the 
firm of JOHNSON, HALL & CO, the other members ot 
which tirm were H. H. JOHNSON and ANSEL LOTH- 
ROP; and as a member of the firm of McLURE, LOTII- ; ROP & CO., the other members ot which tirm were i 
BENJAMIN W. LOTH ROP and JAMES McLURE'! 
and as a member of the firm of HALL, LOTIIKOP & 
CO., the other member of which firm was BENJAMIN j W .LOTII ROP; that the payment of any debts and delivery j of any property belonging to such Bankrupt, to him, or lor | his use, and the transfer of any property by him are tor- j 
bidden by law; that a meetlug of the Creditors ol the 
said Bankrupt, to prove their debts and to choose one or 
more Assignees ol his Estate, will be held at a Court ol 
Bankruptcy, to be holden at Belfast in the District of 
Maine, before Peter Timelier, Register, on the 22d 
day of July, A. D. 18C9, at 3 o’clock P. M. at the office oi 
the Register ot Probate. LEANDER WEEKS, 3w5I U. S. Dep. Marshal, as Messenger 
DUNKLEES 
Golden Eagle Furnace 
Is the result ot thirty years’ practical experience in the Furnace business, and not only combines in one Fur- 
nace .ill valuable and well tried principles, but steps in advance with new plans, following strictly by natural laws, however simple they may be. Viz ; 
By exposing a very large surface directly to a small amount ot fuel. 
By making a largo amount ol atmospheric air impinge directly upon this large surface, *o as at once to take the 
heat to the rooms to be warmed. 
By taking dvantage of comparative expansion and 
construction of metals in the combination ot its parts, 
so as to prevent the escape ol g.is. 
By preserving tire day and night, by the modern modi ot mounting doors and regulators. 
By rejecting all tire-brick, and non-conductors, substi- tuting a very heavy lire pot, vi 1 -q inches thick at the 
points of combustion, thus saving the heat hithero ab sorbed by brick, and as melted coal will not adhere to 
n on, it can never clinker nor regain* new lining. By easy manner and convenience in tending Furnace, By additiod of eight radiaters upright around the bi t .. 
giving 
Twenty-five Square Feet 
more heating surface than any furnace ol the same *de 
can give without them. 
By placing the vapor pan it nliould lie. 
above the hearing nit|iiiratu<i. to restore humid- 
lty. Fails!ill of water should be evaporated, when* only 
pints are now. 
It is a law ol nature that the higher the temperature, 
! the more water air will and must, contain. It Furnace 
air be not supplied by proper apparatus, the supply will be drawn from any and all sources. Even fron the lungs of 
those respiring it. It thev happen to be weak so much 
the worse lor th? lungs. 
It is a well known fact, that the Sirocco winds ot the 
j Sahara and Arabian deserts become the balmy air ol It- 
*iy, by passing over the Mediterranean sea, after !*•»- 
iiij;: Iiimum!. and takiug up a proper and healthful per cent, ol humidity. 
Hc-nce we claim thi* Furnace to be the most powerful, 
as well as the most economical heater at present in ex- 
istence, and will warrant our No. seven to do the work ot 
any No. eight ot any older pattern ever ottered to the I 
public. 
As to durability, we will come under bonds that they shall last as long as any reasonable man expects uni Furnace to last. 
And will warrant every on. to give perfect satisfaction. 
■G->f“.Stove and Furnace work ot all kinds promptly and faithfully executed. *. VlIEltHEV A*<»\. 
5mos4S H'o. 3*4 .Wain 4ilri*«*I, 
CLIPPER MOWER! 
n 
The Best in the Market. 
1 FARMERS OF WALDO COUNTY, 
| H >ou wish to purchase a Mowing Machine this suintm-r 
you can be promptly supplied and made 
tally satisfied with the 
< ’UPPER MOW EH, 
By calling on the Agents at 
Ibis Machine is acknowledged to b«- equal to any other 
before the public, in all it- diin rent -izes, and the 
ONE HORSE CLIPPER 
Is not equaled in the world, l'lnse. Clipp. rs beside- pos- 
sessing the points ot excellence found in some other two- 
wheeled machines, such as 
Two Driving-Wheels, both in the gear while the rna 
chine is advancing, and out u( gear when backing; one 
Main (icar-W heel only, and that spur: a Hinged Fmger- 
Bar which can be folded for transportation ; a Finger-Bar, 
placed in front, and under control of the driver while in 
his seat; a Hear Shifter, operated by tin driver’s toOt, to 
stop or start the knife; a Machine balanced by the weight 
ot the driver; a pole, so placed as to avoid side-draft; 
Steel False Shoes, for adjusting the height of cut. 
Has in addition, many valuable and important features 
distinctly and peculiarly its own, among which are the 
following 
A Patent Banner-shaped Ca^t-Sf-<•! Finger-Bar; a Pa 
tented Finger, forged from east steel, with p: int and cut 
ling edge tempered; an Improved Outside Shoe, with in 
Adjustible I rji. k Bo.-r-d; n ! n-id* as well ns Outside 1 
Shoe, ol malleable iron, light, strong, and every way su- ; 
Eerior to the heavy cast, iron shoe; a hnih-Head, with road bearings and a bill and socket int, a Wooden 
Connecting Kod. light, elastic, an.! str.'ii", not liable to 
break the knit, o: knit. head. ailing Appara-us, -o 
j connected to tin name that it may bo brought in-mm!> to the^ ery roots of tin gra--, or elevated -• ro cut 
high or pas over boggy and stony ground ; a -'rung Ivon 
Frame, which encases the gearing and -halting. 1 he 
Draft so applied as to make tie- rLIPPKtv the lightest 
running mower in the world. 1 lie materials and work- 
man-hip are ot a character that make it the most durable 
and consequently the cheapest ma bine to buy. 
Gold Modal No. 1, for One Horse, 
awarded at Auburn, isaa. 
The < oimnitteo who bad charge •■! the Hi at l rial.it 
Auburn, N. V., in LSbn, in r. (i-rene.- to the < I.IPPF K 
Machine, say : 
The mechanical execution ol thi machine reflects 
the highest credit upon Mr. Dutton, the inventor in this 
rospeet it surpasses all the rest. All the hearing- are a- 
smooth as machinery can make them, all the joints are 
closely lifted, all the pans are mathematically in line, all 
the materials of which it is composed arc ot the best that 
can be procured. So excellent was the workmanship ol 
this machine, that a protest in writing was titered at 
Auburn by one ot flu* exhibitors against it ,|on the ground 
that it w.ts better than the builder- were in the habit ot 
furnishing to their customer-'. A -nib-commit t« e was ap 
pointed to examine the machines in their warehouses, 
and also in the hands of farmers. After a careful exam 
ination, the Committee reported that flu- machine was in 
no respect better than those which they had sold, and 
which were exposed in their warehouses for current 
.-ales.” 
uecnption oi rao. i cupper. 
Tlie Clipper Number One was gotten up to supply tin- 
wants of such tanners as desire for any reason to use on- 
ly one horse lor mowing. It is capable of cutting live to 
eight acres per d iy without injury to the horse--the labor 
being no greater than plowing corn. I lie very great ta 
vor with which it has been received is tin* best evidence 
that it is suited to the purpose lor which it was made. 
Although n umerous #ther styles of one-horse machines 
have been attempted, this is the only practical one in use. 
It was lirst brought into the market iu 1K60, when titty 
were built, iiie same year it was awarded the tiraml 
(lohleu Medal, ove rall competitors, at the Auburn 1 rial. 
Iu lstir om hundred and sixty-two were* built, and al 
though w.* built live hundred and eighty last year, wv 
were unable to supply the demand by several hundred. 
The Clipper Machines are Made of 
Four Different Sizes. 
All on tick Sauk Unifokm PuixrirLL, and Dlh ! 
IONATKl) BV Nl UnKIiS AND SOLD AS FOLf.OM s 
No. 1.—ISO lbs. weight,.'. 1 2 leet cut, :to inch 
wheels, one-borne. .... £lluOo 
No. 2.—.110 lbs. weight,-! ted cut, du Inch wheels, 
light two-liorse, > 120 Oo 
No. t*2i lbs. weight, I 1 2 led cut, '.2 inch 
wheel .medium, $l:tuC0 
No. !.— (»i>2 lbs. weight, 1 1 2 leet cut, :i inch 
wheels, large, $Ho0o 
To those who prefer a live feet cut on No. i, as a Mow 
er or Reaper, an additional charge will be made of £ .. 
Wllinmv. The ('Ll 1*1*1-;li as a Mower or 
Reaper is warranted to he of light draft, and to cut grass 
or grain in a workmanlike manner, e.jual to the best work 
with a scythe or cradle, 
II OOlftH. *M 1IHKIIA A 11.4 h I'.U, 
tHO A«. i:n s, Ur.t.i as r, M,\ in k. 
Clothing;! Clothing! 
D L- PEAVY, 
\o. r imi i:\i v Ron. 
Has ilie pleasure to inform the public that he lias .11.ST 
RECEIVED a splendid new stock of 
READY MADE CLOTHING, 
consisting of 
toiilai, Pant* ami Vest*, Linen Suit* ami 
Under Ivariiieiihi. 
Also a fine assortment of 
HATS, CAPS AND CLOTHS. 
All of which w ill be sold at the lo»»«»«t ca»lt price*. 
-oo- 
He returns thanks for the liberal patronage heretofore 
received, and invites the public to call and exam 
ine his Stock, satisfied that he can sell them 
*I IT.S CHEAPER than they can b» 
bought elsewhere. 
-oo- 
Remember the Placo 
2mos.11 IVo. 1 Pfaenit iio», 
For Sale 
A new l ip streaked Boat. Eighteen feet long. Hood sails, oars and anchor. < 
Enquire of 
JACOB AMES,‘ Belfast. « 3w:,~' Upper Bridge.) 
national 
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
—of Tin:— 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
V,'A Sill NO ION, J>. « 
HUMMED HI A SPECIAL ACT OF OUiiKtSS 
AlTKOVKIl J II 1 V <. IN..-. 
run i.v ill l. 
ki: uni itmci', 
FIRST NATIONAL RANK Rl II.IHNi., 
PHILADELPHIA, 
Where the geiier.il business ot tin. < nip .ny i- nan -act ,a 
and to wuieh -ill general cum-sponiL n •/ .h«.n!vi i. .a dressed, 
OFFICERS. 
CLARK.M L il. ( LARK, Lresblei.t. 
JAY COOL K, Chairman Finance i.iut 1 ut.v, rn 
lyittee. 
II KNR\ b. ( doh K, \ <•»-ri. sjj.nt 
KMKRSON W. I*KL 1, Secretary and Actuals. 
Tlii* C iNkiiMli.v t.ties* <!■«• Tollunlu- „4j, 
■ c I* a National ( ompaio, *.h.»n,-e •-.* *. 
*p«*(‘fal act »f C'ong>r«»*s,, I 
It Iia* u,pai«l-up capital of tl-OAMMioo 
It oiler* Ion rat<»* of premium. 
It furni*lie* larger iuwuruncc than oii< 
conipauie* for the same money It i* (letinite anti certain in ir* term*. 
It i* a homo company ineven localii*. •*** policio* are exempt from .iitaciiiui -u 'ITioro are no uuimessan restrictions i,„ 
policio*. 
®very policy i* Hoa-foi feitalile. 
Policies may he (alien *»laich pa* c«> u,.• insured llicir full amount, anti return all the premium*. *o that she insurance ton* onlv tli«> iuleresi on tli«* annual payment* INklictc* may l»e taken that will pay to the insured, aaier a certain number of year* during life', ait annual iiirome of oiiMi o(«i flit* anionnt named in the police. lio extra rate I* charged ism n-h. .... in* In es ot female*. 
ft insures ..ottopas sSiiidenti* la mill*, holder* but at wo lot. cl o*( shat dsvi.lei.ilv skill be impossible. 
t iltular-.. S*.ii.a|*h•-.-•* ami lull panic ulna * 
g»vs*n on application ih«* Strain la 
of (he Coiiip.iin, or t.» 
ROLLINS iCilANDI IK : M.-id, ,ut.- v. *, m.m> 
Lite* i, I: 
«i in-ral Ag. nf tor .\; a Kngiund. 
■ I I’. 11 CK LI;. Man.... 
U>t) M.4kC.4l. ktwFVI'* IVIMKIJ mi 
every City .tutl Tom ii anil applications from competent partie* for hucIi a“eneies 
ivitli suitable eiitlor*eikien( shonbl he a;i 
dressed to Himi.D «I K ISM F. 1 
... ... Weifa*t! *a«- special Igent for 14 aid 4 ouutt. 
Commissioners’ Notice. 
\\TK tU,-un,l.,rsignwl,lia ug b.*. u appoint«-.* b> tl,.- ?? Hon. Judge ot Rrobu’ tor tin County ..f Wat do, commissioner- to rein iv*• and examine the eluims 
tne creditors of Kben K. Smith, late ot Lincolns ill- Su 
said County, deceased, whose estate is represented in solvent, give notice that six months, commencing on the 15th day ot May. are allowed to said creditor- t.» 
bring in and prove their claim-, and that thev will .tl. mt 
the service assigned u- at Hillings- Hall, L -icolnvii!, Centre, and on Saturday, the rili day of August, lt Lie clock, I*. M ami on K.-tturdnv, the ’.nth Jav ; 
October, at ol the clock I AL 
U M. 11. IIoDOl 
JOHN M. «.ORlK»N. 
(bit. d this Pull ii. ly o! .Fun 1*0 i. vV 
"W OOL! W o O I., v 
Cl AMI AM; fill HU.lIlM RRHF fM|, J WOOL. 
S. S. HERSEY &!-;()N, 78Main St. 
dmc tH 5 
BUCKEYE MOWER? 
1 111 I’, t (' K I ■ I'. ,'l II. ■ M.\ I. ., „ belwic* the pooh I. arned tor »;-• !i .i .. j.* tat ion such ha-iin-rbivii .r: u. i b, 
ntty uth' implement ... R 
1'lie Standard Machine*, 
Irom lir.-t intiudn. lion, taken I,-.id a. :r. 
Mowing Machine nurket. and ;uTi uc- dim,. has only seived to inciv iM* n- great i. ., .»•:t •. 
is now universally recognize. d ;.s the 
Standard Harvester ot tbe Country. 
W now oiler to tie Farmer* ut Yei* Fughi.m 
entirely new 
0m» ll»rs<> VlnutM* 
>" 1 w.-«u» <.,oiiihlcnil> -uiv il.-m tli it i., 
>• i‘ikd in ubt.iiniu^ the tl.r. /: i,. L-r 
■'Oiigl.i iilt.-r, > i 
Lightness. 
Strength, and 
Ease of Draught 
Y\ e sh ill tic gild t. :■ i. •in'. .. in want ,i • 
HORSli MOW liR, an ..ppurtai.it. to trv t Vi 
being satisfied it i- tin best yet product .1. 
V i 18 Ullll fl % 4 41 
\«. bo Mailt *(i*t>n 
Hellast, June Lm-, .. 
» I 111. 
ELEVENTH EXHIBITION 
Dl 
MACHINERY, and WORKS Ob' ART, 
L udcr tin* direction t 11. 
MASS. CHARI i ABL.r 
Mechanic Associa tion 
\\ ill commence .it 
FANEUiL AND QUINCY HALLS 
In BOsLO.V i.11 
\vi:i >xi:.'si >.\ \\ i 
Contributions of whnuner Is new, useful, and i; 
ful in lnecbauism and art, from all parrot tin country 
are solicited. STE Ui 31<>TI\ K i1 >WKIi will u ■ sup 
plied lor machinery. Honorary awards of Coin. 
and Bronze Medals, and Diploma, will b« Mmh .j- ii; 
tides deserving especial notice. 
Persons requiring large spue* <r mor pirticul.r 
formation, may address 
JOSEPH L BATES, Secretary 
■•wSu 110,10 > TI A , 
Phthisic! Phthisic ! ? 
LEWIS’ IN1IAl.AN l, for the Phthisic. 
Always Relieves 
the most Distressing cases of Ph'.ni-de in a few minute- 
Inhaled with tin- breath, it goes directly to tli. Luiip- 
and air cells, and relief is immediate and cert i;i* 
PATENTED, .May h, 
Price 15 cts. By Mail 
J € l.F.U ■«. l*ro|*i ih.i. 
tl * lltdluMi. >laiue. 
Liverpool Salt 
* "f / \ illlDS. Liverpool Salt, now discharging I !• j" " from Bark John Harris,” and for sum m 
bond or out, by W. B. SWAN \ O'. 
tiwfil 
F. S. NICKERSON, 
Attorney & GounseJIor at Law, 
BELFAST, Maine. 
(Officeiu IIAYFOKUB BLOCK.) imo.-.i 
Massachusetts Insane Asylum, 
Wori'estkk, Mass, 
117’ANTKD There are wanted immediately, from 
▼ ▼ twelve to fifteen Indies, between the ages ofeigh 
een and thirty, to act as assistants and nurses to the in- 
ane. Ladies who have taught in country schools pre- 
erred, but any having the necessary acquirements aud 
oming well recommended, will secure a position. Ad- 
Iress, Dr. 31. BKMIS, Superintendent, 
4w5l Worcester, Ma?sv 
i flftrg 
AFTER THE BATH. 
'• V 11As. MAUMNi; Mir.KS O’llKlI.l.V.' 
ib r 'kin i> moi-t. and cold and pink, 
lint warm and ml the lips 1 press. 
Ami all her beauty >eems to 'brink 
< •ompr-eier in h r dinging dre-.- : 
\\ hid odr her -boulders t«* the hip. 
(r 'Welling lui't and far adown 
hi t rail in a e*>ld the tr«"c< drip, 
\\ ip, h r»irm at night her braided crown. 
\. m<m Ij. r e\ *•- in languor >w im. 
I’m kind!* with eoipn tti'li strife, 
A ud »■ \ n pul'* in e\ cry limb 
m in' tjp’oiibing into rudicnt life; 
ii, l:<vk hath « aught a ruddier 'tain. 
A n*i In 'm;iII h el in >and t hat sink 
\ r* inai hl* white, w ith mam a \* in 
l»«,wu to the almond nail' of pink. 
II*t tli are w hite a- the Hashing surf, 
11* Vi ai« blue a- tin bay in calm. 
And h*-r breath to the lmW-niown clover tun 
1 a ri\ al in it' fragrant balm. 
» ’ll. happ\ ', a that ha- held h* form! 
< hap; > and' b\ her while feet pressed! 
iii, i- !• i aiii' ,Ji*’ 'whole bright seem* is w a mi- 
ll*, r beauty id' ::* -ruiv. and face, and breast! 
l‘r*»udi\ 'b* -land-m ieT'ourlet dress. 
And nr. e\i gi\*• a *jui\i r and then grow dim 
I gaz* on h intinite lo\eIine-< 
<»i delicate color ami rounded limb; 
Aiai tie l.iight blue bay. with ii* Hitting sails, 
A mi ih< 'i 1 \. r a ii* 1'. and the rocks of brown, 
end I!e v *.<id- i!i;u arc dark on the distant hills, 
An*i 11.• br--ad. given meadows that slope adown 
*j '• in bn: ., frame for my lady bright— 
\ ain md worthy her matchless grime, 
ib v iip- of r* d and her eyes of light. 
And ill*1 wonderful charm of her winsome lace : 
* A. here lot ne li*- and die at her feet: 
L* ; nn soul ami n : -dghs for her pass away— 
1 -r m> !If* hath t- *.mna\ and death weiv sv eol 
e, :*•; p. r ■_ /mg down on me ln-re to-day. 
\\ :• 'U into i» is .'Hi i train e 
A- I i- -mall. <ol lingers touch my palm. 
And tin oiia'li ail in\ \ cin-the currents dance 
A- f. : oil in\ cheek her breath of balm; 
'I tie. 'prings oi m> lift are in her control. 
Id. though face- more perfect l know full Well. 
1 rich, womanly beauty of body and sold. 
Id r* -i uom tn compare with my seaside belle. 
I' .w n a ek- glow a- -li*- bounds along. 
Aim Tie black v d-thrill in tin silver spray, 
u.l i ie bird- in th Mile sing a gladder song 
\ ■ my lady walk- l.v th* shining bay; 
l it* wav* that have shrined her glowing form 
ii a e In ii humanized b> the saintly touch, 
And wiJ! pare for her sake in the next grout storm. 
me .-rood -hip from their ciuteli. 
THE GREAT BANK ROBBERY. 
Somethin In tween Saturday night, the 20th, 
..lo! Monday morning. IhogStii, the Ocean Na- 
tl- i i: 11 Bank., ol'New York was robbed of an 
111 n > s, amount, fin1 robbers hired a room 
i;i tic basement of the building and built a 
io-ct .in. corner, to screen their work in 
making an rut ranee through the floor. Once 
i N nk lie robbers hung oiled silk over 
the windows I,, ..elude the light and hide 
died ]']■(■-' re from ]>artie» outside, and then 
]ir.-ded to jc n the door- to the vault,three 
in number. The first, hat ing one of Bacon's 
combination lock-, which was considered ab- 
•olutely biog.ar-prooi' and wliieii cost Soon, 
cutirel> uninjured and must have been 
ipened by -ome person familiar with the com- 
bination. J’he second door was unlocked with 
lie bank key. which, as if to facilitate the 
a.,.-re had In cn left hanging just inside the 
first door. The robbers were then in the room 
when tic special deposits were kept, and of 
the-, they madi short w ork, bursting open 
b.,\es and trunks and pocketing the content'. 
L: means of a powerful jack screw they then 
opened tiie third, or inner door to the vault, 
in wliieii room the fund' of the bank were 
kept id ttVo "burglar-proof" sties. These 
ah they opened in a jiffy and appropriated 
whin they dc-ii d of their contents. Bags of 
gold and other treasure w ere examined but 
left behind, probably because tin* rascals had 
no means of removing it. Nearly or quite 
two hundf'-d piece-1if tin iiin't approvedburg- 
..■.r■" tools w, iv left behind, all of which were 
■: cxquiiie woil.iii.iu.-hip. It i- estimated 
li.at they took and carried away from 8300,000 
-• i'O.oi ill, porlinp-moi >•. tT.e heaviest losers 
b. ing -pi ei.il deposit 111 ~, men doing business 
.a tin viciniiv of lie- banks, some of whom 
have probably lost their all. 
ii was staled by sum of the papers that the 
porter of the bank had the combination of the 
link to the outer door of the vault. This is 
P’ is,lively denied by the officer.- of t he bank, 
who say that only the president and one other 
fiber ever had any knowledge "of the combi- 
nation. It is also said that the report that the 
key of the inner door of the vault was hang- 
ing on the lintel is wholly false. Some light 
i 'h.;il on the question of the safety of the 
otnbinalion lock in use by the operation of au 
Xpert locksmith of New York. This person 
w ent to the president of the bank and offered 
t pick, tin lock if permission were given him 
to iv,. Tin door was lucked, and the combi- 
nation. one ef millions of which the lock is 
capable, being known only to the president, 
the locksmith in a very short time threw op- 
,n tin door. 11. -ays that it is very simple, 
an that h an iu fifteen minutes teach any 
lie- t .Tithe- me thing. T'liis was probably 
the .stein on which tin: burglars worked, 
not ith'tamiing the insinuation of one of the 
; :qiei -tiiat the door was probably not locked, 
in ogli the neglect, wilful or arcless, of the 1 
I "' -on whose duty it was to do that work. 
Tho bank olli, ers have been busily at work 
trying to ascertain a- near as may be the ag- 
nregati losses to depositors. Thev are 
known to reach halt a million dollars. 'The 
-uperiiit',‘intent 1 police has the matter in 
hand, having agreed upon a plan of opera- 
tion- with the bank officer.'. Y small hair 
trunk, about t wo feel long and One foot high, 
\■ t~ i• •nil" m .11/i <fui .ii-ti. < ui irii'u id no- 
!: ••• Captain dourdan. It was opened and 
found to c ontain papers to the total value of 
~'ji;s,o_M vp, The papers returned, it will be 
noticed, an- such as the robbers could not 
have negotiated without risk of detection, 
end tie- evident intention to let the losers off 
easily will doubtless be appreciated. The 
trunk, which wa- the property of the presi- 
dent of the bank, contained also some deeds 
and mortgages liis personal property. It is 
understood that the carrying away of this 
trunk is evidence that the burglars left the 
vicinity of the bank in a carriage. It looks 
like a piece of strategy on their part to have 
taken s.o little property from the hank,—a 
f.a t which would be apt t" cast suspicion on 
ome one connected with the bank,to the or- 
dinary mind. 
A blind Fm-c wandered into White ltiver, 
Indianapolis, and getting beyond bis 
depth, swain round in a circle to tin.I his way 
out. ills distress aoraoted another horse not 
fax' ttw:ty from tie bank, who lirst went to 
the water's edge and tried to direct the blind 
horse by neighing, failing in ibis he took 
in the water and swam out to his relief, and 
after swimming around him for nearly a 
quarter of tin hour lie finally got the blind 
horse to understand in what direction the 
land lay and the two horses came to the 
shore side by side, amid the cheers of up- 
ward of a hundred persons who had become 
spectators. 
Fin y have a company of Chinese athletes in 
fean Francisco who perform astonishing feats 
oi strength and agility. One of the party is 
particularly noticeable for these qualities, be- 
ing able to vanquish all his follows. lie 
would bound high in the air, and plunging down plant both feet in the breast of his ad- 
versary with such force as to send him head- 
long across the stage. The Alta says that i! 
ever a troupe ol these sturdy and well-train- 
ed athletes were put to a fair fest of physical 
activity and strength, they could handle a reg- 
iment of the lazy, hmk-limbcd, wliiskey-sod- 
den ruffians and cowards who make a pas- 
time of stoning, beating and throwing aboul 
Chinamen in the public streets of San Fran- 
cisco. * 
The life of a lady in a New York town 
was saved the other day by her chignon. A 
horse kicked her twice, but striking his foot 
on that capital appendage ity ured her not a 
all. 
Ucfo Sbticifiscments. 
The attention of reflecting invalids is invited to the fo 
lowing observations. 1 lie questions arc such nsdhc sic 
would be likely to ask; the replies are simple facts cloth 
ed in language that everybody can understand. 
WHY 
is Tarrant's Effervescent Seltzer Aperient adapted to th 
cure of Indigestion and its concomitants? 
BECAUSE 
It tones the membranes of the stomach and promote* tie 
secretion ot the gastric juice, the solvent which convert 
the food into a life-sustaining agent; and also because i 
relieves the bowels without weakening them, and moder 
ately stimulates the bile-producing organ. 
ii recommended for obstructions in the khln«>< ani 
other renal diseases, and the dropsy t 
BECAUSE 
it combines the properties of a mild diuretic* sudorific 
with those of a local and general invigorant, and by pro- 
moting perspiration relieves .the blood of a large amount 
of morbid matter whi?h would otherwise -itiate the -c 
cretion;. 
WHY 
i* it prescribed for rheumatism, ami claimed to he emi- 
nently beneficial in alt the varieties of that disease? 
BECAUSE 
rheumatism Is caused by the inflammatory action ot un 
acid in the blood upon the libers, membranes and liga 
; meats; and the salines of the S Itzer Aperient being ab- 
sorbed into tin veinous system tend to neutralize the vi’ 
j tiating principle. 
WHY 
{ is it given by the faculty in all disorders ot a tibi ile char- 
i actor? 
BECAUSE 
it opens the ports, reduces the temperature ©i the body, 
calms the nerves, and acts as a moderate evacuant, and 
has a refreshing effect upon the whole system. Of nil 
fever drinks it is the most cooling and delightful. 
In this brief summary of the virtues of Tarrant’s Ef- 
fervescent .Seltzer Aperient, nothing is sr>t forth which is 
not justified by testimony of competent medical men. 
SOLD II1 ILL Dili AGISTS. 
MANUFACTURERS, FOR THE WEST AND 
A. SOUTH.—The town of Alliance, Ohio, offers the 
following advantages A superior Coal at per ton.de 
livered; Hard Wood Timber, Brick, Lime Fire and Pottery 
Clay in abundance. Railroad, Lake, and River Shipping 
Facilities equal to any interior town in Ohio. Alliance 
is a rapidly growing and beautiful town, 61 miles from 
Pittsburg, and f>6 from Cleveland, with two flourishing 
College.-., a new first-class Opera House, and surrounded 
by a well-developed farming country for supplying a large 
population of operatives. Letters of inquiry should be 
addressed to F. TEETERS, Chairman Manufacturing 
Committee. 
Do Gran’s “Crystal Hair Benewer.” 
\r£W and the best Hair ITeparntion in the World. Nothing like it for Restoring Cray and Faded Hair 
to its youthful color and beauty. As a Hair Invigomtor 
and Dressing it has no equal*. It is as pure as water, 
leaving no discoloration on scalp or clothing, ft Is de 
lightful to use, from its neatness, freedom from offensive 
oaors, and its sure and magical effect-. 
#«“Sold everywhere ..t 75 cents. 
DE GRAFF & CO., Proprietors, .Milford, N H 
5AAA ROOK AGENT# W 1VTED »Vf vl y for Harding's New Illuminated and Il- 
lustrated Editions of the 
Life of Christ, and Bunyau’s Pil- 
grim’s Progress. 
J oe w..rk is now ready lor delivery. Addr-.-- mr 
Catalogue of the best selling Subscription Books publish- 
ed. 
U W. ll AKOflYIL l»liila«t«lj>hia. 
Publisher of Harding’s Edition ol the Holy Bible 
^AGENTS. MS! 39BgS& opened. Seven days from New \ ork to Sac i 
Francisco, and now a new interest is felt in j 
the Great West by everybody. 
The Old W eit a« it ua«. and the ll tkt 
•an it i«. are fully described in our new edition of 
RHJIIAIIOKOVK 
Beyond trie Mississippi." 
Written down to Sumrnpr of 1809, 
with new Text, new Maps, new Index, new Illustrations. ■ 
OiO Payeti. -Hi EuyravlnyH ami accurate 
1 
Raps. 
Don't attempt to sell other books, old matter, restrict- 
ed and copied, under new names. Sell the original, com- 
plete from l*i.VT to IttGO. it tells more about the 
West than all other books on the subject combined. Ap- 
ply at headquarters. Extra commissions paid. AMERI- 
CAN PUBLISHING CO., Hartford. Conn. 
$10.00 PER DAY GUARANTEED 
Agents to sell the Home Siiuttlf. Sewing Machine. ! 
I makes the lock stitch, alike on both sides, has 
the under-feed, and is equal in every respect to any Sew- ! 
ing Machine ever invented. Price* $2.'*. Warranted tor ': 
5 years. Send for circular. Address Johnson, Clark! 
& Co., Boston, Mass., Pittsburg, Pa., or St. Louis, Mo. i 
$:iOOO K4LARI. Address U. S. Piano Co., N. Y. ! 
IjlRPIjOl’lff KMX that pays. For particulars, rub ; 'J dress S. M. Seen cep. & Co., Brat lleboro, \ t. 
ASK jour Doctor or Druggist for | 
HU EKT 4|l IYS N E— it equals (hitter) Quinine.! 
Is made only by F. STEARNS, Chemist, Detroit. 
SKU'-HELl- lOIt TIIF KKRINli. ”WoM< of Chcfr.1 for Young Men, who have fallen victims to SOCIAL j 
EVILS, desire a better MANHOOD, Sent in sealed en- 
velopes, free of charge. Address. HOWARD ASSOCI-. 
TlOX, Box P, Philadelphia, Pa. 
rPIIKRTl I'E.IRK' experience in the' 
1 Treatment of ( lironic iiml hexiia! Rio-' 
ease§.- Physiological Vieu.' of Marriage.—The cheap- 
est hook ever published—containing nearly 300 pages,and 
l.'lu line plates and engravings of the anatomy of theliu- 1 
man organs in a state of health and disease, with a treat- 
ise on early errors, its deplorable consequence upon the j 
mind and body, with the author’s plan of treatment—the 1 
only rational and successful mode of cure, as shown by a 
report of cases treated. A truthful adviser to the- mar-j ried and those contemplating marriage who entertain ! 
doubts of their physical condition. Sent free of postage i 
to any address ou receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or postal ! 
currency, by addressing Dr. LA CHOI \, No. 511 Maiden 
Lane. Albany, N. Y. The author may he consulted upon j 
any of the diseases upon which his books treat, either 
personally or by mail, and medicines sent to any part of ; 
the world. 
A VALUABLE MEDICAL BOOK!~ 
CCONTAINING IMPORTANT PHYSIOLOGICAL J INFORMATION to young men contemplating 
Marriage, sent free on receipt ol 25 cents. Address the 
CHEMICAL INSTITUTE, 12 Clinton Place, N. Y. 
IKK ( CP1IAK iPPKKISI KK 
Patent Safety Apparatus 
FOR H EROKE1E LAMPS, j 
i And save your life, your property, and reduce your ex- 
penses. It can be attached to any lamp In one minute 
and renders explosions impossible, obviates overflow, 
produces much better light, and saves twenty live per 
cent, of oil. Ladies and gentlemen wanted as agents 
throughout the United States. Address 
CEPHAS APPLE BEE •& CO., Lyndon, \1. 
0 I c 
Where I can buy 
DOORS, SASH, AND BLINDS, 
GLASS, PAINTS, OILS, and VARNISHES, Bedstead*, 
Tables, and Turning.0 lor same. Newels, Balusters and 
Rails, Black Walnut and Mahogany I.umber, Mouldings 
for Doors and Picture Frames of all kinds and sizes, 
Fancy Glass of all kinds and °izes to# order, Looking 




! for same, for half the price that has been paid here- 
! tofore. 
i Where are kept the largest assortment of Coffins and 
j Caskets in the place,and furnished at the lowest figures. 
Anything in the above line please call 
and see Samples. 
Come One!-Come All!! 
And see lor yourselves. 
T. Cr. A It E Y, llucksport, Tlaiue. 
&#*Hchas one second hand 12 horse power Engine, Shutting, Belting, Saws, and Machinery lor the Sash and 
Blind business which he wishes to dispose ol. f.w-19' 
|LOOK! LOOK!! WOK!!! 
| My cut ire st^ck of 
Buggies and Wagons 
Alter this date at reduced prices lor net c:ish. 1 will gay 
to the public that this is the best lot of carriages 
that I have ever built in Belfast. 
My Portland Buggies 
canuot be matched for pattern, style and finish. 
Business Wagons 
that Will suit any one. All warranted Work and best cl 
| stock, and made by MEN, not BOVS. Thinking 
of making a change in iny business I 
advertise an above. 
NATHAN WHITTEN. 
Belfast, J nne 22,1869. tI60 
• For Sale. 
BY the bbl. Stewart’s mineral Rooting, especially adapted to flat roofs. I *al»o hold myself well prepared to move or raise buildings to any height desired 
J. N. STEWAKT. 
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Having Leased the Elegant Store 
in this Block for a term of 
years, and sparing no ex- 




DRY & FANCY GOODS 
| 
They have recei ved a very liberal! 
patronage, both from City and 
Country, We have bean 
induced to replenish 
our already LARGE Stock 
of NEW Goods. We have jus! 
received a LARGE INVOICE of 
SPRING URtSS GOODS, 
WHITE GOODS. 
SHA WLX'hl (rTt'ftl inrh,ifi .7 
! 
—NICE— 
LACL AND PAISLEY SHAWLS, 
-LIGHT- 
I 






in endless Variety, all at PRICES 
known by MANY LADIES in 
the COUNTY. 
A LAKQK ASSORTMENT Oi 
Nottingham Lace Curtains, 
on hand and selling VERY CHEAP 
As we have another l.AKGE STORE in 
Rockland, we are obliged to buy in large 
quantities; an ADVANTAGE we are 
enabled to give our Customers. 
'lOBBl.V; A SPECIALTY. 
Country Dealers are invited to examine our 
i Goods and Prices; as we can name fig- 
ures, that will INDUCE them to 
Purchase. 
SIMONTON BROS. Si CO. 





1,373 C hests 
From the Tea plantation of U.\<; Au- 
Siiowe to his hrother Oono Ar- 
Showe, the great China Tea Mer- 
chant, 26 Union St., Boston. 
This celebrated Tea was first sent 
to ibis country in 1868, by Ung Ar- 
Showe, as a present to Ins brother, 
for his own use and the use of his 
friends. He first raise 1 the tea in 
I860, having got the seed in Can- 
ton, and, in 1868, he gathered seven 
chests, and cured it: in porcelain 
over a slow fire. He and his friends 
tried it, and found it superior to any 
tea they had ever seen before; so 
they sent samples to all the great 
tea dealers in Canton, Hong Kong, 
and Pekin, and they all pronounco 
it the best tea they had ever seen, 
it lias all (lie good qualifies of Ja- 
pan, Oolong, and Hyson. Natural 
Leaf, perfectly pure, delightful tla- 
vor, and very strong. They want- 
ed to engage all lie could raise for 
their trade; but he sends it all to 
his brother in Boston, and we have: 
what we want of it for our trade 
here. We warrant thW to suit all 
lovers of tea; also to he better than 
can be bought in the United States, 
for SI.20 per pound, and we sell it: 
at the low price of SI. 10 per lb. 
Come, or send and try it. 




April 7, 1800. :;mod! 
'S'. W. & .5. W. Pitclirr 
Would call tlio special attention 
of the public to their extensive 
Stock of DRY & FANCY GOODS, 
suitable for family use at such 
prices as will suit the most eco- 
nomical. Our goods are of the 
first and medium qualities, con- 
sisting of Dress goods, Woolens, 
Shawls, Silks, Domestics, House- 
keeping goods of every descrip- 
tion, Gloves, Hosiery, and small 
wares--also manufacturers of La- 
dies’ and Misses’ Garments Paisley 
Shawls a speciality. It is the 
special aim of the proprietors to 
suit the multitude (the working 
pebplef with good goods, at fair 
prices, and to gain by fair dealing 
a share of their patronage, as our 
business is conducted on the one 
price system (the only fair way to 
trade). We can warrant to all 
who may favor us with a call, per- 
fect satisfaction as to Prices, 
Quality and Durability. 
:n "fci:— 
JOBBING DEPARTMENT 
will always be found a full as- 
sortment of desirable goods adapt- 
ed to the Country trade. 
T. W. k J. IV. Pltvlwr, 
HI MAIN STliKidT. hi 
BELFAST, Me. 
MANHOOD HOW LOST, HOW RESTORED: 
Bust published, a new edition of Culver- 
‘: j&P j *-11 Oleitruted E»»ay on the radical cure (without medicine) ot Spur 
iatojikikj or Seminal Weakness, in- 
voluntary Seminal Losses, Impotkncy, Mental and 
Fliysical’incapacity, Impediments to Marriage, etc. ; al- 
so,Consumption, l .i'H ri’SY and Furs, induced by l- 
indulgence or .sexual extravagance. 
I'rice, in a sealed envelope, only B cents. 
The celebrated author, in this admirable essay, clearly 
demonstivie s from a thirty year’s successful practice, 
that the ala ming eon v.pienoes ot self-abuse may be rad- 
ically cured without i!i iangorous use ot internal medi- 
oii.e or the applicaii«m ul theknile; pointing out a mode 
of cure at once simple, certain and eilectual, by means ol 
which every safler*.r, no nrittcr what bis condition in.nv 
be, may nio luuis-. It cheaply, privntolv, and rmUealln. 
ii.-j' Tliis Lecture, should heJn tlu- hand* ol every 
youth and every man in the 1 ,nd. 
Sent under real, in a plain cow-lope, to any address, 
postpaid, on receipt of six < o t •*. or two post stamps. 
Also Dr. < ‘ulverweli -1’ M: i: iage Go Mo,” price 25 cents. 
Addriss the I’ttMiMu r. ‘’HAS. ,1. c. KLINK & CO., 
123 gZtMverv A<*vi Cod (Unco lb>\ 4 
1 rBO 
rp.o THE EADIK.'. ed. brated UK. Ul\ X particularly invites all E dies who need a Medical or 
Surgical adviser, to call r.t his Booms, 21 Endicott St., 
Boston, Mass., which tlu y will find arranged lor their 
special aeconnno11 ation. 
Dlt. DIX having devoted ov. iwentv years to this 
particular branch ot the treatment oi all diseases peculiar 
to females, it is now conceded by ail, (both in thi coun- 
try and Europe,) that he excels all other known practit- 
ioners in the sal< speedy and effectual treatment ot all 
female complaint?. 
II is medicines are prepared with the express purpose 
of removing all diseases, such a? debility, weakness un- 
natural suppressions, enlargements of the womb, also all 
discharges which flow from a morbid state of the. blood. 
The Doctor is now fuliy prepared to treat in his peculiar 
style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the 
tenia! sex, and they are respectfully in\ ited to call at 
-Vo. *51 Kiiilicau 
All letters requiring advice must contain one dolkr to 
insure an answer. 
Boston,.Ian. 1, 1800— lyr 
WOOD’S' IMPROVED 
GOLD PRIZE MOWER 
Made at Hoosiet Falls, N. Y, 
Decidedly the Loading Machine in Com- 
petition with the World. 
Took the highest trial Prizes in 18(o, and the highest 
trial Prizes in 1808. The Great Trials tell truth, 
look the Maine State Society’s Medal in ISAS. 
Sold one-third ol all bought in Maine last 
year, ten others In the market notwith- 
standing. The only Mower offered 
iu Maine that ever received a trial 
first Prize Medal. 
1’. A. CARLE, Agent, Belfast, Mo. 
Also lor sale by GILBERT I.. Cl’RTIK, 




H, JL» LORD S 
So. lo mast. 
Great Reduction of Fares! 
i^rrti- 
TO ALL POINTS 
WEST AND SOUTH. 
Via BOSTON, NEW YORK, 
1’iJI L.\ DEL PL11A, PITTSBUIH. 
ALBANY, BUFFALO, 
NIAGARA FALLS, 
DUNKIRK, SAI,AM AN’CA, 
CLEVELAND, DETROIT, ike. 
THROUGH TICKETS 
For sale at Greatly Reduced Ratos, at 
WASHBURN'S BOOKSTORE, 
Opposite tlie American House; 
20|Main St.,.Belfast. 
—TICK KTS KKOM— 
England, Ireland and Scotland. 
xti- STF.Ki.ING EXCHANGE j. c;;bl, a; -dght. for 
fair in 'inns to sun. hnoH* 
NOTICE. 
\ITILLt \M B. SWAN & CO., having purchased the 
H Stores, Storehouses and Wharf of II. .1. AN 
DERSON, J i?., are now opening an entire new slock, consisting in part of the following articles. 
CORN, GRANULATED SUGAR, JAVA < OF FEE 
FLOUR, COFFEE Rio 
PORK, HAVANA JAPAN TEA 
BEEF, ST. JAGO OOLONG 
LARD, MUSCOVADO RAISINS 
fOBACCO, SPICES, SALT, OATS, FISII, &«-. 
A lull and complete assortment of Groceries, which we 
invile purchasers to call and examine, and wo will 
make prices satisfactory. 
WM. B. SWAN, 
A. ( UTTER SIBLLV. 
Belfast, May LlNC. Ifd.1, 
A HARRIS’ 
New Carpet Store ! 
r|‘1ilE SI ’BSiTilBER, thankful to ike public lor the 1. kindness and liberal patronage he has received 
at Us new store on High Street, opposite Fu Id & 
Mathew- turn it urc store, takes the liberty to Inform the 
public that he has opened a stairway in his new tore, 
leading to a larg"4 C’-IUPKT ItOO.'tl. where lie of- 
r s for sale at as low prices a- ever be fire offered in Bel- 
last a splend’d stock of 
O -J3L 2P lESVXCTG-S. 
v.ONSISTI.Vf, of— 
'iluvt* B*i.f, aiupcrliue und from the 
best Lowell and Hartford factories. Also Oil 
Clotli«»« anil Vi an 
Al-o on hand a good stock of Cloths, consisting of 
BROADCLOTHS, DOKSKTVS, CAS,SIMERES oi 
all grades, SATINETS, TWEEDS, COTTON- 
ADES and FLANNELS. 
Also on hand a lot of Ready Made Clo liing, to be ?olrt 
out within thirty days it possible, 
tttf^uick «ales and small profit- is in,* motto. 
•imi* a. Harris. 
MuiU d •. .•••!),? •>; IViv. Address, 
S'. A TO .Y A CO„ 
K.muting, Me. 
(yO.Y Fi liiE A TS A 1..—Young men who ha.e injur* e<i themselves by certain secret habits, which unlit 
them for business, pleasure, or the duties of married life; 
also middle ag°d and old men, who, from the follies of 
youth, or other causes, feel a debi ity in advance of their 
years, before placing themselves under the treatment ol 
anv one, should first read lt The s cret Friend.’’ Married 
ladies will learn something oi Importance by perusing 
Tito Secret Friend.” Sent to any address, in a sealed 
envelope, on receipt of 26 cents, Addtos- DR. * IfARLKS 
A. STl ART & CO., Boston, Ma s. Iyr4 i 
SPR1N<3- 3-0 O ID S 
Ol AM. KINDS A 1' 
11. !.. la iHD'S, No. 10. High St 
j ,11 i:Msinsii ,.<toliS A £ SB I.. LOHit *. 
WHITTEMQRE’S 
SELF liOC K IN G HAKE! 
Patented February 4tli, 1888. * 
HAVINii long seen the reed of a Wheel Rake that would combine the good qualities of other Rakes, 
at the same time dispensing with their objectionable 
qualities, we have, after sj on ling much time anti labor, 
secured the desired object, arid now offer the WHITTF 
MORE RAKE to the public with the most unlimited 
confidence that ii will prove ail we recommend it fo be, 
\i/ Tin: Bi.vr Rakk in Tin Makkj't. 
The principal advantages we claim for tie• Rake over 
others, are 
1st. .SiMFi.icm The p. ris are o few and Ample 
that any farmer of ordinary ingenuity can easily repair 
it when broken or out of ot’d« r. 
2d. Kask of Ol’RRATioy. Ii being the ea-h .-d work 
lug Rake in the market. 
2d. It has a Lock Lrvi;i a simple but effective de- 
vice for holding the teeth to the ground wheu doing 
heavy work. 
Tt]i. It has an easy spring seat, which i secured by 
the axle, thereby removing the w ight of the driver from 
the bad oi the horse. 
6th. It can be set so the teeth will not quite reads tin 
ground, thereby making it very desirable as a gleaner. 
Oth. It has cleaners to prevent the hay hanging t< the 
teeth when emptying the Rake. 
?tli. 1 he teeth are independent of each other, and when ouo is broken it can be replaced a iiv«- minuc 
without, interfering with any of the other teeth. 
8th. It will rake clean without scratdiiny ip tie- m 
nnre or dirt. 
For sal*' at whole ale and retail at 
The Agricultural Warehouse anil Hard- 
ware Store of 
F. A. CARlE. Belfast, Me. 
Also for ah by ^SHIKRT S.. 
2mos48 Wr«'«t Wiut«*ri»«ri 
/ lOMMENCEMENT day is WEDNESDAY, July Nil. 
V. Candidates for admission to college will bo ix 
amined in ADAMS HALL, on Friday, July P-th, at 8 
o'clock. A M.; also on the opening of tin •■Urge itrro 
on IlCRSDAV, Sept, 2d. 
SAMUEL H \KRI v Rr« -.1* nt. 
Brunswick, June ! I, 1800. 1Iw4'» 
hoots and shoes 
SiHllnw !i;ll "ill III' I \ li\ >r -.ill' 
A/" .US 3BL !£' Xj C3 "VST 
U> the lot or single i-air, al 
W. T. COLBURN’S, 
m; Xo. II Oit.v Block, BciruNt. 
Belfast Savings Bank, 
up ms INSTITUTION is now prepared to rec**iv« D«~ 1 posits iti Sums ol One Dollar ami upward*, at the 
Banking Hoorn, No. is Main .st. '.Formerly Bank of Com- 
merce KooinJ 
Interest allowed on deposit* of Five Dollar* and over. 
Money deposited on or before th first days of June, 
July, August, September or October, will be placed upon 
interest at the rate of six per cent., or such other rate a* 
the pvowts will allow, the interest payable on tin* tirst 
MomVvj ol December, lor each full month the same shall 
hav roniaiued on deposite at that time. 
ASA FAF N(’l resident. 
.John li. iJuimrv, Trea*. 
Belfast, May in 1809. Mtioli 
HORSE RAKES 
FARMERS, 
We mild call your attention Jo the 
BURT SELF ADJUSTING 
HORSE RAKE, 
the be -t Wheel Horae Hake ever brought before t he pub 
lie. All desirous of purchasing will iind it for their 
interest to call and examine tills Hake before 
buying elsewhere. 
A. J. ilAllftlfl A* A CO.. Xo.ttO Vlaitiftf. 
Beltast, June, 2,1800. r*mos4r 
Gray’s Linen Dollars ami 
CUFFS AT 
H. L. LORD’S. 
I Call at No. 10 High St. 
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, 
■ OH PinirVIAfti THE BLOOU. 
The reputation this ex- 
cellent medicine enjoys, 
is derived from its cures, 
many of which are trulv 
marvellous. Inveterate 
cases of Scrofulous dis- 
ease, where the system seemed saturated with 
corruption, have been 
purified and cured by it. Scrofulous affections and 
disorders, which were ag- 
gravate.! by the. scrofn- 
they wore painfully afflicting, have been radically 
cured m such great numbers in almost every «er- 
turn of tlie country, that the public scarcely need to he informed of its virtues or uses. 
scrofulous poison is one of the most destructive 
enemies oi our race. Often, this unseen and uni'clt 
tenant of the organism undermines the constitute -n. 
and invites the attack of enfeebling or fatal diseases, 
V f bout exciting a suspicion of its presence. Again, it seems to breed infection throughout the body, and then, on some favorable occasion, rapidly develop 11,10 one or other of its hideous forms, either (m the surface or among the vitals. In the latter, tuber 
es may he suddenly deposited in the Jungs ..i heart, or tumors lormed in the liver, nr it sTn»\vs 
ii presence by eruptions on the skin, or foul ulcer- ations on some part of the body. Hence the <•. c,t 
ioti.d u-o <•! a bottle of this Sarsaparilla is ad- visable, even when no active symptoms of disease 
appear. Per.-ou- afflicted witli the following com- 
main is generally lind immediate relief, and, at 
length, cure, by the u of this SAJtSAPAJtIL- 
l.A: St. Anthony's l ire. Dose or Erysipelas. Tetter, Salt Jtheum, Scald Head, ltinyavrm, Sore Eys. Sore Ears, and other eruptions or isible forms of Scrofulous disease. Al-'> in the 
wow.neealed forms, as Dyspepsia. Dropsy. Heart Disease, J-'its, Epilepsy, Neurafyia, and the various l l. erous affections of the uni cu- 
lar and nervous systems. 
Syphilis or Venereal and Mercurial Diseases 
are ('need by ;t, though a longtime is required for suhdningth* se obstinate maladies by any medicine. I*nt long continued use of this medicine will cure 
the complaint. Leucorrhaa or Whites, l ferine ( leeradons, and J'emate Diseases, are com- 
monly soon relieved and ultimately cured by its Purilying -.ml invigorating effect. ‘Minute l)‘iree- 
] f“f ■'1 b «'a -e are found in our Almanac, sup 
pbed grab'. Dheamatism and Gout, whin 
can-ct b% accumulations of extraneous matters 
oi the blood, yield quickly to it, as also Liver 
( om plaints, Torpidity, Cviijp-stivn or Inflam- 
mation of the / tree, and Jaundice, when arising, 
;,;i they olion do, from the rankling poisons in the 
blood. This SARSAPARILLA is a great re- 
storer for the strength and vigor of the system, 'lhosowho are Lanyuid and Listless, Despon- dent, Sleepless, ami troubled with Nervous Ap- 
prehensions nr Fears, or any of the affections 
symptomatic of Weakness, will lind immediate 
lelief and convincing evidence of its tvstr.raiiv*- 
powrrupon trial. 
r it e p a i; r. i) n r 
*»». j. «. ah:r a co., jlomcII. *i■***., 
fra.deal and Analytical Chemists. 
SOLD m AM. EVEKYWilhlff:. 
For sale by all Drugglstsln Belfast. 
U* \ WII I BE FORFEITED BY Dp.. L. DIX 
if failing to cure In less time than any 
other physician, more effectually and permanently, with 
Jess restraint from occupation or less exposure to all 
weather, with safe and pleasant medicines. 
SELF ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS, 
Their effect1* and consequences; 
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS, 
Incident to Married and Single Ladies- 
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS; 
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases oi the 
'kin; Ulcers of the Nose, Throat and body; Pimples on 
the Face; Swelling of the Joints; Nervousness; Constitu- 
tional and other Weaknesses in youth and the more ad- 
vanced, at all ages, ot 
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED. 
l. § 
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE. 
£1 IhidUott Street, Bo*ton, 
Is so arranged that patients never see or hear each other 
Recollect, the only entrance to his office is Wo. £1. hav 
ing no connection with his residence, consequently no 
family interruption, so that on no account can any person 
hesitate applving r.t his ollice, 
DR. DIX 
boldly asserts, (and it cannot bo contradicted, except L»\ 
quacks, who will say or do anything, even perjure them- 
selves, to impose upon patients,) that he 
IS HTE ONLY RKOl'LAR GRADVATR PHYM« IAN 
ADVERTISING IN BOSTON. 
SIXTEEN YEARS 
engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so well 
known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel 
Proprietors, &e.t that he is much recommended, and par- 
ticularly to 
.VI RANGERS AND TRAVELLERS. 
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native 
quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other large 
cities. 
DR. DIX 
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians— 
many of whom consult him in critical cases, because of 
hi-* acknowledged skill and reputation, attained through 
so long experience, practice,and observation. 
AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE, 
L* not robbed and add to your sufferings in being deceived 
by the lying boasts, misrepresentations, false promts; s, 
and pretentions of 
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS, 
who know little of the nature and character ol' Special 
Disease?, and less to their cure. Some exhibit forged 
Diplomas ot Institutions or Colleges, which never existed 
in any part of the world; others exhibit Diplomas ol the 
Dead, how obtained, unknown; r.ot only assuming and 
advertising in names of those inserted in the diplomas, 
but to further their imposition assume names of other cel- 
ebrated physician? long since dead. Ni it her b< deceived 
by 
QU A C K NOSTR L M -MA K E RS, 
through false certificates anti referenced, and recommend- 
ations ot their medicines by the dead, who cannot expose 
or contradict them; or who. besides, to further their im- 
po- it tons, copy from medical books, much that is written 
of the quaiiih and til■ eta oi different herbs and plants, 
and ascribe all the same to t heir Pills, Extracts, Specifics 
&c., most of which, if not all. contain Mercury, because 
of the ancient belief of its curing everything," but now 
known to 1 kill more than is cured,” and tiio?c not 
killed, constitutionally injured for life. 
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND 
NOSTRUM-MAKERS. 
Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor, knowing 
no other remedy, he relies upon Mkrcup.y, and gives it 
to all his patients, in Pills, Drops, &c., so the Nostrum- 
maker, equally ignorant, adds to his so-called Extracts, 
.Specific, Antidote, &e., both relying upon its effects in 
curing a few in u hundred, it i- trumpeted in various 
way? Throughout the land; but, alas! nothing Is said ol 
the balance, some of whom die, others grow worse and 
are left to linger and suffer for months or years, until re- 
| ileved or cured, if possible, by competent physician?. 
BUT ALL QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to 
-ome quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, regardless 
1 of the file and health of others, there are those among 
them who even perjure themselves, contradicting giving 
mercury to their patients, or that it Is contained in their 
nostrums, so that the “usual fee” may be obtained for 
professedly curing, or “the dollar,” or fraction of it,” 
may be obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that many 
are dec. ived, also, and spend large amounts for experi- 
ments with quackery. 
DR. DEWS 
charee* are very moderate. Communications sacredly 
confidential, and all may rely on him with the strictest 
seen y ami confidence, whatever may be the disease, con- 
dition'or situation of any one, married or single. 
Medicine? sent by Mail and Express to all parts ot the 
United States, 
All letters requiring advh must c-ont du i.Li .ioli.tr to 
insure an answer. 
Addreat Du. L. Dix.Xw. ki Endlcott St. Bo- ,i M 
Bo :on Jan. 1 !sr/.* — 1 vr 
OAUTIO 3JQ 
To Females in Delicate Health. 
ivS%. DOW, Physician and burgeon, So. Fm>i- ,7 « o rt 8T., IP i in is consulted daily lor al.’ diseas- 
es incident ‘to the female system. Prolapsus Uteri or 
Fulling of the Womb, Fluor Albus, Suppression, and 
other menstrual derangements, are all treated on new 
pathological principles, and speedy relief guaranteed in a 
very lew days. So invariably certain is this new mode 
ot treatment, that most obstinate complaints yield tinder 
ir, and the aiilicted person ioon rejoices in perfect health. 
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in the 
cure of disem.es of women than any oilier physician in 
Boston. 
Hoarding accommodations for patients who may wish 
to stay in Boston a few days under his treatment. 
Dr. Dow, since 1845, having confined hi- whole atten- 
tion to an office practice for the cure of Private Diseases 
and Female Complaints, acknowledges no superior in the 
1 nited Slides. 
A B.—All letters mast contain one dollar, ot they will 
not be answered. 
Office hours from 8 A. :*i. to 9 w :u. 
Boston, .fuly 25, l Hi vs, ly-i 
GEO. A. STUART, M. D , 
Physician &L Surgeon, 
LATK OF BOSTON 
M.l A< Of/\% ILLI BE<44'll, **«•. 
GOLD. SILVER, 
( oiu, ililifts and Bonds 
Uoiigfi? and M»!d aud highest price paid bj 
S. A HOWES & CO, 
ltf 
(. P. LO.MBAUD, 
SURGEON DENTIST 
OFFICE OVER II. II. JOHNSON’S 8T0KF, 
•MI.ItYIV ROW. OEIFAST, MAIYK. 
■■■■ oo- 
Having bought out dh burgess, he will be happv to w ilt on his oht customers ami tln> 
puhlic generally. Teeth tilled and restored to ttieir oiin- 
Inal shape. Teeth with exposed nerves treatedand tilled. 
Artillcial teeth of the best quality inserted at reasonable 
rates. Gold and Silver Plate taken In exchange. AH 
work warranted. Teeth extracted without pain It desired. 
G. P. LOMBARD. 
REFERENCES. 
JOHN D. LINCOLN, M. D., Brunswick, ,1. H. LoM 
BAUD, Dentist, Brunswick; A. V. METCALF', Mer 
chant, Brunswick; A. G. TENNEY, Editor Brunswick 
Telegraph; K, 11. CUNNINGHAM, M. D.. Wiscasset, ! OWEN St. C. O'BRIEN M. Bristol. tf3S 
SANF< )RD’S 
Independent Line ! 
For BOSTON an^l LOWELL. 
-00- 
AKKANtiEHE'NT FOR THE SEASON ot in-, 
Two Steamers on the Route 
Tlnee Trips Per Week ! 
-00- 
Hi LIGHTS RITHGL1 > 
ON :tUtl alter .1 ll in .til, t h«* N'*\V flti LI< -aul >(, auifl 
CAM Hit IJ )OK, 
9 
Al i. .1. 1*. .H»HNSOX, and t ri** Kivorlte Si*mih. r 
KAT VI i I )IN, 
l AIT. HKNltY > HIGH, will nm lollovvn 
Iamvo BELFAST i'.m BOSTON. MONDAY" \\ t h- 
XL"'DAYS, aud FRIDAYS^! n' •!I* 
nm n\n<. 
I.-HV. iiOSiON for BELFAST, WoNDAVS nt.H 
NKSDAYS and FRIDAYs, ..| ..dock 1*. lit.’ 
Far#* to lioNton, fll.jO. f» LuhOI.^4.jv 
4^* All freight must hr accompanh .1 l.y Hu.imr- i. ceipts in duplicate. Freight hills mu si lv j.il.l on <1 livery of Goods. 
Orders received at Xu. K* IT., nix R >w 
OFHGK ON THK NYU \ li F. 
GKO. U. U I LLS 
Belt.ist, June :, 1m»‘G Ills Aiii A., 
Quickest and Easiest Route to Boston! 
Through by Steamer & Railroad 
— STL AM 1.1; — 
CITY Ol HICHAM > \ I >. 
<'«p«. wn r. »k\ 
rP1JK STEAMER CITY Of RICHMOND, tmvi. -A- been put in complete order the pad whiter will 
commence her regular thrice weekly trip, between and and landings on the Penobscot Ri.cr and Puv leaving Portland on Monday, April ivtli at 10 o'clock l. 31., or on the arrival of the Kxprc^ Train hem Boston. Leaving Belfast on Monday Wednesday f*ud 
nday mornings at o'clock. 
Passengers will be ticketed through to Boston and a-1 intermediate stations, arriving the same evening 
Returning will leave Portland every Monday V-di »-• 
day and Friday evening, at 10 o’clock. 
1 he Richmond Is one of the strong, ■ .y ,Pu beat- 
ever built, of remarkable speed clean ami comfort tie 
Passengers are assured that \-n min* v. Ill hot-.k -n 
en>ure their comfort and if tv. 
Belfast, April lSot*. 
Boston and Penobscot River 
MEHOH ANTS' 1J \ |; 
Tlif St.-uu-hip w II.TIHUKTi, 
f W“1 tea,v Howe’s Wharf, Boston,tor lf.it, 
MKBBEBrS«?or every Thursdays Vi M., t. ochiiifc a, 
Belfast, Saudy 1'olnt, Iiucksport and U Interport. !., turning will leave W hiterpori ‘,rry M ends v, at a, \ 
51., touching at the above port--. Knight tAk.-ti ,.i r.-: 
sonable rates. 
H. H. till IM A * fi 
1%0. .Vi Vi) .*s II 
Belfast, Oct. 2th i, i. 
Tin; kit:, thi: «;» i 
DR. E. KNIO-tlT, 
PIlliD 144 4 4 21 4H * 1.3* a 
HAm discovered a new ‘reatmctH ioi h-e and iw/, whereby he 1- curing -o.-<d ii,i woist cases at 
blindness and deafness or.-,* known. histrumentr 
or pain. Eyes blind hu > u-.'itid .t .r,r.uma-d incur;., 
ble by the best occu.’DD iii thi > ■ uuu have b. yr a 
in a few weeks. 
CANCERS : CANCERS!! 
Dr. Knight has discover 1 
cers that surpasses all other- now in use n cure v. hi, 
out knife, plaster or pain, and he:iN without 
Fistula, White Swellings. Kiysipda-, l .i!-v ana } 1: 1 cured in half the time and half the xju <-l oil, 
treatment. 
CONSUMPTION easily curt d when > km In 
Every kind of humors eradicated from the ;ti iu. 
Dr. Knight invites all afflicted with (he above liatmd 
diseases to call and cou-ult him belore re-sorting to en> 
other treatment. Fifteen day will satisfy any one oS ti 
efficiency of his new medicine. No ei. w-'. ’.r const Ji 
tion. 
Oitlce, 31 East Canton street Boston. tm. 
FURNITURE! FURNITURE 
1'ir.i i> .matih:,v.-> 
No. 11,1 ‘HF.XIN l<( >\v 
BELFAST, 
I 
1 Have it Splendid Assortment ci Snpen \\.\l.Nl 
PARLOR FURNITURE, covered with if air » ;<•'? 
Repps, &c., Dining Room Furniture, Cottage Cliambe: 
I Furniture, Extra Hair Matti e c-. Spring Bed-. Sol.- 
Bedsteads, Chairs of all varieties, in met < • thing ! 
j the way of Furniture. We manufacture most of our goods, >.nd «tuple., i. 
: be=t ot workmen, which enables u- to offer great in,in 
meets to all who w ant really good Furnitur< a: !ovr price* 
AH goods of our own manufactiue are warranted. All 
sold to go into the country will b, '..irked wilii are and 
! dispatch. Call and see. Ship Cabinet Work and turning 
of all descriptions done to order. W .--k shop at IL 'la -l 
| Foundry. 
i C. D. FIF.I.D. A. B. MATHEW 
CITY BONDS, 
1>Y A DECIMoN ot the Comm:-- ioio v»t iu»«-? y Revenue, jU"t received, ihe e bom4.- :,rt eoi !!.tl 
I to the internal revenue tax ot LIVE IT i; CENT !G 
j railroad bond-, or bonds giver; By :*.»vn* er clrm- -.Id ot 
a railroad, or by w 
company. 
This consideration give.- Beita-f \ iiy lion.I- A mltAi 
ADVANTAGE over the bond.- oi \ a- n 'ac.i 
are subject to this rax, and make- i:.- f : 
desirable investment in the in.u k 
Nearly fifty thousand dollar- *•! <- s. 2...,» 
before the decision of the Comm .. * : 
and investors will find it tor i! : g.• o send C. 
immediately, as no .... ■ {■■■'■ nr.% th!..v 
mori than a limited ament v. .!! {••<%, ;-i -t ioruu 
rates. i IldUNKIKi., 
tfh> i r- -urer 
S O. GJ.L Xa Xif B.X 
HOUSE, SHIP, CARRIAGE, 
SKi X vV U IJ X AMI '. X i A. 1 
F* a i n t e x- 
GRAINING, ULA/ING, • 11. *.* X t.. -mi t.vtTi 
If ANGING executed in the r;, t.-r >; .. -ill: 
CABIN'S Grained, van;! -}. .1 ami < :i -l.« G ‘t> 
Modern and Bent Style. UI.I M)> 5-. f 1.1 lev- 
price than can be done at any «»’ her s;.. G ib ! 
the 1st oi April or May. \lo. 1 Aiil.TAiti i‘\i .1 
I N'T at the lowe- ( ASM prh 
*llO|» Oil Il'ilvlllll^lOSI iu, VJ. 
6ra‘t0 (iti l ! Yi 
SELLI 1ST<3- O U V 
New Goods at 
No. 5 PHENIX BOW. 
Best German Corsets, 75 ms. 
Spool Cotton, 200 yds. for 2 eta 
Prints, t), 10. 12 and 11 els p,. > ,t. 
A Urge ami well -elected sloel. >4 
DRY GOODS to be , lo-e.I uni 
before 1 letober, ,if 
Itetail or Wholesale 
Before Purchasing Cali At 
No. 3. Mo. O. 
I'HEMX If > \\ 
i itmm|s sullin^ :ti .small l'i -:t■ -. c » :iG 
l.ESS than (-■-!. 
Poiltively I nth riolil l»> % 
Billiard Tables. 
XX JfctJ JXI RY XX JM fc*. 
106 Sudbury Street, 
BOSTON, MASS. 
MftDuluctuivT ol BILLIARD TABLES, with the 
leal Conibinatiou itrlp C uahlon. superior 
to any now In me, ut reduced prices. 
IjpAll orders promptly intended to. bmo3 
